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The usual tests for specification of normal linear regression 

models,   i.e.,  homos cedasticity and /or autocorrelation,  are based on 

least squares residuals.    Statistically,   this is an incorrect approach 

since the least squares residuals are heteroscedastic and autocorre- 

lated even under the ideal conditions for linear regression. 

Theil's Best-Linear-Unbiased-Scalar-variance-co variance 

residuals,   (a transformation of the least square residuals) are homo- 

scedastic and non-autocorrelated under the ideal conditions for linear 

regression.    These residuals have become the basis for an alternative 

set of specification error tests requiring further investigation- 

The present study is an approach to the computer programming 

and application of the BLUS based specification error tests to selected 

econometric linear models. 



The tests considered in this paper are for:   omitted variables, 

wrong functional form for the regressors,   simultaneous equation 

bias,   autocorrelation,  heteroscedasticity,   non-normality of residuals 

and multicollinear ity.    They 'were applied to two sets of models:   farm 

labor market models and aggregate agricultural production functions 

fitted to data from the 1930-1972 period in U.S. 

The general findings support the usefulness and advantage of 

using the BLUS-based specification error tests in selecting the linear 

models suited for ordinary least squares estimation-    They are,   how- 

ever,   no substitute for an extensive use of all relevant theoretical and 

empirical knowledge about the model-    Rather, they complement that 

approach. 

All model? studied showed problems of positive autocorrelation 

and multicollinear ity. 

The findings related to the farm labor market models show that 

demand for hired farm labor as a function of real wages,   a ratio of 

prices  received to prices paid by farmers,   an index of agricultural 

productivity and the lagged regressand was well specified as a single 

equation linear relation.    The estimated short run and long run wage 

elasticity of demand,  at the point of means,  were:    -. 179 and -• 555 

respectively.    The supply relation was not well defined revealing its 

need for closer investigation.    The results suggest,  however,   that 

the alternative non-farm income opportunity is a stronger explanator 



of the supply for hired farm labor than is the farm wage rate. 

The group of aggregate production functions studied included 

linearization of Cobb-Douglas, Constant Elasticity of Substitution, 

Variable Elasticity of Substitution and Quadratic functions. 

The analysis and specification error tests of the different 

production functions provide the following general results: 

- Most selected models  suggest that agriculture has been experiencing 

increasing returns to scale. 

- Agricultural putput has been more sensitive to changes in capital 

inputs than to changes in labor,   i.e.,  partial elasticities evaluated 

at the point of means. 

- The elasticity of substitution between capital and labor was con- 

sistently greater than one. 

- With the exception of the Cobb-Douglas production function,   all 

other specifications contained at least one •well specified linear 

approximation to be estimated by ordinary least squares technique. 

They also met all theoretical and most coefficient expectations. 
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BEST-LINEAR-UNBIASED-SCALAR-RESIDUALS-BASED 
TESTS FOR SPECIFICATION ERRORS 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

The concern of all economists is to learn about that subset of 

reality defined as economic reality-    In this thesis the concern is to 

follow the approach of those economists who blend the use of econom- 

ics,  mathematics, and statistics in their quest for such knowledge. , 

Allowing for the unavoidable exceptions, these economists could be 

referred to as econometricians.    It should also be recognized that the 

approach followed by these economists overlaps in different degrees 

with that of economists taking different approaches. 

The econometrician considers economic reality as interlocking 

and interacting components which may be defined as systems or 

processes. 

Given a particular study, the economist would like to identify the 

relevant system to carry out the analysis in his search for the 

answers.    Even though such a system does not exist clearly isolated 

[25,  p.  43] and, furthermore,   interacts with the rest of reality-- 

which has been referred to as the environment of the system--the 

econometric ian assumes that it is well-defined under "certeris paribus" 

(C.P. ) conditions.        Without such clear definition, however ficticious, 

the analytical utilization of the system is not workable [25,  p. 212-213]. 



The simplest mathematical system a researcher can 

conceptualize is the one-equation, one-response type.    Trying to 

utilize the advantages of mathematical notation this system would be: 

(1) y = f(x   ,x2, . • ■ >xk;01'
e2'- • ••ei lC-P-) 

The structure of this system is given by the functional relation 

(f)   and its uniqueness by the value of the parameters     (O's). 

In most problem settings,  the economist finds that he knows 

little about this system.    The best he can do is to advanture,  hypothe- 

size,  or theorize--hopefully based on prior information--a more 

specific form for such a system.    Such specification constitutes a 

model.    A model is supposed to be a simple and adequate representa- 

tion or abstraction of the system of interest,  at least under clearly 

identified restrictions or conditions. 

In general a model of the system (1) above could be represented 

as: 

(2) y = g(x  ,x, , . . . ,x.; P    , P  , . . . , |3 ) + n 0ab jmn s 

where the   x's   form a relevant subset of the   x's    in the system 

(j < k),    and the   P's   are the parameters for the model,    (s <_&).  The 

\i   is a stochastic error vector which stands here to indicate that the 

model is only an approximation to the system,  and therefore it can not 

reproduce its responses exactly. 



At this point the researcher would like to be able,   guided by the 

classical statistical approach,  to identify the function relation   (g), 

the vector     (3,     and     (J.    from observed data.    Usually these observed 

data form a sample of the available data on     y    and the     x's     in the 

model.    The approach would allow the analyst to obtain an idea about 

the specific structure and behavior of the model and,   consequently, to 

infer the corresponding characteristics of the system,  at least within 

the range of the model.    However, present day statistical tools do not 

allow this approach in an easy,  workable way.    The researcher is 

forced to restrict further the scope of his study,  and range of possible 

answers,  by choosing a more restricted model.    The restriction 

usually is to hypothesize a more specific functional form     (g)     along 

with additional conditions for the     x's,     and     n    vectors. 

The General Linear Model 

An example of a well-specified single-equation,  one-response 

type of system model is the widely used General Linear Model.    The 

model may be presented as: 

(3) Y = P0 + PlZl + P222 + ...  +Pkzk+-n 

where: 

3z. i 
i 



ay = p.8z. 

Y + C    = p.z. + p.C, 1 ii i   2 

Y = (P.C.-C.) + P.z. i   2       1 ii 

Y = C + 3 z (The    C's   are integration constants) 
i   i 

The last result indicates that the partial relation between the response 

Y     (or transformation of the responses) and the   z.     variable is 
i 

linear-    The relationship between the dependent variable and the error 

vector is also linear- 

Switching to the more compact matrix notation the General 

Linear Model is: 

(4) Y = Zp+ji 

where: 

Y   is a column of T values taken by the response variable- 

Z   is the (TxK) matrix of nonstochastic predetermined vari- 

ables.    (Note:    the   z.   predetermined variable may 

represent any hypothesized relationship among the 

observed explanatory variables claimed relevant by the 

model [6, 17]. ) 

P   is a vector of K unknown parameters. 

M-   is the vector of T stochastic disturbances assumed 

normally distributed with unknown parameters- 



When appropriately specified the general linear model reduces 

the task of estimation to obtaining estimates of the     (3    vector and the 

unknown parameters of the disturbance distribution.    To soundly use 

this model in estimation,  hypothesis testing and/or prediction,  the 

researcher has to constrain further the scope of his study.    He is 

forced now to concede ground to the requirement of the estimation 

method selected. 

Assuming the residuals vector is normally distributed with 

E(|J.) = 0,      implies that     Y = Z(3 + \i     is also normally distributed 

with    E(Y) = E(ZP+H.) = Z(3 + E(|J.) = Z(3     and unknown variance.    Esti- 

mation of     (3     is now equivalent to the estimation of    E(Y).    The 

estimation of    E(Y)     could be done by any of several methods [47, 

p.   171-186] (i-e., method of moments (MM),  least squares (LS), 

maximum likelihood (ML),  best linear unbiased (BLU)).    Each method 

provides estimators which differ in requirements,   complications and 

desirable properties.    The goal of econometricians has been to keep 

complications to a minimum and to maximize the desirable properties 

of the estimators     One outcome of this search is the widely known 

classical normal linear regression model- 

The Normal Linear Regression Model 

The single-equation linear regression model can be concisely 

specified as follows"• 



The system of interest can be approached in the range of study 

2 
by the single equation     Y = Zp + fi     where      [i ~ N   (O.cr  I   ), 

and     Z     is a full column rank     (TxK)     matrix of  nonstochas- 

tic relevant predetermined variables with finite sample vari- 

ances different from zero and     T > K,    [44,  p.   121;  47,  p.   348; 

56,   p.   202;   87,   p.   106].    Also     Z'M- = 0. 

Under the assumptions of the normal linear regression model, 

the JLS estimator of     (3     is equivalent to the BLU and the ML esti- 

mator-    This is important since the LS method provides only the 

formulas for the estimators of     P-    The BLU estimation method then 

provides the formulas for their variances,  and the ML estimation 

method gives the formula for an estimator of    cr       [47,  p.   205-216]. 

The least squares estimators of the elements have,   in addition, 

all the optimal properties,   i. e- ,  they are unbiased and efficient for 

finite samples but also asymptotically unbiased,   consistent and effi- 

cient [47,  p.   216]-    All these characteristics allow,  when correctly 

applied,   the appropriate use of the normal linear regression model 

for the purpose of estimation,  hypothesis testing,   and/or prediction. 

They also explain the appeal of this model,  as well as its popularity 

in application. 

The normal linear regression model has been widely studied 

by  statisticians   and  econometricians.       Today the properties of the 



estimators when some of the assuraptions are not met are known- 

There are also modifications--remedies --to the estimation procedures 

when it is known which assumption is not met [44,  Ch.   7, 8;  47,   Ch.8]. 

Those modifications are designed to recover the optimality required 

from the estimators- 

The foregoing analysis indicates that the normal linear 

regression model is applicable only under the very restricted circum- 

stances specified by its assumptions.    It is clear that the conclusions 

reached by using this model will be valid only if those assumptions 

are met.    This is most critical when the objective of the study is a 

better understanding of the structure of the particular economic sys- 

tem and not simply a prediction of the related economic events [69, 

p.   14]. 

Scope of the Study 

The concern in this thesis is the question--    How does the 

researcher know if the single-equation linear regression model is an 

appropriate representation of the system of interest under the range 

and sample to study? 

The answer to the previous question would help to^ 

a)   determine the appropriateness of using the single-equation 

linear regression and its conclusions in studies concerned 

with the structure of the underlying system- 
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b)  decide whether a different model or a modified estimation 

procedure is necessary and to advance to its  identification. 

Traditionally such a question is not asked since the maintained 

hypothesis is,   by definition,  not typically exposed to tests [47, p.  112]. 

The general purpose of this thesis is to survey selected tools 

recently available to answer the question and attempt its programming 

and adaptation to the Oregon State University CDC-3300 computer system. 

Special attention will be given to the subset of assumptions  in the nor- 

mal linear regression model concerning the distribution of the 

2 
stochastic residuals vector--   |Ji ~ N(0,cr I^)- 

Testing the Maintained Hypothesis:  The Common Approach 

A major difficulty in testing the assumptions of the normal 

linear regression model,  especially those concerning the stochastic 

disturbances,   is that those disturbances     ((J. = Y-ZP)     are not 

observable since the vector     (3     is unknown-    The common procedure 

has been to use the LS estimated residuals instead-    The LS residuals 

are     e = Y - Zb    where     b = (Z1 Z)"   Z' Y     is the LS estimate of     (3. 

Then: 

e = Y - Z{Z' Z)~lZ'Y = (I-Z(Z,'Z)"1Z,')Y = MY 

where     M = I - Z(Z' Z)     Z1      is a symetric,   idempotent,   and positive 

semidefinite     (TxT)     matrix of rank     (T-K). 



The relation between the vectors     e     and     |J.     is given by the 

equations 

Y = ZP + ti        and        e = MY, 

then: 

e = M(Z(3+|JL) = (MZ)(3 + M\i 

but: 

MZ = (I-Z^' Z)'lZ' )Z = Z  - Z(Z' Z)"1(Z, Z) = Z  - Z = 0 

which implies:      e = Mji. 

The last result indicates that the LS estimated disturbances 

depend on     p.    and also on the values of the explanatory variables-- 
O 

ie- ,  on     Z    via     M.    The implication of this result is that even when 

2 
the assumptions for     n     are true    (E((i) = 0   arid   EdaiJ.') = o- I)     the 

LS estimated disturbances are in general auto correlated and hetero- 

scedastic,   i-e- , they do not have a scalar variance-covariance matrix. 

Var(e) = E{ee') = EiM^M^)'} = EiM^'M'} = M{E(|i|il)}M' 

2 2 2 
= Mo- IM'   = o- MM'   = o- M 

The non-scalar variance-covariance for the LS residuals result 

has serious implications for the possibility of testing the distribution 

of the disturbance vector     (J--    The reason is that test statistics based 

2 
on    t,   x      or   F     distributions do not,   in general,  have such 
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distributions when formulated in terms of correlated random variables 

with different variances [87, p.   196].    This problem has been tradi- 

tionally handled by: 

a) designing special test statistics with their own distribution 

and tabulation or modifications of other tests,   i. e- ,   Durbin- 

Watson test for autocorrelation [87,  p.   20l]. 

b) modifications in the estimation of the LS errors to approach 

the conditions of the traditional statistics,   i. e. ,  Goldfeld and 

Quandt [27] test for homoscedasticity- 

None of the approaches is without problems- The Durbin-Watson 

test presents a problematic area of indeterminacy- Even though there 

are some modifications to cope with this, they make the test somewhat 

more complicated. In using the Goldfeld and Quandt test, a loss of 

degrees of freedom lowers the power of the test- There are additional 

tests with similar problems [40,   47,  p.   267-269;   294-297]. 

Testing the Maintained Hypothesis:    An Alternative Approach 

The problem of testing for the maintained hypothesis of the 

single equation linear regression model would be easier if there were 

an estimator of    ^    which has all the optimal properties of the LS 

residuals plus a scalar variance-covariance matrix-    In 1965 Theil 

[85] decided to pursue this approach.    His finding was not an 

estimator of    (J.     but a restricted transformation of the LS residuals 
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vector   [67].    Theil  called this  vector  the   Best  Linear  Unbiased 

Scalar variance-covariance (BLUS) residuals.    The present study is 

based on Theil's approach. 

Objectives of the Study 

The present study recognizes the importance of a well-specified 

model for the validity of its implications.    Taking advantage of the 

newly available,  and largely untried tools,  the specific objectives of 

this thesis are: 

1)  To write a computer programmed package of Theil's BLUS 

residuals-based-specification error tests for the normal 

linear regression model-    The tests will be mainly concerned 

with the assumptions related to the residual vectors,   i.e. , 

2 
N(0,(r  I).    Specifically the tests will investigate errors of'- 

(a) non-normality of the disturbances 

(b) serial correlation 

(c) heteroscedasticity 

A second group of specification errors to be considered 

includes*. 

(d) simultaneous equation problems 

(e) omitted variables 

(f) incorrect functional form of the regressors. 
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The non-multicollinearity assumption will also be considered- 

The tests in this case are based on the correlation matrix for the pre- 

determined variable suggested by Murphy [59, p-   376-382] and Farrar 

and Glauber [2l]. 

2)   To apply the tests developed in (1) to selected econometric 

models related to the US.  farm labor market. 

The applications will compare the conclusions obtained with and 

without the tests as well as generating information with respect to 

usefulness of the test and cost in computer time. 

Plan of the Thesis 

The thesis is divided in three main parts.    The first part is 

Chapter I,  discussing the introductory aspect of the work and giving 

relevance to the study. 

The second part includes Chapter II,  presenting the tests,   and 

Chapter III,  which could be considered as a manual for the use of the 

programmed tests.    Chapter IV,   also in the second part,  will provide 

some background about the particular models on which the tests will 

be applied- 

The third part starts with Chapter V,  describing the application 

as well as discussing the results.    Chapter VI summarizes the study 

and contains some observations for future studies. 
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The thesis closes with a set of appendices containing the package 

of programs at large. 

The BLUS Residuals Vector 

The presentation which follows is based on Theil1 s [85, 86] 

articles. 

Working under the assumptions of the normal linear regression 

model,  the vector considered by Theil has     T-K     elements and is 

defined by: 

(i) (JL = A'Y     which is linear on     Y. 

The     A    matrix is dimensioned   T x (T-K)     and satisfies the 

following conditions: 

(ii) A'Z = 0   which implies   £ = A'(Zp+\x) = A'JJL 

Therefore to approximate the random vector     (JL    by the random 

vector     |JL     implies that only     (T-K)     elements of     |a.     can be approxi- 

mated.    The approximation difference vector can be expressed as: 

ft - JV = Ay - jy = (A-J)y     where     J     is a     T x (T-K)     matrix 

obtained by deleting     K     columns from    I   . 

Theil [87, p. 194] defined unbiasedness of a residual vector in 

the sense of zero expectation of the difference vector. The implica- 

tion is that the     (J.     residual vector is unbiased because: 

E(A-J)y = (A-D'Ey) = 0. 
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(iii) A'A = I. .     which implies: 
\ 1 --KJ 

E^') = E[A,Y(A,Y),] 

= E[A'|VA] 

= A,E(fi|Ji,)A 

= a2A,A 

T-K 

i.e.,    (i    has a scalar variance-covanance matrix, 

(iv) The vector is best in the following sense:    subject to the 

constraints (ii) and (iii),  the matrix    A    minimizes the 

expected value of the sum of squares of the  "errors of pre- 

dictions," i. e. ,      A     is a solution to: 

min Ejy (A-JHA-DVl = min cr2 tr(A-J)(A-J)' 

= 2a-2 min(T-K-tr A'J) 

where     (A-J)V     are the "errors of predicting"     (J.,    J     is 

a     T x (T-K)     matrix obtained by deleting     K     columns 

from     I    . 

The fact that the     n    vector has only     T-K     elements is due to 

the     K     unknown elements in     p.    It will be seen immediately that 

the loss of     K    degrees of freedom seems to give no disadvantage to 

the     p-    vector in relation to the     T     elements   LS   residual vector. 

When     K     observations will be discarded it is always possible 

to interchange the order of the     T     observations such that the ones to 



eliminate--called the indexing base--correspond to the first     K 

rows.    Then the model can be partitioned as follows: 

15 

K rows 

T-K rows 

Yo zo 
p + 

'"■o _ "zo b + 
eo 

.Yl. 
zl "l zl_ _el 

The subscript zero identifies the observations to be eliminated.    It is 

clear that     Z       is a     (K x K)     matrix- 

rl    T \ " ^ T ' The LS estimator of     (3,    b = (Z1 Z)     Z' Y      implies that: 

Zr Y = Zr Zb     or     Z'(Y-Zb) = 0    where     Y - Zb = e     is the     T     ele- 

ments LS residual vector-    Then     Z' e = 0     is the orthogonality con- 

dition of the LS residual vector.    The orthogonality condition can be 

rewritten according to the previous partition of the model: 

then: 

zoeo + ziei - 0 

zoeo = -ziei 

•(z^:1) 10   '   ~1 

which implies that the elements in     e       are linear combination of 

those in     e   .    It is concluded then that     e       does not contain any 

information with respect to     H-     which is not provided by     e   .    It is 

also clear that for    "pi    to exist and the above statement to be true, 

Z must exist-    Since     Z     has full column rank     (K),      it is always 
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possible to rearrange the observations such that     Z       is nonsingular. 

All the possible rearrangements of the observations indicate that 

there are     T !/K!(T-K) !     different bases.    Once any of those indexing 

bases has been chosen,  and provided     Zn       exists, there exists a 

(T-K)     element BLUS residual. 

According to the partition in use,  the matrix     J     is obtained by 

deleting the first    K     columns in     I   .    The matrices 

M = I-Z(ZrZ)     Z1     and     A     can be partitioned conformably as 

follows: 

M = 
M M      I 

00 01 

Mio   Mii 

A = 

'1 

To find     A     it is necessary to find the matrix    P     of eigenvectors of 

M,,     and dimensions     (T-K) x (T-K).    Then    P,MnlP = D    where   D 
11 "11 

is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of    M     .    From here the matrix 

A     is defined as follows-.     Aj = PD     P'   ,    A    = -(X X"1)1" A    .    It 

can be verified that    A    meets the required conditions (ii) through 

(iv) and    AA1   = M.    In conclusion,  the distribution of    ft = A' Y     under 

the full ideal conditions of the normal linear regression model is non- 

singular normal with null mean vector and covariance matrix 

AT-K)- 
A simpler formulation for the BLUS vector was provided also by 

Theil [86] as. 
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u    = e     - Z   Z   1 
pl 1 10 

H 

U 

dh , 
1+d,   qhqh 

1 h 

eo 

2 2 
where:     d.,,..., d,      are the latent roots of the matrix 

1 k 
-1 2 

Z-(Z' Z)     Z'        and     d,      is the positive squared root of    d  ,, 0 0 h n 

h=  1,2, . . . , K;     q.      are     K     elements     q., q_, . . . , qTT     character- h ^1   ^2 ^H 

istic vectors corresponding to the     H     characteristic roots smaller 

than one. 

Whatever the way of obtaining     ja,      the sum of the squares of 

its     T-K     elements  is identically equal to the sum of the squares of 

the LS residuals,  i.e.,     ft ' £ = e' e. 

The findings of the BLUS vector has given birth to a new set of 

tests for the normal linear regression model specification. 

The tests have been developed by Theil as well as other 

investigators.    Their use, however,   is not significant in the literature. 

This may be due to the tedious calculations involved-    The present 

thesis is an attempt to program the necessary calculations and to 

explore their application- 
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II.    SPECIFICATION ERROR TESTS IN NORMAL 
LINEAR REGRESSION 

Chapter II is a presentation of the tests selected to be 

programmed.    Theil's BLUS-based tests were selected as an attempt 

to avoid the problems involved in using the usual LS-errors-based 

tests in linear regression.    Some of the BLUS-based specification 

error tests have no conventional LS-errors-based counterparts. 

The selection of the tests is the result of an extensive review of 

the relevant literature.    In general the BLUS-based specification 

error tests have not been extensively used-    There are,  however, 

enough studies and coinparisons of the tests,  usually in Monte Carlo- 

type studies, to select those which appear to be promising. 

The Theil's BLUS based specification error tests have been 

developed and/or studied mostly by J. B-   Ramsey et al-        This thesis 

makes extensive use of their findings. 

Two tests,  Ramsey's RASET    and KOMSET [67] have been 

disregarded because they are sensitive to more than one type of 

specification errors.    This feature accounts for their relatively low 

Most of the cited work by Ramsey et al•  were obtained through 
an initial personal communication with Dr-  J. B-  Ramsey,  Michigan 
State University. 

2 
RASET stands for Rank Specification Error Test-    It is based 

on the Spearman's Rank correlation test statistics.    KOMSET is the 
Kolmogorov Specification Error Test.    It is based on the Kolmogorov- 
Smirnov test statistic. 
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power in detecting specification error- 

The presentation of the tests in this chapter is brief and to the 

purpose of the study.    Extensive coverage of the tests and their back- 

ground can be found in the works of Theil [85, 86, 87],  Ramsey [67, 69], 

Richardson and Wu [73] and Goldfeld and Quandt [28]. 

The Distribution of the BLUS Residuals Under the 
Full Ideal Conditions 

The tests to consider are based on the BLUS residuals which 

were presented in Chapter I.    The basic idea for those tests is:    a) to 

observe what changes are introduced in the distribution of the BLUS 

vector by a particular specification error and   b) to find a test 

statistic able to discriminate between the ideal and the modified dis- 

tributions.    The inferential effects of each specification error is shown 

by its effect on the critical distributions:    1) LS estimator of   (3, 

2) LS estimate of     |J.     and   3) BLUS residuals. 

Under the full ideal conditions of the standard normal linear 

regression model the relevant distributions are'- 

for       (1),    $~ N(p,a2(Z,Z)"1) 

for       (2),    e ~ N(0,o-2M) 

for       (3),    £~ N(0,<r2IT_K) 

Here hence     Z     is the     T x K     regressor matrix,   including the 

constant,  of rank    K;      M = I - Z(Z'Z)     Z1      is a     T     square matrix 
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of rank    T-K;      P    the   K x 1     vector of regression coefficients and 

(3     its LS estimator;      M-   is the     T x 1     vector of disturbance;      e the 

LS residual vector and     [i.    the     T-K     elements BLUS residual vector. 

S     is a diagonal matrix with unequal diagonal elements and     £2     is a 

matrix with identical diagonal elements and nonzero off diagonal ele- 

ments.    The    T x (T-K)     matrix    A    was described in Chapter I. 

Specification Errors Summary 

The specification errors in the standard linear regression 

model can be classified in three general groups. 

Group I errors are those which lead to a shift in the central 

tendency of the estimator;   i.e. ,   if the estimator were unbiased,  the 

error leads to bias.    The central tendency of the BLUS residuals is 

also shifted.    Omitted variables,   incorrect functional form for the 

regressors,   and the simultaneous equation problem (under the 

appropriate conditions) are examples. 

Group II errors are those leading to changes in the covariance 

matrix of the estimators including the BLUS residuals.    Examples are: 

heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation. 

Group III errors are those in which the distribution of the 

disturbance terms is erroneously assumed normal-    The implications 

are that the distributions of the regression coefficients and that of the 

BLUS residuals are not normal. 
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Distributional Effects of Different Specification Errors 

A "true model" is defined here as the closest representation of 

the system of interest among the class of linear models under con- 

sideration-    It follows that a "specification error" occurs when the 

investigator uses a model other than the true model to describe the 

characteristics of the system.    A more general discussion of these 

terms  is given by Ramsey [69]. 

Group I Specification Errors 

Omitted Variables.    The problem of omitted variables occurs 

when the true model is: 

(4) Y = Z6 + Xy + jx,    |i ~ N(0, cr2I) 

and is erroneously estimated as; 

(5) Y = Z(3 + V)      V~N(0)cr2IT) 

In (4),      X     is a    T x L     matrix of omitted regressors and     -y    the 

L x 1     vector of corresponding regression coefficients.    The inferen- 

tial effects of erroneously using model (5) in this case are". 

p- N(P+(Z
,
Z)"

1
Z

,
"XY, cr2(Z,Z)°1) 

e ~ NCMX^.o^M) 

£~ NfA'XY.o-2^^) 
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This implies that the     P's     are biased but efficient and the central 

tendency of     pi     is not a null vector- 

Wrong Functional Form for the Regressors-    The model 

satisfying the ideal conditions in the case of erroneous functional form 

for the regressors is: 

(6) Y = W6 + HI,      H ~ N(0)o-2I) 

where     W     is the matrix of    K   true regressors.    It is assumed that 

there exists a nonlinear relation between each term in     W     and each 

or several terms  in     Z.    Let the simplest relationship be-, 

w.. =h.(z..)      (j = 1,2, . ...K;   i = 1,2, ...,T). 

If the model (6) is erroneously estimated by (5) the implications 

are: 

(3 ~ N((Z' Z)"^1 WS.o-^Z' Z)"1) 

e ~ N(MW6, o-2M) 

p- NCA'WS, o-2IT_K) 

The     P's     are again biased. 

Simultaneous Equation Bias.    To introduce the effect of the 

simultaneous equation bias,   consider the following simultaneous equa- 

tion system as the true model. 

(7) Y = XY + W6 + |i,      |x ~ N(0, cr2I). 
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where     X     is a     T x K       nonstochastic full rank matrix of regressors 

with     y    the corresponding coefficient vector;    W   is a    T x K_ 

matrix of stochastic regressors of rank    K_     and     6    the corres- 

ponding coefficient vector.    The elements in each row in    W     and the 

corresponding elements in     (J.     are statistically dependent-    The 

specification error appears if the researcher uses model (5) as the 

true model-    In assuming model (5), the investigator is defining the 

TxK    matrix     Z     by     Z = (X:W),    K = K    +K       and the     Kxl 
1 « 

vector     p    by     P1  = (y' >&')■    The effect of the simultaneous equation 

bias on the relevant distributions is not easily stated-    They can be 

assessed only by the use of auxiliary assumptions-    The special 

3 
assumptions used by Ramsey    lead to the following inferential impli- 

cations: 

$~ mZ'Z)~1Z'r] or2      (Z'Z)"1) 
(JL/Z (J./Z 

e-N(MVz,^/zM) 

^-^'Vz'VzW 
where     r\   .        is the conditional mean of the vector     V-    given by the 

2 
regressors     Z = (X:W),    o^   ,      is the conditional variance of the 

3 
Ramsey's assumptions [67] are that   g = (M-ZZ) = gdi/X.W)   is 

a normal density function with mean   r|    .       and variance   cr^ . The 

covariance matrix for the joint distribution of     ^     and      W     is also 
assumed normal- 
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disturbance terms given by the regressors matrix     Z = (X:W).     In 

conclusion,  the simultaneous equation problem introduces a bias in 

the LS estimator of      (3    as well as displacing the distribution of the 

BLUS residuals. 

Group II Specification Errors 

Simple Heteroscedasticity-     If the true model representing the 

system of interest is: 

(8) Y = Z6 + (JL,    ji ~ N(0, S) 

and it is erroneously estimated using model (5),  the specification 

error is called heteroscedasticity-    The effects of this specification 

error on the relevant distributions are: 

(3- N(p((r2(Zl Zf^Z'-SZHZ' Z)"1) 

e ~ N(0, o-2MSM) 

£ - N(0, c^A' SA) 

which is a change in the covariance matrices.    The     P's     are still 

unbiased but not efficient- 

Autocorrelation-     The problem of autocorrelation or serial 

correlation occurs when the model which meets the full ideal condi- 

tions is: 
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(9) Y = Z^f p.,      |JI ~N(0)n) 

The inferential effects of estimating this model by using (5) are: 

P~ N(P)cr2(Z,Z)"1(Z'nZ)(Z,Z)~1) 

e ~ N(0)<r2MnM) 

fl ~ N(0)cr2A,nA) 

These effects are similar to those of simple heteroscedasticity where 

the matrix     £2     replaces     S- 

Group III Specification Errors 

Non-Normality-     The specification error of non-normality 

occurs when model (5) is used and every assumption holds except that 

of normality of the residuals.    The exact nature of the inferential 

effects depends on the alternative distribution-    Ramsey [69,  p-   IB- 

IS] gives a specific case assuming the true model to be as follows: 

(10) Y = Z6 + (x,      (JL ~ Xj 

When this model is erroneously estimated with (5),   and provided the 

Z    matrix does not include the constant,  the implications are: 

p-h  (P+IZ'Z)"^1 i, 2(Z'Z)~1) 
a 

e ~ h, (Mi, 2M) 
b 

£~h  (A11,21     __)        [69,  p.  33] 
c 1 -is. 
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where     i'  = (1, 1, . . . , 1);    h  ( • ),  h, (•)   and   h  (•)     are mult ivariate 
a b c 

distributions other than normal-    In this case only the constant term 

is biased-    The relevant conclusion is that the BLUS vector is not 

normally distributed- 

Specification Errors Tests 

Tests in general,   and specification error tests in particular, 

are classified by Ramsey [69,  p-   33] in two categories:    general tests 

and specific tests-    General tests are tests against broad diffuse 

alternatives with modest data requirements.    Specific tests are tests 

against more specific alternatives and usually require much more 

data.    To clarify this distinction Ramsey compares a general test in 

the classical normal linear regression theory against omitted vari- 

ables versus a specific test on the inclusion in the regression of a 

variable     Z        .    The specific test,  for example,   a    "t"   test on the 
iv+l 

significance of the     (K+l)th     coefficient,   is specific in that it tests 

for the inclusion of a specific variable     Z        ,      using observations on 
K.T 1 

that variable.    The task faced by the general test is more difficult in 

that it is assumed that all information available and relevant has been 

used-    The alternative is that some unspecified variable has been 

omitted-    It might also be the case that there are no data on an identi- 

fied variable. 
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When it is possible to apply a specific test it will be more 

powerful (provides more information) than a general test counterpart. 

However,  the specific test will be more sensitive (less robust) to third 

alternatives • 

The tests to consider in this study may be classified as general. 

Selecting the Base for the BLUS Residuals 

From Chapter I it is known that for a given regression in     K 

T 
regressors and     T     observations there are     (^ )     possible BLUS 

is. 

residuals.    Even though no unique criterion for choosing the indexing 

base was given by Theil,  he mentioned that the choice may affect the 

power of the tests based on the transformed residuals [85,  p.   1076- 

1977]. 

Among the cases discussed by Theil was that of autocorrelation. 

Because this alternative hypothesis makes a statement on successive 

disturbances  "it seems a priori  reasonable to use BLUS residuals 

corresponding to    T-K     successive observations" [87,  p.   217].    The 

choice is,  however,   still not unique.    It is possible to obtain     T-K 

successive residuals by selecting any base consisting of the first     N 

and the last     K-N    observation where     0 < N < K-    This leads to a 

selection among     K+l     possible bases.    To make the selection Theil 

suggests the optimality criterion of the BLUS residuals;   select the 

base for which the expected sum of squares of the BLUS errors is 
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minimum.    The mechanics of the selection are as follows: 

1) provided     Z       is nonsingular,   obtain the eigenvalues of the matrix 

Z-fZ' Z)     Z   ,    2) obtain the sum of the positive square roots of the 

latent roots,   and   3) select the base for which the last sum is the 

largest- 

T 
Ramsey [67] proposed to select one base from the     (     ) 

K 

possible bases by using the same optimality condition-    He simplified 

the selection of the  "best" base by restating the optimality condition- 

Briefly,  the selection is as follows:    choose the      K     smallest ele- 

ments on the diagonal of    M-    The subscripts of the     K     smallest 

elements correspond to the     K     rows of     Z    to include in     Z^-    It is 

clear that this selection will provide     T-K     successive BLUS resi- 

duals only by chance- 

Tests for Specification Errors Affecting the Central Tendency 
of the LS Estimators 

The Group I of specification errors includes omitted variables, 

erroneous functional fornn for the regressors and simultaneous equa- 

tion bias.    Their effect is to shift the central tendency of the BLUS 

residual vector-    In general the modified expectation can be repre- 

sented as     A' £    where the matrix    A    was introduced in Chapter I 

and     £     is a nonstochastic vector-    The precise definition of     £ 

depends upon the particular specification error- 
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The hypothesis to test under the Group I of errors is: 

H0:fr-N(0.«r2IT_K, 

against: 

Hj:   K-NlA'e.o"2^^) 

2 y-' 
where     o-       is the constant variance of    u... 

i 

Regression Specification Error Tests (RESET).    Related to the 

Group I of specification errors,   Ramsey [67] demonstrated that under 

general conditions     A'^     can be approximated as follows: 

(11) EtfT) = A'S =   ao + Q1q1 + a^ + . . . 

where the     (T-K) x 1     dimensional     q.     vector,    j =  1, 2, ... ,      are 

defined as'. 

(12) q. = A'Y(J+1),      J =  1,2, ... 

where the vector    Y is the vector obtained by raising each 

element of the estimated vector of the conditional mean of the 

regressand to the     (J + l)     power- 

Under the alternative hypothesis for the Group I of errors: 

(13) i=A'Z + e 

where     e     is a stochastic errors vector which under the assumptions 

for the   |JL   vector is normally distributed with zero mean vector.    Sub- 

stituting (11) into (13): 

(14) n=  a0 + a^ + a2q2 + ...   + cy^ + e 
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Provided this equation can be estimated, it constituted the base 

for the Regression Specification Error Test introduced by Ramsey 

[67].     The RESET test consists of   i) calculating     (k)     q.   vector,   and 

ii) to obtain the regression (14) where by assumption   e ~ N(0, a ). 
1 -is. 

The null hypothesis is rejected when this regression is significant, 

i.e. ,   one rejects the hypothesis that all     d's     are zero.    Under the 

null hypothesis     H.,      the     F    test statistic for the regression is 

distributed as central     F    with     (k+l)     and     (T-K-k-1)     degrees of 

freedom-    Under the alternative hypothesis     H  ,      the     F    test 

statistic is distributed approximately as non-central     F-    In practice, 

Ramsey and Gilbert [70] have found that     k = 3     is large enough to 

obtain reasonable power against the alternative hypothesis     H   . 

Tests for Specification Errors Affecting the Covariance Matrix 
of the LS Estimators 

The   Group II     specification errors includes heteroscedasticity 

and autocorrelation.    Their effect is to change the variance- 

covariance matrix of the BLUS residuals. 

Simple Heteroscedasticity Test.    The specific case of hetero- 

scedasticity implies a test of the hypothesis 

H0:£~N(0,tr2IT_K) 

against: 

H^tf- N(0, cr^SA) 
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where     S     is a diagonal positive-definite matrix-    If the alternative 

hypothesis     H.,     is that     [JL.,    i = 1, 2, . . . .T-K    are distributed as 
£ i 

2   2 
o". v   ,      one  may consider as a test of heterogeneity the following 

modification of the Barlett's     M    test for homogeneity of variances 

[45,  p.  234-236].    Define the maximum likelihood ratio test statistic 

by: 

k      (s2)   1 

i * = n   —l—  
i=l       s 

where     (k)     is the number of subgroups of squared residuals, 

v 
i 

s2 = (i/v.) y^2, 
i i    Li   J 

each     v.     is an integer approximately equal to     (T-K)/k, 

k 

\  v. = v = (T-K) 

i=l 

T-K 
2      ,, ,  >    V   ^2 

and 

s    = (1/v)     )    fj' 

j=l 

Ramsey [67] suggests that      k    be chosen equal to three-    This 

is an "useful compromise between the need for a number of subgroups 

and the need for a large sample size in each group" [69,  p-   34].    The 
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actual statistic used is     M = -2 Ini,      where     i*     replaces     i, 

which under the null hypothesis is asymptotically distributed as Chi- 

square with     (k-1)     degrees of freedom.    The Barlett M Specification 

Error Test (BAMSET),  proved to be reasonably powerful against the 

case of simple heteroscedasticity in a Monte Carlo study.    This is 

reported by Ramsey and Gilbert [70].    Its chief disadvantage is that it 

is not robust to non-normality [67]. 

Autocorrelation Tests-     The specific case of autocorrelation 

tests the hypothesis: 

H0:fr~N(0Jcr2IT_K) 

against: 

H   :iZ ~ N(0)cr2A1nA) 

where     ^     is a matrix with non-zero off-diagonal elements.    H_ 

implies that the     |a..'s     i = 1, 2, . . ., (T-K)     are not independently dis 

tributed- 

The BLUS based test proposed by Theil is the von Neumann 

ratio test against autocorrelation of a series of    N     random 

variables     X. 

The von Neumann ratio which is also the base for the Durbin- 

Watson test is: 
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N-1 

X-lI{Xa+l-
X/ 

(15) 
Q=l 

Q-            N 

i I "v*2 
a=l 

where 

N 

N  ^     a 
o=l 

where if     Q     is sufficiently small (large) it points toward positive 

(negative) autocorrelation. 

The application of     Q    to the BLUS residuals implies that     X 

is interpreted as    fi       and     N     as     T-K-    However,  while     X       is 

supposed to have an unknown expectation     (\i),    K(\i  )   is known to be 

zero under     H       and     H   .    The knowledge of    E(pL  ) = 0     suggests 

that the sample variance in (15) can be replaced by the mean square- 

The result is the modified von Neumann ratio     (Q1 )     of the    T-K 

successive BLUS residuals [87,   p.   219]- 

K+l^a)Z 

(16) Q'   = T-K 

(T-K-l)(  Y  |ia)/(T-K) 

a=l 
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where the summation in the numerator is over-all successive value of 

a     (except the last) for which BLUS residuals are computed-    This 

requires the use of the base selection suggested by Theil,  which was 

explained in a previous section- 

Significance limits for     Q'     for     T-K = 2, . . . , 60    have been 

derived by Press and Brook [87,  p.   219] under the conditions of 

2 
independence and normality with zero mean and variance     cr   .    For 

(T-K) > 60 a satisfying approximation is to use a normal distribution 

for     Q'     with mean   2   and variance   4/(T-K)- 

A simulation study by Koerts and Abrahamse [49] concluded that 

the power of the modified von Neumann ratio based on the BLUS 

residuals is considerably higher than that of Durbin-Watson statistics. 

Autocorrelation has been analyzed up to this point with no men- 

tion of the cases in which some of the regressors are lagged regres- 

sands-    This situation is important in econometrics. 

Autocorrelation and Lagged Variables-    Durbin [19] discussed 

the problems of naively using the Durbin-Watson test when some of the 

regressors are lagged dependent variables.    His reasoning can be 

extended to the application of the BLUS-based     Q'     under similar 

conditions-    The implication is that the modified procedures discussed 

by Durbin could also be applied here. 

The alternative proposed by Durbin is as follows:    In the 

regression model*- 
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(17) Tf1 = Po+PlYt-l + ---+PrYt-r + Pr + lXlt      ' 

+ ---  +Pr+S
X

Bt 
+ ^      (t=1 T) 

where the disturbances     yi    \i7, . . . , \x       are a sample from the first- 

order autoregressive system 

(18) VPH^ + c 

where     t = 2, . . . , T     and     « ~ N(0, o- I   )     and     |p|   <  1;   the 

hypothesis to test is     H   : p = 0     against     H   : p ¥ 0-    To test this 

hypothesis Durbin proposes two alternative large sample tests. 

The simplified approach to Durbin's   I   test,   using the BLUS 

residuals,   is as follows: 

i)   Consider the     T-K     successive BLUS residuals     IJL 

t = 1,2, ... , T-K,      and compute the serial correlation sta- 

tistic     (p)     from the expressions: 

T-K T-K 

?=1 W-i ' I V: 
t=2 t=2 

or     p =  1  - -Q' 

where     Q'      is the modified von Neumann ratio- 

(ii) compute the statistic 

=w h =W (T-K)/(1-(T-K)V'(PJ) 
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/^ 
where     V((3  )     is the estimate of the variance of     P.     the 

regression coefficient of the lagged variable.    V(P   )     is 

given by the least square analysis- 

iii)   test the     (h)     statistic as a standard normal deviate.    The 

Durbin's I test is useful provided     (T-K)V((3  ) <  1. 

For the cases in which     (T-K)V((3  ) > 1,      Durbin proposed an 

alternative but asymptotically equivalent test [19]-    The mechanics 

for Durbin's II test,   when using BLUS residuals instead of the LS 

residuals,  would be as follows-. 

a) Consider the     (T-K)     BLUS residuals and fit the regression 

*t   on   tft-r   Yt-r--  'V 
b) Test for the significance of the regression coefficient of 

u by ordinary least squares procedure-    This is equiva- 

lent to test     H   :p = 0- 

It is clear that Durbin's I test is easier to apply than test II, 

besides it avoids the additional loss of degrees of freedom. 

Maddala and Rao [55] compared the power of Durbin's Test I 

and II in a Monte Carlo Simulation study.    They concluded that when 

both tests can be applied there is no gain in using Test II instead of 

Test I.    This suggests that Test II should be used only when Test I 

fails to be applicable.    In a Monte Carlo study Kenkel [46] compared 

the naive use of Durbin-Watson test with Durbin's alternative Test I 

(h),    in small samples.    The results showed that the upper bound for 
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the D-W test was more powerful than the h-test in detecting     p 4 0. 

Tests for Specification Errors Affecting the Normality of 
the LS Estimators 

The   Group III     specification errors includes those affecting the 

normality of the least squares estimators.    The null hypothesis for 

this group is that the obtained BLUS residuals come from a normal 

population and the alternative hypothesis     H.     is that the residuals 

are not normally distributed- 

W-Specification Error Test (WSET).    The test for normality of 

the BLUS residuals proposed by Ramsey [69] is the Shapiro and Wilk 

W test-    The object of the W test introduced by Shapiro and Wilk    [78] 

is to provide an index or test statistic to evaluate the supposed 

normality of a complete sample.    The statistic has been shown to be 

an effective measure for normality even for small samples     (T < 20). 

The test is scale-and-or igin invariant which allows its use in testing 

the composite null hypothesis of normality. 

The application of this test   (W)   to the sample of     (T-K)   BLUS 

residuals is as follows"• 

i)   order the BLUS residuals such that     fl    < pi    < . . .   < (x 
1 2 T-K 

T-K T-K 

ii)    compute     s     =     /   (jji.-fT)       where     fj. = y    (JL. 

i=l i=l 
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iii)   (a)    If     (T-K)     is even,    (T-K) = 2k,      compute 

k 

b=  Za(T-K)-i+l(fX(T-K)-i+r^) 

i=l 

where the value of    a are coefficients pro- 

vided by Shapiro and Wilk [78,  p.   603-604]. 

(b)    If     (T-K)     is odd,      (T-K) = 2k + 1,      the computation is 

just as in (iii) (a),   since     a,  , , = 0     when   (T-K) = 2k + 1- 
k+1 

Thus:      b = a(T_K)(P'(T_K)^1) + . . .  + a^P^-P^) 

where the value of     MV._L1>      the sample median does not 

enter the computation of   b- 

2 ,  2 
iv)     compute     W = b   /s 

v)     1, 2, 5, 10, 50, 90, 95, 98,   and 99% points of the distribution of 

W     are given by Shapiro-Wilk [78,   p.   605].    The critical 

region is given by small values of    W, 

2 
(T-K)a   /((T-K)-l) < W < 1,      i.e.,   one rejects the null 

hypothesis of normality for small values of    W. 

In a Monte Carlo study [70],  Ramsey and Gilbert found that 

under the Theil's BLUS residuals,       W     and     M    tests appear to be 

statistically dependent- 

A comparative study of several tests for normality was done by 

Shapiro,   Wilk and Chen [79]-    The general results indicate that the   W 

statistic provides a superior indicator of non-normality,   judged over 
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various types of non-normality and sample sizes.    The     W   statistic 

showed to be also superior to the Chi-square goodness of fit and the 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests.    The last two statistics have also been 

used in testing for normality of the Theil's BLUS residuals [72]. 
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III.    SPECIFICATION ERROR TESTS:   PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

Chapter III is a description of the specification error tests, 

discussed in Chapter II,   and their programs.    It could be considered 

separately as a user's manual for the computer programs created for 

this thesis,   therefore,   some overlapping with the content of previous 

chapters will occur- 

Purpose of the Program 

The major objective of the computer program is to perform six 

specification error tests on the residuals from a single equation 

linear least squares analysis.    The secondary objective is to produce 

the least squares estimates and their statistical characteristics for 

the parameters,   and a test for multicollinear ity in the sample. 

The regression model accepted by the program is defined as: 

(1) Y = Z(3 + p. 

where     Y     is the    T x 1     vector of observations on the dependent 

variable,      Z     is the     T x K     regressors matrix,      (3     is a     K x 1 

vector of regression coefficients and     (J.     is the     T x 1     vector of 

disturbance terms- 

The null hypothesis is that the full ideal conditions hold for 

model (1).    The ideal conditions for model (1) are: 
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i)   Distribution of     |a     is stochastically independent of the 

regressors. 

2 
ii)   Distribution of     |JL     is     N(0, cr I   ). 

iii)   Regressors are independent- 

The alternative hypothesis is that model (1) has one or more of 

the following specification errors:    omitted variables,   incorrect 

functional form for the regressors,   simultaneous equation problems, 

heteroscedasticity,  non-normality and autocorrelation in the distribu- 

tion of the disturbances and/or multicoUinearity.    A detailed theoreti- 

cal discussion of these specification errors,   their effect on the dis- 

tribution of residuals,   their effect upon inference and their effect on 

the distribution of the test statistics is given in [44, 47, 67].    They were 

summarized in Chapter II with exception of the multicoUinearity case. 

The Specification Error Tests 

For reasons already discussed in the first two chapters of this 

paper,   the test statistics are based on the Theil's BLUS residual 

vector • 

The properties,  derivation,   and relationship to the classical 

least squares residuals of the Theil's BLUS residuals were discussed 

in Chapter I.    Briefly again, the BLUS residuals vector is defined by*, 

(x = A'Y;     where     |JI     is the     (T-K) x 1     residual vector,      Y     is the 

T x 1     dependent variable vector defined in (1).    The matrix    A     is 
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defined as follows: 

L(T x (T-K)) 
A. 

,    z (TxK) 
'0[KxK] 

;i[(T-K)xK] 

where'. 

A0(Kx(T-K))      "(Z1Z0   ^ Al 

A = PD1/2P' 
l(T-K)x(T-K) 

where:      D = P'M    P,    P    is the     (T-K) x (T-K)     matrix of eigen- 

vectors of the matrix     M which is obtained by partitioning 

M = [I    -Z(Z' Z)~   Z' ]     conformably to the partition of     Z,      i. e- , 

M 
Moo   Mo1 

M10    Mu 

D    is a diagonal matrix whose non-zero elements are the eigenvalues 

of    M,,. 

Under the null hypothesis     (a.     is distributed as     N(0, cr  I ). 
T -K 

The distribution under the alternative hypothesis falls  into three 

groups: 
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Group I: fT-N^.ft) 

Group II: a) fi ~ N(0J Si   ) 

b)^~ N(o, n3) 

Group III:     (JL     non-normally distributed, 

where     £, = A'£      is an     (T-K) x 1     vector being the mean of       fJ. 

conditional on     Z;    ft   is an     (T-K) x (T-K)     covariance,    S2      is a 

diagonal covariance matrix whose non-zero elements are unequal and 

£2      is a covariance matrix with equal diagonal elements and non-zero 

off diagonal elements- 

The specification errors which give rise to Group I errors are 

omitted variables,   incorrect functional form of the regressors and 

simultaneous equation problems.    Heteroscedasticity     (a)     and auto- 

correlation   (b)     are included in Group II.    Incorrect scaling of the 

dependent variable and non-normality distributed disturbances give 

rise to Group III errors. 

The programs include six specification error tests related to the 

distribution of the residuals:    modified von Neumann ratio,   RESET, 

WSET,   BAMSET,   (RASET) and (KOMSET).    All these tests,   except 

those in brackets,  are applied in this thesis- 

RESET, (RASET) and (KOMSET) are tests for Group I specifica- 

tion errors; BAMSET is a test for heteroscedasticity and the modified 

von Neumann ratio a test for autocorrelation (i. e- ,   Group II errors) 
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and WSET is a test for Group III errors.    (KOMSET) has been also 

used to test for Group III error [72].    The tests are complementary 

and each is a test against a different alternative.    All tests are fully 

discussed in [67, 87],  their names and terminology were suggested by 

Ramsey. 

Regression Specification Error Test (RESET) 

For Group I errors it is assumed that the mean of the disturb- 

ance term vector conditional on the regressors matrix is     £;    then: 

t, = A'i,      and 

(2) ^=A,i + e 

where     e      is a stochastic error term vector which is,   by assumption, 

normally distributed with zero mean vector-    To obtain the RESET 

test,   it is further assumed that     A  £     can be approximated by a 

polynomial in the power of the conditional means of the elements of 

the vector     Y,      the least squares estimator of the dependent variable. 

Denoting by     {q.},  j =  1, 2, . . .      the     T-K     dimensional vector given 

by     {q.} - A' Y where     Y J denotes the     T     dimensional 

-^   (i + l) 
vector whose     ith     element is      (Y.) J       .    The assumption (2) is 

i 

therefore rewritten as: 

(3) ^ = ao + ai<li + "z^z + • • •   + € 
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where     c     is distributed normally with null mean vector- 

The RESET test consists of:    i) calculating    (k=3) {q.} vectors 

(i.e.,    j = 1,2, 3)    and   ii) running regression equation (3).    The null 

hypothesis is rejected when this regression is significant,   i.e.,   all 

a's     are not zero-    Under the null hypothesis     H  ,     the F-test 

statistic for the regression is distributed as central     F     with     (k + 1) 

and     (T-K-k-1)     degrees of freedom [69,  p.   34].    Under the alterna- 

tive hypothesis the F-test statistic is distributed approximately as 

non-central   F.    Therefore the null-hypothesis of no Group I   specifi- 

cation errors is rejected when the obtained   F   value for the regres- 

sion (3) is significant at the chosen level.    The value of    k = 3,    used 

in the programs,   was suggested by Ramsey and Gilbert [70] as large 

enough to obtain reasonable power against the alternative hypothesis. 

Shapiro-Wilk Specification Error Test (WSET) 

WSET is the application of the Shapiro-Wilk test [78] for 

normality to the Theil's  BLUS residuals.    WSET  is primarily a test 

for non-normality of the distribution of the disturbances although it is 

expected that the test will have power against other types of specifi- 

cation errors which lead to non-normality in the distribution of the 

Theil's residuals;    i.e.,    WSET is a test for Group III errors • 

The test statistic     W     is defined by Shapiro and Wilk [78, 

2,  2 
P- 602] as     W = b   Is       where 
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b =    >  a (Y     ...-Y.) ; 
/_/   n-i+1     n-i+1      i 
1=1 

n   is the number of observations (i. e. ,   number of BLUS residuals or 

n = T - K),    k = 1/2 n     if    n     is even or     k =  1/2 (n-1)     if    n     is 

odd;      Y.     is the     ith     order statistic obtained from the observed 
i 

values of     y..,    i = 1, 2, . . . , T-K;    a.,    i = 1, 2, . . . , k     are weighting 

coefficients provided by Shapiro and Wilk [78,  p.   603]. 

n T-K 

i=l i=l 

The statistic     W     is  scale and origin invariant,   its distribution 

depends only on     n     under the null hypothesis and its range is 

naj(n-l) < W <  1.0. 

Small values of    W     are significant,   i-e.,   indicate rejection- 

Percentage points for     a =  . 05     and     a = . 10     obtained from tables 

provided by Shapiro and Wilk [78,  p.   605] are built into the program; 

the     a.     weights are also included in the programs- 

Modified von Neumann Ratio    (Q' )■    This test is designed 

specifically to test the null hypothesis against the alternate of serial 

correlation in the residuals.    The test statistic is: 
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T-K-l 

Q' = ^i. 
T-K 

l+* 
(T-K-l)    a   1 

T-K 

which requires a series of consecutive residuals in its calculation- 

Therefore the base for the     (JL    vector is selected,   as suggested by 

Theil [87,  p.   217],  from among the     K+l     possible bases consisting 

of the first     N    and last     K-N     observations in     Z,    (0<N<K). 

The null hypothesis is rejected when the obtained     Q'      is large 

(small) as compared with the tabulated values at the chosen signifi- 

cance level and appropriate degrees of freedom.    Small (large) values 

of     Q'     are indicative of positive (negative) serial correlation.    The 

appropriate tables are reproduced in Theil [87,   p.   728]. 

Bartlett's   M Specification Error Test (BAMSET) 

BAMSET is designed specifically to test the null hypothesis 

against the alternative of simple heteroscedasticity-    If the alternative 

~»2 
hypothesis is that the     (i. ,   i -  1, 2, ... , T-K    are distributed as 

2   2 
0"  XIJ      the following modification of the Bartlett's M test may be used 

to test for heteroscedasticity- 
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Defining the likelihood ratio test statistic as: 

3 v./2 
|* =   n (s   Is   )   l 

i=l    1 

where     3     is the number of subgroups of squared residuals used in 

the program; 

v 
i 

s2 =  (1/v.)    Y?2 ; 
i i     LJ   J 

each     v.     is an integer approximately equal to     (T-K)/3.0; 
3 l T-K 

V v. = v = T-K     and     s2 = (l/v)    y^2. 

i=l j=l 
The actual values of     v.,     i =  1, 2, 3     are     v    = v    = (T-K)73, 

done by integer division and     v    = (T-K) - v    - v   .    The statistic 

referred to in the output is:    M = -2 In i *    which under the null 

hypothesis is asymptotically distributed as central Chi-square with 2 

degrees of freedom. 

Therefore the hypothesis of homoscedasticity should be rejected 

for high values of    M     when compared with the tabulated values of 

2 
X       with 2 d-f-  at the chosen significance level- 

Spearman's Rank Specification Error Test (RASET) 

RASET is a test of the null hypothesis against the alternative 
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that the ranking of the vector     |a. is correlated with the ranking 

,-2 
of the vector     q  ,      where     ^ denotes the vector composed of the 

squares of the elements of the vector     fx,    RASET does not contain 

any distributional assumption except that a monotonic relationship 

~2 
exists between     fi.      and     q    ,   i =  1, 2, . . . , T-K-    The test is carried 

out by using Spearman's rank correlation coefficient     R       on the 
s 

2 
sample rankings of     (a. and     q 

1 

T-K 

R    =  1 - s 
(T-K)[(T-K)   -1]   .^      L 

(r.-i)    , 

where     i     is the. natural order of     q       and     r.      is the rank of the 

^2 
ith     element of the vector     (i.      .    In fact,  the statistic     t        is cal- 

R 

culated by: 

tR = 

(T-K-2)R 
c 

(1-R2) s 

1/2 

where    t        is distributed as Student's  "t" with     (T-K-2)     degrees of 
R 

freedom under the null hypothesis.    Therefore the null hypothesis 

(i.e.,   no-Group I errors) is rejected for "significant'' values of    t    • 
R 

Kolmogorov Specification Error Test (KOMSET) 

Define the variable     Y       by: r 
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Y 

^2 
2i-l 

r, i = 1, 2, . . . , T-K/2 

2i 

Under the null hypothesis of no specification error     Y   , 

r =  1, 2, . . ., (T-K)/2     is distributed as     F        .    Under the alternative 

hypothesis that the conditional mean of the disturbance term vector 

—' 
is     A1 %     (i. e. ,   Group I errors) the distribution of     Y   , r 

r =  1, 2, ... , (T-K)/2     is approximately     AF ,      where     b^b, 
bl'b2 1      2 

are both greater than one and     A    is a scale parameter.    The test 

comparison is,   then,   between two    "F"   distributions with     (1, 1)   and 

(b   ,b-)     degrees of freedom respectively.    Under Group III errors the 

test is between     F(l, 1)     and any other continuous distribution- 

The test procedure is the non-parametric Kolmogorov test on 

the  sample cumulative distribution;   i.e.,   one compares the sample 

cumulative distribution of     Y       to the cumulative distribution of     Y 
r r 

under the null hypothesis.    The test is as follows: 

First the sample cumulative distribution function,      Sn(Y)     is 

calculated: 

(1) 
0,     Y < Y 

Sn(Y) = r/((T-K)/2),     Y,   .  < Y < Y.   ... 
(r)  — (r+1) 

l>     Y[(T-K)/2]^Y 
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where     Y,   .,     r =  1, 2, . . . , (T-K) /2,      are the order statistics 
(r) 

'-' . 
obtained from     Y  ,     r =  1, 2, . . . , (T-K)/2.    Define the cumulative dis- 

r 

tribution under the null hypothesis by: 

Go<Y)= J0  
Fl.l^»' 

The Kolmogorov statistic     Dn     whose finite distribution is 

known is: 

Dn = maximum | Sn(Y) - G   (Y)|   • 

Choosing a significance level     (a.)     the confidence interval is 

determined such that:    N = (T-K)/2 

Pr{Sn(Y) - d   (N) < G(Y)  < Sn(Y) + d   (N)}  =  1  - a, a        — — a 

where     G(Y)     is the population cumulative distribution and     d  (N) 

is the tabulated critical value at     a   level with    N    degrees of free- 

dom for the statistic     Dn.    Therefore the test is first to determine 

lower and upper bounds; 

L(r) = max(0,r/(T-K)/2  - d   (N)), a 

U(r) = min(l,r/(T-k)/2 + d   (N)), a 

evaluate     G-fY.   .],    r =  1, 2, . . . ,(T-K)/2    and then check if for any   r, 
0     (r) ' 
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r -  1,2, ...,((r-K)/2,   Gn[Y.    ] < L(r)     or     Gn[Y,    ] > U(r -1),     r > 2. 
0     (r)    — 0     (r)   — 

The null hypothesis is rejected at the     a    level  if one of the 

inequalities above is true for any     r,     r =  1, 2, . . . ,tr-K)/2.    The test 

included in the programs  is applied at two levels,     a =  . 05     and 

a =  . 10.    The critical values are built in. 

Multicollinear ity Tests 

The multicollinear ity test included in the programs  is 

discussed in Murphy [59,   p-   379]-    The rationale of the test is that the 

dependencies among the predetermined variables are reflected in the 

matrix of simple correlation coefficients among the variables which 

can be denoted by    R*.    If the     K-1     explanatory variables in the 

matrix     Z     are linearly dependent the matrix     Z.,      which is the 

matrix     Z     without the constant,   would not have full rank,   i.e. , 

rank       Z    < (K-1).    Then     Z'Z       also has rank less than    K-1. 

Finally,  the matrix     R*     of simple correlation coefficients would 

also have rank less than     K-1     which implies that its determinant is 

equal to zero. 

At the other extreme,   if the set of variables in     Z        is 

orthogonal,  then     Z       should have full rank     K-1     and     R*    would 

be an identity matrix with determinant of one.    Therefore,   the null 

hypothesis tested as an indication of severe multicollinearity is: 
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[H   :|R*|   = 0]     against the alternate,      [H   •• |R*|   > O]. 

A test statistic which is approximately applicable,   included in 

the programs,  has a Chi-square distribution and is given as: 

x
2 = -[T-l-(l/6)(2K+5)] In (1-|R*|)     with     K(K-l)/2     degrees of 

freedom. 

The null hypothesis  is rejected,   i.e.,  there is no severe 

multicollinearity,  at the chosen significance level if the calculated 

Chi-square value exceeds the tabular value for the given degrees of 

2 
freedom-    Then low values of    x        are indicative of multicollinearity 

problems. 

To test which individual variables are most affected by the 

multicollinearity,   a test,   also included in the programs,   is used for 

the null hypothesis     [H   : z       is not affected]   against the alternate 
U K 

[H   : z.      is affected].    The null hypothesis  is rejected when the calcu- 
3. AC 

lated value of the following F-distributed statistic exceeds 

F(a,T-K,K-l) 

F(T-KJK-1)=   (r*k-l)<T-K)/(K-l) 

*k 
where     r denotes the     kth    diagonal element of the inverse 

matrix of simple correlation coefficients     (R*) The F test just 

described was discussed first by Farrar and Glauber [2l]. 
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Description and Use of the Computer Program 

Basic Outline of the Program 

The computer program is composed of a series of overlays 

adapted to the CDC-3300 computer system available at Oregon State 

University,   1974. 

The first part of the program reads the data.    It does not allow 

transformation of the variables but it can select them from any 

specified file-    The specific instructions given by the user are also 

read at this point.    The user may choose any combination of the fol- 

lowing outputs',    listing of the variables in the particular model; 

2 
multicollinearity test     (x  )     and/or accompanying F-tests;  the result- 

ing regression equation and accompanying statistics;  autocorrelation 

test     (Q1 );   RESET-F test which will also produce the regression 

analysis as  "byproduct";  WSET -W test;   RASET-t test;   BAMSET-M 

test and KOMSET-Dn test- 

All tests are calculated in a combination of the subroutines 

included in a library controlled by the different overlays. 

Program Input 

The program can be operated from batch,  teletype or remote 

batch.    The input to the program consists of a set of control cards for 

each model to analyze.    The control cards  identify the tests to be 
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executed and the location of the raw data in each. case.    The order of 

control cards and data for various options will be illustrated below. 

Input Card Order for Control Cards.    A general scheme might 

be: 

Control card 0 

Control card 1 ■\ 

Control card 2 

Control card 3 (if necessary) 

Control card 4 

V      1st model 

Control card 5 

Control card 1 

Control card 2 

Control card 3 (if necessary) V      2nd model 

Control card 4 

Control card 5 

999 
y 

The above scheme illustrates the order for the running of two 

models.    The program may handle several models in one run depend- 

ing on the time and number of scratch files allowed.    The time and 

scratch files requirements depend on the number of tests required, 

the number of variables and observations in the models. 
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Detailed Discussion of Control Cards 

A set of five control cards is needed for every model included. 

Control card 2 will determine if a control card 3 is.heeded in the 

particular model- 

Control Card 0 for Execution, of Run-    Control card 0 accepts 

any message or heading for the particular set of runs-    The card is 

read with a 10A8 format which allows the user to use the 80 columns 

in the record with any message-    The message appears once in the 

first page of the output- 

Control Card 1 for Execution of   ith   Model.    Control card 1 

accepts a right justified numerical message,   in the first three col- 

umns,  to identify the particular model to be tested-    The card is read 

with an 13 format-    The message appears heading every page of the 

ith   model output. 

Col-No- Vbl.  Name Use 

1-3 IMOD Identifies the ith model to be analyzed- 

Control Card 2 for Execution of   ith   Model-    The control card 2 

is read under format 813 each entry to be a right jutified integer, 

ie- ,   each variable value entered to be put at the extreme right of its 

field- 
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Col-  Nos. Vbl.  Name Use 

1-3 

4-6 

7-9 

10-12 

13-15 

16-18 

19-21 

IZ 

IY 

IOB 

NV 

NOB 

IUNIT 

IFORM 

22-24 ICONST 

Value of IZ gives the number of prede- 
termined variables in ith model- 

Position of the dependent variable in the 
set of variables i.e-  file to be read- 

Number of observations on the variables 
in the ith model. 

Total number of variables in the file of 
raw data to be read- 

Total number of observations in the file 
of raw data to be read- 

Logical unit number on which data is 
written- 

IFORM=l indicates that a reading for- 
mat will be specified,   i- e.   control card 
3; IFORM = 0 indicates data is read in 
free form. 

ICONST = 1, constant term to be included 
in the regression-- ICONST=0, constant 
not to be included. 

Control Card 3 for Execution of   ith   Model-    Control card 3 is 

included only if IFORM^O in control card 2.    The format to be used in 

reading the raw data is specified in parenthesis and left justified in 

the first 64 columns of control card 3- 

Control Card 4 for Execution of   ith   Model-    Control card 4 

identifies the location of the predetermined variables  in the file stored 

in IUNIT consistently with the reading format-    The card is read 

under format 2512,   each entry to be integer and right justified- 
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Col.  Nos. 

1-50 

Vbl. Name 

NZ(I),I=1,IZ 

Use 

Position of the independent variables in 
the file of data stored in IUNIT. 

Control Card 5 for Execution of   ith   Model-    Control card 5 is 

read under format 1012,   each integer to be right justified-    It identi- 

fies the tests and/or operations to be executed on the model    ith   by a 

one (1) in the appropriate field.    A zero (0) or blank indicates that the 

particular output is not required. 

Col-  Nos- Vbl. Name Use 

1-2 

3-4 

5-6 

7-8 

9-10 

11-12 

13-14 

15-16 

17-18 

ILIST 

IREG 

IAUT 

IRESET 

IWSET 

IRANK 

IMTEST 

IKOM 

IMULT 

Determines if the variables in the ith 
model will be listed- 

Determines if the regression analysis 
is required- 

Identifies the modified von Neumann 
ratio (Q' ) test for autocorrelation- 

Specifies if the RESET-F test is 
required. 

Specifies if the WSET-W test is 
required. 

Specifies if the RASET-t test is 
required- 

Specifics if the BAMSET-M test is 
required- 

Specifies if the KOMSET-Dn test is 
required. 

2 
Specifies if the x   test for multicol- 
linearity is required- 
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Col.  Nos- Vbl- Name  Use  

19-20 IFT Specifies if the accompanying F-test to 
the multicollinearity test are required- 

Comments on Control Cards 

i)   The constant term,   if included,   should not be read in as data 

as the program will carry out the necessary calculations in 

the appropriate way. 

ii)   A card with a 999 in the first three columns is necessary at 

the end of the control data deck to permit a normal termina- 

tion of the run. 

iii)   The set of control cards should be stored in the logical unit 

40 from where the program will read and interpret them- 

iv)   The program use for internal storage LUN 1 through 15. 

They should be free prior to start the run. 

Example of a Job Execution 

In the example a static Cobb-Douglas production function will be 

fitted to data stored in a file named *HFIN.    The model is: 

In Y   = P    + B    ln(L ) + P_ ln(KJ + e 
t 0 1 t 2 t t 

The necessary information to set up the run is as follows: 
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a) Number of explanatory variables 2 

b) Location of the dependent variable in *HFIN    4th var- 

c) No-  of observations in each variable 39 

d) No.  of variables in *HFIN 23 

e) No.   of observations in *HFIN 39 

f) LUN in which *HFIN will be stored 41 

g) A format card will be specified 

h)   The constant is included in the model 

i)   The format specification to read *HFIN is: 

(4(5(X,E15. 8)/),3(X,E15.8)) 

j)   The location of the explanatory variables in *HFIN and 

consistent with the reading format are: 

ln(L)   5th var. 

ln(K)    6th var. 

k)   The output wanted is: 

Listing of variables ? yes 
Regression analysis ? yes 
Autocorrelation test ? yes 
RESET-F test? yes 
WSET-W test? yes 
RASET-ttest? yes 
BAMSET-M test? yes 
KOMSET-Dn test? yes 
Multicolinear ity-x   test? yes 
Accompanying F-test to Multicollinearity ?        yes 
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With the above information the control cards deck can be 

created from a terminal as follows: 

#EDIT 
]INPUT 
00001:C-D STATIC 
00002:  1 
00003: 2   4   39   23    39   41    1    1 
00004:(4(5(X, E15. 8)/), 3(X, E15. 8)) 
00005: 5   6 
00006:  1111111111 
00007:999 
00008:fESC) 
]OUT, FILE1 

In the last step the control cards  images have been created and 

stored in a file named FILE 1.    Any other file name could be used. 

From a terminal the most convenient way to execute the run is 

by remote batch.    It creates a second file with the image of the job 

control cards which constitute the batch,   as follows: 

#EDIT 
]INPUT 
00001:[JOB, 740461, USER 
00002:[LABEL, 61/USER NAME 
00003:[*DEFINE, 40 = FILE1 
0 0 0 0 4: [ *DE FINE ,41 = *H FIN 
00005:[TIME = 100 
00006:[*BLURR 
00007:[LOG OFF 
00008:(ESCl 
]OUT,RUNT 

Now the user may run the program as follows: 

#COPY,I=RUNT,0=TASK (A) 

At this point the run is finished,   the computer print-out can be 

obtained later from the input-output room of the computer center.   The 
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print out will be stored under the  "USER NAME" specified by the 

LABEL command in the file RUNT-    Here the user can destroy the 

files RUNT and FILE1 if so desired- 

A simple modification to the statement in (A) above allows 

execution of the run during hours of lower computer rate,   i.e- , 

nights and week-ends.    It is as follows- 

#COPY, I=RUNT, 0=TASK(NITE) 

Program Output 

The output is listed page by page,   as it appears in the sample 

run in the Appendix- 

Page^:   The first page of the output identifies the job number 

and the user's name as specified in the LABEL statement.    It also 

prints out the ^DEFINE and TIME statements for the run and the call 

for the driving overlay *BLURR. 

The first output from the program itself is the model identifica- 

tion as specified in the first control card;  in the example this is 

"C-D STATIC." 

Page 2:     The second page is headed  "START MODEL NO" 

(NO=l in the example),  then a list of the control cards for the particu- 

lar model is given- 

Page 3:     If specified in control card 6,  the variables included in 

the    ith   model will be listed in page 3-    If the model contains more 
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than 5 variables,   more than one page will be used in the printing of 

those variables,  five in each page. 

Page 4;     All remaining pages are headed by the message 

**MODEL NO**-    Page 4 presents the results of the multicollinearity 

tests• 

a) Value of the Chi-squared and its degrees of freedom. 

b) Degrees of freedom for the F-statistics. 

c) Variable number (VAR),   corresponding elements in the 

inverse of the simple correlation matrix (R*K) and its related 

F-value. 

Pages  5 and 6 contain the results of the linear regression analysis- 

Page 5:     List the elements of the matrix of sum of squares and 

cross products;   lOB.SY, SX,, . . ., SX^, SY2, SYXn, . . . , 2YX 
IK. IK. 

2 2 
SX   , SX  X   , . . ■ , SX  X   , . . . , SX   ;    K   is the number of explanatory 

112 IK K 

variables,   i. e. ,   raw moment matrix of the regressors in upper 

triangular form. 

Page 6;     Prints out the results of the regression subroutine- 

a) Regression title indicates whether constant term is  included 

or not. 

b) Number of observations and number of regressors including 

the constant term- 

c) List of regression coefficients estimates,   standard errors of 

estimates and "t" values. 
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d) Total sum of squares (TSS),  Error sum of squares (ESS), 

2 
Coefficient of Determination (R  ):    F = RSS(T-K)/ESS(K). 

e) Durbin-Watson statistic as applied to the least squares 

errors• 

Page 7: Is a presentation of the intermediate and final results 

of the BLUS-based-modified von Neumann ratio test for autocorrela- 

tion. 

a) A listing of the sum of the corresponding elements  in the 

diagonal of   [Z'Z]   for the observations included in the 

alternative    Z      matrices.    The selected base follows Theil's 

approach,   i.e.,  the one giving the lowest sum of the elements. 

b) Rearranged order of observations to obtain the corresponding 

A matrix- 

c) Lower and upper bound on the condition No-   for matrix A 

which give an indication of the magnitude of the figures 

involved. 

d) Determinant of   A1 A.    If matrix   A   is  calculated cor re ctly 

and is orthonormal then    lA'A]   =  1.0-    The degree of 

approximation is a measure of the accuracy in computing the 

matrix   A. 

e) The modified von Neumann ratio statistic with its correspond- 

ing degrees of freedom. 
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The following pages include the results of the remaining 

specification error tests.    The     A    matrix is recalculated following 

Ramsey's approach to the base selection. 

Page 8;     Presents the preliminary steps to the specification 

error tests. 

a) Rearranged order of observations to obtain the BLUS 

residuals. 

b) Lower and upper bounds on the condition No-  for the new   A 

• matrix- 

c) Determinant of the new   A'A   matrix- 

d) Listing of the vector   (JL,    denoted USTAR,  with the corres- 

ponding   Q   values of the elements of the vector   q   - 

Pages 9 and  10 present the results of the specification error tests- 

Page 9;     Includes: 

A) Results from RESET-F test 

a)  Results of regression test-    See description under heading 

page 7. 

B) Results from WSET test 

a) The W statistic with degrees of freedom. 

b) Acceptance/rejection of null hypothesis at 5% and  10% 

significance level- 

C) Results from RASET test 

a) Spearman's Rank correlation coefficient   R   • 
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b)  Value of Student  "t" ratio derived from   R   . 
s 

D) Results from BAMSET test 

a)  Value of M-test statistic and degrees of freedom- 

Page 10:   It contains: 

A) Results from KOMSET test 

a) Value of Kolmogorov-Dn statistic and number of observa- 

tions- 

b) Acceptance/rejection of null hypothesis at 5% and 10% 

significance level. 

c) Listing of   Y      (denoted by   X(I)),  lower bound   L(r), 

cumulative distribution under null hypothesis   (F'n),    and 

upper bound   U(r). 

Error Diagnostic 

The error messages which may appear are those informing that 

that matrix     Z'Z     or     Z       is singular. 

If the matrix     Z' Z     is detected to be singular the execution of 

the particular model analysis is terminated-    If all possible     Z 

matrices for the autocorrelation test (i.e- ,   Theil's selection) are 

singular,   Ramsey's selection procedure is followed (which is stated 

in an error message)-    If no   non-singular matrix     Z        is discovered 

under Ramsey's procedure,   it is stated,   and the run for the model 

ends • 
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For the KOMSET test the error message "Kolmogorov statistic 

is ill defined for this problem" may appear-    It means that the calcu- 

lation of     Y   ,     r =  1, 2, . . . , (T-K)/2     which depends upon taking 
r 

ratios of the type     "pL .      I\i      ,     i =  1, 2, . . . , (T-K)/2     encountered at 
&L — X "I 

2 - 8 
least one value of     (JL     <_ 1.0 x 10 It would imply division by a 

£ L 

number too close to zero,  the statistic is then declared ill defined 

and the program proceeds to the next model- 

Summary of Program Limitations and 
Time Requirements 

The program may handle up to 55 observations and 25 

regressors including the constant. 

Execution time depends upon the number of degrees of freedom, 

number of observations and regressors.    The most time consuming 

part of the process is the calculation of the matrix    A,      which should 

be considered specially when the autocorrelation tests   are required 

along 'with the other tests-    The next most time consuming part is the 

subroutine executing the KOMSET test which requires     (T-K)     inte- 

grations of the central F-distribution-    Excluding this test should 

improve the speed of the run.    The example run given in the Appendix 

gives an idea of the time requirement,   which is listed in its last page- 
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IV.    THE FARM LABOR SECTOR:   ECONOMETRIC MODELS 

Introduction 

The methodological implications of using least squares technique 

under non-ideal conditions have been discussed in previous chapters 

and in the literature.    The application of the specification error tests 

programmed in this study is an aid in identifying the existing modifi- 

cations in the "ideal conditions" required by lease squares linear 

regression.    It also provides additional information to discriminate 

among alternative models. 

The specification error tests will be applied to selected 

econometric models related to the farm labor sector. 

Chapter IV is a brief recount of the farm labor market's 

importance and relevant econometric considerations.    The farm labor 

related models were chosen because:    1) their consideration is impor- 

tant in questions of agricultural policy,     2) there are several studies 

which provide the models and their theoretical background,    3) the 

relevant data are readily available- 

Farm Labor Market 

Introduction 

Various studies and statistical data show that the agricultural 
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sector has been experiencing a rapid resource restructuring- 

The restructuring of agriculture seems to be primarily a 

reaction to a persisting problem:   the low earnings of farm resources 

in relation to earnings in other segments of the economy.    Hence 

further change and adjustment is expected to continue as a dominant 

feature of agriculture. 

The agricultural income problem results from forces operating 

in the national economy which affect the supply of and demand for both 

agricultural products and inputs. 

The demand for agricultural products  is characterized by low 

income elasticity-    The continued increase in national and personal 

income has,   therefore,   resulted in a relative deterioration of the 

agricultural sector vis-a-vis  industries with higher income elasticity 

of demand-    Furthermore those industries with improved position are 

able to bid up the price of inputs used also in agriculture-    The effect 

of this  "squeeze" has been accentuated by the patterns of technological 

advance,   input cost increases,   and labor unionization in and out of the 

agricultural sector- 

A clear effect   of the agriculture resource restructuring has 

been a reduction of the farm labor force-    Therefore,   an improved 

knowledge of the factors affecting the demand for and supply of farm 

labor,   as well as the extent of such influence,   has become relevant. 

Such knowledge is  important for agricultural economists and for 
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legislators dealing with farm programs.    Labor is not an inanimate 

resource which can be readily eliminated from agriculture in response 

to changes in relative prices.   Furthermore,   farm labor constitutes an 

important consuming unit for the economy's output- 

The development and improvement of quantitative techniques 

have led to several studies and linear models related to the farm labor 

market- 

Econometric Considerations 

Early farm labor market research ■was directly descriptive- 

One concern was to describe the gradation in wage rates among differ- 

ent areas of the U-S-   and along time [4, 54, 96, 97].    The initial inter- 

est of identifying the factors affecting farm employment was also 

descriptive [l, 18, 76]. 

Two investigators,   Weatherford [96,  p.   83] and Fisher [24, 

p.   38] were among the first to hypothesize that the demand for farm 

labor  is not independent of its supply and the complex of factors 

affecting the wage rate differentials. 

T-W.  Schultz [77] was one of the first to refer to the complexity 

of the relation between agricultural factor markets and other indus- 

tries.    The last point was also recognized by Heady and Johnson [38].. 

They identified several important forces affecting farm labor; 

(a) growth in the national economy,   which has increased non-farm 
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wage rate,    (b) a declining price of machinery relative to farm product 

prices and farm wage rates,    (c) a decline in.farm income relative to 

non-farm income,    (d) a rapid increase in farm mechanization and 

(e) improved farm technology,   greater knowledge,   and better com- 

munication-    Several econometric studies mainly of the hired farm 

labor market appeared later in the literature-    The more relevant for 

this  study will be cited briefly- 

Griliches [29] estimated a relatively simple demand model 

specifying the quantity of labor hired as a function of the "real" price 

of labor (wage deflated by an index of prices received for all farm 

products) and lagged farm employment.    The inclusion of the lagged 

regressand in the equation allows one to obtain a long-run elasticity 

estimate.    The procedure to obtain such elasticity is well-introduced 

by Nerlove [60, 61, 62, 63].    Utilizing a 1912-1956 data period, 

Griliches found a short-run elasticity of -11 at the mean,   and -.32 

at the  195 6 level.    The long-run elasticity was estimated to be -• 62 

at the point of means and -1.7 at the  1956 level-    Clearly,  the short- 

run demand curve was inelastic,   even though it was less  inelastic in 

the long run-    In a recent paper Hammonds et al-  [35] points out the 

practice of using the results of single linear regression to estimate 

elasticity for the most recent data point as regrettable-    The elasticity 

estimated is strictly valid only at the point of means; this should be 

kept in mind. 
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Heady and Tweeten [39] used a more sophisticated simultaneous 

equation model,  which they checked with ordinary least squares for 

several data periods.    They obtained short-run wage elasticities rang- 

ing from -. 13 to -. 26 at the mean of a 1929-1957 data period.    For a 

1940-195 7 data period,   they obtained short run elasticities ranging 

from -.25 to -.48 at the point of means.    Short-run elasticities seem 

to have increased over time but remained below unity-    The corres- 

ponding long-run elasticities range from -.28 to  -.37 for the 1929- 

1957 period,   and from -• 53 to -• 60 for the 1940-1957 period. 

Schuh [75] also investigated the  1929-1957 period-  His model 

expressed demand as a function of real wages,   an agricultural output 

price index deflated by an index of inputs prices and an index of 

technology.    He expressed hired labor supply as a function of real 

wages income earned in non-agricultural employment corrected for 

unemployment in the economy and the size of the civilian labor force. 

Lagged labor employment and a time trend variable were also 

introduced in both equations.    His short run wage elasticity was esti- 

mated at -.12 for the point of means,   and at -.23 for  the 1957 level in 

the demand equation.    The corresponding long run elasticities were 

-.40 and -.77. 

Hammonds et al.   [35] also discussed a simultaneous demand- 

supply equations model.    Hammonds' model is similar to that of Schuh 

except in one aspect;   the rate of unemployment in the economy 
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replaces the civilian labor force variable- 

Hammonds et al^-   used their model in a progression of data 

periods starting with 1930-1958 and ending with 1941-1969.    The esti- 

mated short run elasticities ranged from -. 219 to  -1 • 981 while the 

long run elasticities ranged from -.527 to -2.441.    All elasticities 

were estimated at the point of means.    The final conclusion of their 

study shows a progression of the short-run wage elasticity of the hired 

farm labor demand toward an elastic condition-    The long-run elas- 

ticity findings do not present a clear trend- 

The review of literature shows that the emphasis has been on 

the demand side of the farm labor market-    The supply relationship 

has been used mainly as a device to identify the demand-    Such an 

approach is a tacit acceptance of the hypothesis of simultaneous equa- 

tion problems in the observed data for the farm labor- 

Theory of Labor Demand and Supply 

The previous section is a presentation of some empirical models 

used to estimate the demand for and/or supply of farm labor-    To 

complete the review a summary of the currently accepted theory 

behind the market's functions 'will be offered. 

Theory of Labor Demand 

The     ith     producer's labor demand is derived from the 
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underlying demand for the commodity which he produces.    The 

simplest framework in which to derive this demand is under the follow- 

ing assumptions: 

i)   The production process can be represented by a two-inputs 

production function     Y = f(L, K),      where     L     and     K    are 

physical units of labor and capital respectivamente-    Y   is 

the output, 

ii)   The producer has no influence on the price for the output, 

i-e-,   this price is given     (P). 

iii)   The producer has no influence on the price for the inputs, 

i.e.,   the compensation of labor     (w)     and compensation to 

capital     (r)     are given- 

iv)   The producer's goal is to maximize profit 

TT = P(f(L,K)) - (wL+rK+FC). 

The producer's first order condition for profit maximization 

are: 

^        51 u Pf
L - w - 0 

(2)        Ii = pfK " r = c 

where     fT      and    f       are the marginal productivities for labor and 
i-i is. 

capital respectively. 

The     ith    producer's demand for labor is obtained by solving 
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his first-order condition equation system for     L     in terms of     w,   r 

and   P. 

L...  = Lfw.r.P) 
(0 

This demand is defined for strictly concave regions of his production 

function where the second-order conditions for profit maximization 

are satisfied [4l]. 

The parameters in the derived demand depend on the production 

function-     Under the above conditions,  the summation of the individual 

producer derived demands constitutes a first approximation to the 

industry demand for labor. 

Theory of Labor Supply 

Labor is a primary input which is assumed to be in the 

possession of consumer-workers .    The consumer-worker sells his 

labor to the producers in order to obtain income to purchase com- 

modities-    The pattern in which the worker sells his labor is known as 

supply of labor. 

The simplest accepted theory of labor supply assumes the 

consumer-worker as maximizer of utility which depends on leisure and 

income,   i-e-,      U= g(i,I)     where     (i)     stands for leisure and     (I)   is 

income-    Defining     T     as the total amount of available time  in hours 

(the length of the period for which the utility function is defined) and 
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H    the amount of work performed in terms of hours,      i  = T - H. 

The obtained income     (I)     depends also on the amount of work per- 

formed in hours     (H)     and the compensation per hour     (w),      i.e., 

I = Hw.    Hence the consumer-worker tries to maximize 

U= g(T-H,Hw). 

The individual worker supply of labor  is obtained by solving his 

first order condition for utility maximization with respect to     H 

dU        3U d(T-H) 9U d(Hw) 
dH     8(T-H) X    dH 8(Hw)   X    dH 

au 9U 
defining       . .  = g       and    C.,"!J     = g_     as the marginal utilities for 

d(T-rl) 1 o(riw)        ^ 

leisure and income respectively,   the first order condition becomes: 

dU 
dH      "81 + g2W = 0 

The individual worker's supply of labor (H.), obtained from 

this relation, states the amount of work that the individual is willing 

to perform as a function of the wage rate (w). Such supply function 

is valid provided: 

d w 2 

dH^ li 1Z ^ 

The aggregate or market labor supply is obtained as a summa- 

tion of the individual supplies at given wage rates. 
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The brief review of the currently accepted theory of labor 

demand and supply shows the last to be dependent on the concept of 

individual utility function.    The issue of utility function is not settled 

in the literature,   and it could account for the low emphasis given to 

the supply side of the farm labor market. 

Even though the concept of an individual firm production function 

also presents several problems,   it has been better accepted in the 

literature. 

The Aggregate Production Function 

The particular production function involved is a direct 

determinator of the individual producer's demand for labor; this is 

clear from the theory just reviewed.    The implication seems to be 

that for the industry,   an aggregate production function may also sug- 

gest a model for the aggregate demand for labor.    However,   some of 

the assumptions suggested for the individual firm are not relevant at 

the  industry level,   i.e. ,  fixed prices for inputs and outputs.    Hence, 

in the aggregate,  the conclusions of the simple theory are even 

rougher approximations. 

Aggregate production functions have been used to obtain 

estimates of the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor as 

well as estimates of the different function coefficients- 
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There are several aggregate production function specifications 

which are commonly cited in the literature.    They will also be checked 

for specification errors. 

The Use of Specification Error Tests 

The earliest use of the specification error tests,   in discussion 

in this paper,   is reported in Ramsey [65].    The tests were used in an 

attempt to discriminate among alternative models of the relationship 

between value added per unit of labor and the wage rate-    The results 

are interesting in that they illustrate the use of the tests in an effort 

to discover appropriate modifications of the original rejected 

hypotheses.    The results indicated that the tests were sensitive to the 

various alternative hypotheses and that the tests enable the investi- 

gator to select one model in preference to the others.    All of the data 

sets in this study had less than 50 observations and most had less 

than 20. 

Gilbert [26] provided an example of the use of the specification 

error tests in attempting to discriminate among a very large number 

of formulations of the demand for money.    Lee [5l] found the tests 

successful in discriminating between four alternative production func- 

tions using data on manufacturing industries at the three-digit level 

which were compiled by the U-N. 

In Ramsey and Zarembka [72],  the tests were used to 
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discriminate between the Cobb-Douglas,   Constant Elasticity of Sub- 

stitution,  Variable Elasticity of Substitution,   generalized production 

function and a Quadratic production function.    The data used referred 

to the US.  manufacturing industries by state in 1957.    The highlight 

of this study shows again the usefulness of the tests in selecting one 

model in preference to others.    The CES was chosen in preference 

to the other even though almost all coefficient estimates were statisti- 

2 
cally significant at the 5% level and all the     R       were greater than 

.99-    In other results,  put in relevance by the authors,  the adjusted- 

2 
for-degrees-of-freedom    R       was highest for the Quadratic produc- 

tion function which was also the model most strongly rejected by the 

tests- 

The specification error tests have also been used to test the 

appropriateness of a particular model instead of discriminating among 

models [69,  p.   44].    As described by Ramsey a very specific model 

for market demand curves was hypothesized and the "adequacy" of the 

model was tested with respect to several sets of data.    What was 

tested was the formulation of the model itself,  not hypothesis about the 

value of the parameters.    To test for the adequacy of a given model is 

perhaps one of the most important uses of the specification error tests. 

As pointed out by Ramsey [69,  p.   45]; 

. • •  one must be reasonably sure that the model itself is 
correctly specified before one can proceed to carry out 
tests of hypotheses about the value of the parameters. . . 
(the) specification error tests provide the empirical evidence. 
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V.    ECONOMETRIC MODELS AND SPECIFICATION ERROR 
TESTS APPLICATION 

Introduction 

The available models for the farm labor market and the related 

agricultural-aggregate production functions provide the ground for the 

application of the specification error tests programmed for this paper. 

The Theil's-BLUS-residual-based specification error tests 

presented in Chapter II were programmed in FORTRAN IV language. 

The instructions for their use and description of the programs were 

presented in Chapter III. 

The different manners  in which the specification error tests 

have been used were reviewed in Chapter IV. 

Chapter V is a description of the selected models and a discus- 

sion of the tests-application results in each case-    The first section 

in this chapter is a brief description of the data and sources- 

The first group of models to consider are selected empirical 

linear models for the farm labor market-    The second group of models 

are some of the commonly proposed aggregate production function 

specifications.    They will be introduced in their original form and 

characteristics.    Because the estimation tool used is least squares 

linear regression,   its necessary linearization is also presented. 
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The specification error tests will be applied to every model in 

each group.    Because the application is based on a single data set, 

the attempt is to select the "best-specified" model in each group 

and/or subgroup of models.    Such selection is based not only in the 

direct results of the normal linear regression tooling and the original 

theoretical base but also in terms of the evidence provided by the 

specification error tests outlined earlier in this thesis. 

Data Description and Sources 

A persistent problem in econometrics is to achieve correspond- 

ence between the theoretical variables in a model and those variables 

available to estimate the model.    In time series studies,   as the pre- 

sent one,  this might be due to the lack of adequate data and/or errors 

of measurement.    The consequences of this problem have been esten- 

sively discussed in the literature.    The objective in this section is to 

describe the variables to be used throughout the different models; 

their sources will be cited. 

The Series 

The aggregate production functions will be fitted to the 1934- 

1972 time series     The farm labor market models utilize data for the 

1930-1972 period.    Both series update the ones used in previous 

studies. 
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Measure of Agricultural Total Output   (Y).    The measure of 

agricultural total output includes:    cash receipts from farm market- 

ings,   household consumption and net changes in farm inventories as 

reported in [90].    Lianos [52] recognized that this measure might 

include double counting,   but the sources for double counting tend to 

cancel each other- 

The final     (Y)     variable is given in millions of dollars deflated 

by the consumer price index (1967 = 100- )•    This is different from the 

deflator used by Lianos.    Lianos deflated agricultural output by the 

index of prices received,   and capital inputs by the index of prices 

paid by farmers-    Trial runs in this thesis showed that Lianos1 

approach,   even though it improves the coefficient of determination in 

several of the models,   resulted in an obvious  increase in the prob- 

lems of multicollinearity and autocorrelation in all models. 

Measure of Value Added in Agriculture    (VA).    The measure of 

value added (VA) is: dollar measure of total agricultural outputs minus 

(farm operating expenses minus expenses for hiredlabor minus livestock 

expenses) minus property taxes.    All components are reported in [90]. 

Lianos [52] argued that livestock expenses should be subtracted from 

the operating expenses because this  category is not viewed as an 

operating expense similar to the other items since its effect on total 

output is not exhausted in the year the expenditure is made-    The final 

(VA)   variable is also given in millions of 1967 dollars. 
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The Measure of Operating Capital in Agriculture (K). The meas- 

ure of operating capital is also based on data reported in [90]. Capital 

consists of dollar measure of the following items: feed, livestock, seed, 

fertilizer, repair and operation of capital items, depreciation and other 

consumption of farm capital and interest on farm mortgage debt. 

Lianos [52] deflated the   resulting series by the index of prices paid 

by farmers.    For reasons explained in introducing the agricultural 

output variable,  the capital series is deflated in this thesis by the 

consumer price index (1967 =  100.). 

It can also be argued that deflating     Y     and     K    by the CPI 

makes more explicit the relation between agriculture and the rest of 

the economy.    The final     (K)     series is,  therefore,   given in millions 

of real dollars (dollars of 1967). 

The Measure of Labor    (L).     Labor as a factor of production in 

the aggregate production functions is measured in total man-hours 

employed per year in farm work-    This variable     (L)     is given in 

millions of hours as reported in [90].    It includes both hired and 

family labor- 

The farm labor market refers to hired farm labor.    Therefore, 

the corresponding measure of labor     (L )     is given in thousands of 

hired farm workers per year as reported in [90]. 

Time Proxy   (t)-    One problem in time series studies is to 

include a variable to account for those omitted influences correlated 
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with the passage of time,   i- e- ,  technological progress etc 

The usually employed-time trend proxy,   in time series,   is the 

variable     t = 1, 2, . . . , T,      where     1     and     T     are the first and last 

observations respectively.    The intent in using this variable is to sug- 

gest an ordinal designation for the different points of observation in 

time.    The variable is used,  however,   in combination with cardinal 

variables,  and the LS regression tool considers all variables as 

cardinal.    Hence,  the result is not in agreement with what it was 

expected to measure-  The problem can be avoided by assuming that 

the variable represents those relevant but omitted variables which 

vary with time in the manner suggested by the proxy. 

Even accepting the time proxy under the above assumption, 

there is another problem to consider.    The usual time variable 

t = 1, 2, 3, . . . , T      seems to suggest that in the first year of observa- 

tion,  the omitted variables represented by the proxy,   are at a level 

which doubles the second year-    This seems an unnecessary and 

deceiving imposition.    It happens,   however,  that the estimated regres- 

sion parameter for the     t     variable,     6 ,      as well as all other param- 

eters except the intercept,   are independent of the level of the    t 

observation provided the step difference in    t,      i- e. ,    t.  - t.   .,      is 

maintained-    The intercept estimate changes with    t   •    For example 

if the choice for     t = (k+1), (k+2), . . ., (k+T)     the intercept estimate 
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(Pn)     becomes     p' = p    - (3 k.    Usually,  however,  the researcher 

works with logarithms instead.    In this case,  the use of 

ln(t) = ln(k+i),     i = 1, 2, . . . , T      instead of    ln(i)     introduces a differ- 

ence in all the parameter estimates including the intercept.    The 

suggestion is that an appropriate choice of     (k)     might help to 

improve the estimated regression equation- 

The observations provided above,  plus trial runs of the produc- 

tion function models,   showed that     k = 9     is a good compromise-    It 

helps to avoid the curvilinear portion of the natural logarithmic 

function,  which seems to lower the coefficient of determination in the 

different models,   without incurring in an extreme difference with the 

conventional time variable.    Hence the time proxy for the production 

function models is     t =  10, 11, 12, ... , (9+T). 

In the farm labor market models,  the conventional 

t =  1, 2, 3, . . . , T     proxy will be used because the variables are not in 

logarithm. 

A Measure of Labor Compensation   (w).    The measure of the 

compensation to labor is the composite hourly wage rate reported in 

[9l]-    The final variable     (w)     is an index (1967 =  100)  of the com- 

posite hour wage rate deflated by the consumer price index 

(1967 = 100). 

Index of Prices Received Deflated by the Index of Prices Paid 

by Farmers    (P).    To account for the influence of farm income and the 
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price of other inputs on the demand for farm labor,   a ratio will be 

used.    The ratio     (P)     is the index of prices received to the index of 

prices paid by farmers.    Both indexes are at the 1967 level and were 

reported in [90]• 

Agricultural Productivity Index   (T).    The variable used to 

specifically account for technological progress in the farm labor 

market models is the index of productivity per unit of input in agricul- 

ture (1967 = 100) as reported in [90]. 

Unemployment Rate   (U).    The rate of unemployment in the 

economy is used as reported in [94]. 

Non Farm Income    (NFI).    The measure of alternative non- 

agricultural income for farm workers is the compensation to non- 

agricultural employees reported in [92].    The final   (NFI)   is given in 

billions of 1967 dollars.    The compensation to non-agricultural 

employees was selected among several,   theoretically appealing,   vari- 

ables compared in trial runs. 

Corrected for Unemployment Non-Farm Income   (CNFI).    The 

corrected non-farm income measure is obtained by multiplying the 

NFI     variable by the rate of employment,   i.e.,      (1. -U). 

Civilian Labor Force    (CL)-    The size of the total labor force 

is accounted for by the size of the civilian labor force reported in [94]. 

The     CL     variable is given in thousands of persons. 
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Models and Result Presentation 

The models to be specified will be presented in appropriate 

subgroups.    The resulting equations will be presented in the tradi- 

tional fashion and tabulated for each subgroup.    The results of the 

application of the specification error tests to each model in the sub- 

group will be summarized in accompanying tables-    The interpretation 

of the specification error tests was discussed in Chapter III. 

The discussion of the results at this point selects the most 

acceptable model in each subgroup- 

The Structure of the Farm Labor Market 

A structure defines as completely as possible the functional and 

stochastic relationship between the endogenous and predetermined 

variables.    A model can therefore be regarded as a set of structures. 

The farm labor market has usually been studied as a structure 

of two simultaneous equations.    Such an approach implies acceptance 

a priori that a simultaneity problem exists in the determination of the 

quantity of labor demanded (supplied) and the wage rage- 

The attempt in this section is to specify single equation models, 

for both the supply and demand relations,  to which the specification 

error tests will be applied.    The result of the specification error tests 

will be evidence of possible specification problems,   including that of 
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simultaneous equations bias- 

If the evidence for Group I specification error exists,  which 

includes the problem of simultaneity,   the appropriate simultaneous 

equation model will be specified and estimated as customary- 

The structural models to consider in this section are based on 

those developed by Schuh [75] and advanced later by Hammonds et al- 

[35]. 

Demand Relation 

The general theory of demand indicates that the individual 

quantity will vary inversely with its own price;   it also varies with the 

price of substitutes,   complements and disposable income- 

In the farm labor market models,  the quantity explained is the 

number of hired farm workers per year which will vary inversely with 

the real farm wage (its own price)-    Because labor is  "demanded" by 

the farm firm,   farm income is also a relevant explanator as is the 

prices of other farm inputs.    Thus the hired farm labor would vary 

directly with the level of prices received and inversely with the level 

of prices paid by farmers [75]. 

The influence of changes in technology on the demand for farm 

labor was also recognized by different investigators.    It has been 

observed that the technological progress which has occurred in 

agriculture has been markedly labor-saving; thus,   it is expected that 
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the demand for labor varies inversely with technology.    Possibly due . 

to lack of a better proxy for technology,  Schuh and followers used the 

index of productivity per unit of input in agriculture which seems 

inadequate to stress the biased aspect of the changes in technology. 

As a device to account for possible omitted variables,  Schuh 

included a time-trend variable-    Such a variable would pick up the 

effect of those omitted variables which increase as time passes and 

eliminate at least part of the possible bias- 

Besides the technology proxy and the time trend variable, 

dynamic considerations are also introduced in the model by the lagged 

regressand.    The distributed lag formulation's main appeal is its 

estimate of long run as well as short run elasticities. 

Single Equation Hired Farm Labor Demand Models,    From the 

discussion in the previous section,   two single-equation demand 

relationships for farm labor may be specified- 

(I-L) Lt 
= P0 + PlWt + P2Pt + p3Tt + P4Lt-l + ^t 

(-) (+) (?)        (+) 

Where the expected sign is given in brackets below the quoted 

parameter, 

L     is the number of hired farm workers in year t. 

w     is the index of hourly farm wage rate in year t. 
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P     is the index of prices received deflated by the index of 

prices paid by farmers  in year t- 

T     is the index of productivity per unit of input in agriculture. 

L is the lagged regressand. 

The introduction of the time trend variable     (t),      to avoid the 

possible bias due to omitted variables as suggested by Schuh,   pro- 

duces a second model- 

(II-L)       Lt - P0 f P1wt + P2Pt + P3Tt + p4t + fi^ + Kt 

(-) (+) (?) (?)      ( + ) 

The high partial correlation between     T      and    t     (.9857) 

suggests that including    t     in model II-L will worsen the multicol- 

linearity problem apparent in model I-L. 

The results for the regression analysis and specification error 

tests on models I-L and II-L are summarized in Tables 1-L and 2-L 

respectively- 

The results of the regression analysis in Table 1-L are 

interesting.    Both formulations are similar in their statistical results. 

The adjusted coefficient of determination favors model I-L but only 

slightly.    The sign expectation is met in both models for all variables; 

even the technology proxy seems to account for the labor saving 

aspect of the technological progress-    The   F   value is highly 



Table 1-L.    Equation estimates for the single equation demand for farm labor models. 

Regression C< oefficients 

FC Model 

po Wt 
(-) 

Pt 
(+) 

Tt 

(?)               (?) 

Lt-1 
(+) 

Adj 

R2 

(I-L)   Lt 

(II-L)   L. 

1007.9 
(3.059) 

1021.0 
(3.032) 

-5.597 
(-3.089) 

-5.634 
(-3.064) 

1.743 
(2.533) 

1.764 
(2.518) 

-2.164 
(-•929). 

-1.302        -1.917 
(-.341)       (-.286) 

.678 
(8.985) 

. . 661 
(6. 822) 

886.734 
(4,38) 

692.265 
(5=37) 

.9883 

• 9880 

a 
The value of the   t   statistic is given in brackets below each regression coefficient quoted- 

The expected sign for each regression coefficient is given in brackets below each variable quoted- 
c 
The degrees of freedom are given in brackets below the calculated   F. 

v£> 



Table 2-L.    Summary of the application of the specification error tests to each single equation 
demand for labor models. 

Value of the Test Statistics 
a, b 

Models 

Multicoll- 
2 

X 

d LS Errors Q' BLUS RESET 
D-I(h) D-II(t) D-Kh1) D-II(t) F 

WSET BAMSET 
W M 

(I-L) . 130(R) 3.046(R)       3.446(R)       4. 132(R) 4.257(R)        1.679(A)        .9804(A)        .195(A) 
(10) St. normal      (36) St.normal (31) (3,34) (38) (2) 

(II-L)        . 002(R) 3.364(R)       3.764(R)       4.864(R) 4. 082(R)        1.359(A)        .9683(A)        1.487(A) 
(15) St.normal      (35) St.normal (29) (3,33) (37) (2) 

a 
The relevant degrees of freedom are given in brackets below each statistic quoted- 

i_ 

"R" indicates the null hypothesis  is rejected at  10% level-     "A" indicates non-rejection at 10% level. 
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significant in both equations even though it is smaller when the time 

trend variable is included in model II-L. 

It is interesting to compare the size of the corresponding 

regression parameters in both models.    They are very similar in 

magnitude except for the parameter of    T,      which is smaller when 

variable     t     is included in the model.  It is clear that when the time 

trend variable is excluded from the model     (i.e. ,   model I-L),   its 

effect is picked up by the technology variable     (T )     which was also 

expected because of the high correlation between    T       and     t 

variables• 

In both models all parameters are significant at the 5% level 

except for that of the technology proxy.    The time trend variable is 

also non-significant in model II-L.    Based on the statistical results 

summarized in Table 1-L,   both models are acceptable and model I-L 

appears marginally better than model II-L. 

The results in Table 2-L show strong evidence that both models 

have problems of multicoUinearity and autocorrelation.    As suspected, 

the inclusion of the time-trend variable increases the problem of 

multicoUinearity in model II-L. 

Because the models include the lagged regressand as 

explanatory variable the tests for autocorrelation are modified as 

suggested by Durbin's tests I and II [19].    It can be noticed that the 

autocorrelation present seems underestimated when the tests are 
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based on the least squares errors instead of the Theil's BLUS 

residuals. 

What is more revealing are the results for the remaining 

specification error tests.    For both models there is no evidence to 

reject the assumptions of homoscedasticity and normality of the 

errors.    More important,  there is no evidence of Group I specifica- 

tion errors which includes:    omitted variables,  wrong functional form 

for the regressors and/or simultaneous equation bias.    The immedi- 

ate conclusions are thus:    There is no reason to include the time trend 

variable as a device to prevent the bias due to omitted variables nor 

to estimate the labor demand as part of the two simultaneous equation 

model- 

The final assessment of the evidence in both tables indicates 

that model I-L is at least as well specified as model II-L.    Being the 

simpler model II-L is more appealing than model II-L. 

The short-run and long-run elasticities can be estimated at the 

point of means from model I-L;    they are:    -. 179 and -• 555 respec- 

tively for the 1930-1972 period-    Even though it is more elastic in the 

long run,  the wage elasticity of the demand for labor is far below unity 

The resulting elasticities estimates,   both short-run and long- 

run,   are comparable with those obtained previously by Hammonds 

et al.   even though the corresponding regression parameter estimates 

are,   in general,   smaller- 
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Supply Relation 

Workers supply their labor in exchange for income.    The 

implications are that the supply for farm labor will be in direct pro- 

portion with the compensation available in agriculture (farm wage) 

and in inverse proportion with the income opportunities outside the 

farm sector (i.e.,  non-agricultural income).    Logically, the supply of 

labor will be in direct proportion to the total number of potential 

workers. 

To account for the above factors,  Schuh and followers proposed 

a hired farm labor supply as function of an index of real farm wages, 

an    index for non-agricultural income opportunities corrected for 

unemployment in the economy and the size of the civilian labor force. 

The time trend variable is also included in the supply to avoid the 

possible bias due to omitted variables.    Apparently in this case the 

inclusion of the time-trend variable does not present the problems 

encountered in the single equation demand- 

Dynamic considerations are also introduced in the supply 

relation by including the lagged regressand as explanatory variable- 

The last specification characteristic allows the estimation of long-run 

supply wage elasticities. 

Single Equation Farm Labor Supply Models-    Following Schuh's 

specification the.single equation farm labor supply is specified as 
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follows: 

(III-L)      Lt = PQ 
+ PlWt + Pz* + P3CLFt + P4CNFIt + P5Lt-l + »t 

(+) (?)      (+) (-) (+) 

where 

L is the number of hired farm workers 

CLF is the size of the civilian labor force in the economy 

CNFI is the unemployment corrected non-farm income. 

Hammonds et al-  modified this model to diminish the obvious 

multicollinearity implied by the high correlation among the civilian 

labor force and the other variables  in the model.    They suggested 

using the economy's index of unemployment instead-    It is argued that 

the farm labor supply will be in direct proportion to the unemployment 

level in the economy-    The modified model becomes: 

(IV-L)      Lt = P0 + P1wt + p2t + (33Ut + (34CNFIt + ^^ + ^ 

(+) (?)      (+) (-) (+) 

where'- 

U     is the rate of unemployment in the economy. 

It can be noticed,   however,   that model IV-L accounts twice for 

the unemployment rate which is also correcting the non-farm income 

variable-    Therefore,   it appears that the multicollinearity could be 

further reduced by using the uncorrected non-farm income instead. 
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The formulation for the supply for labor becomes: 

(V-L)        Lt = P0 + P1wt + p2t + ^3^ + P4NFIt + p^^ + ^ 

(+) (?)       ( + ) (-) (+) 

where     NFI     is the uncorrected non-farm income.    It is convenient 

to recall that all the variables used in the different models were 

described in a prior section of this chapter- 

The results for the regression analysis and specification error 

tests for models III-L,   IV-L and V-L are summarized in Tables 3-L 

and 4-L.    The results are more discouraging than those obtained in 

the demand case- 

The regression results in Table 3-L show model III-L as the 

only one meeting the sign expectations for all parameters. Models 

IV-L and V-L present the wrong sign for the wage parameter which is 

also non-significant-    Model III-L is statistically a better model than 

2 
IV-L and V-L as evidenced by the     t,    F   and adjusted     R       values- 

The unemployment rate included in models IV-L proves to be a 

poor substitute for the civilian labor force variable-    Replacing the 

non-corrected-non-farm income in model V-L does not improve the 

statistical results of model IV-L. 

The specification error tests results in Table 4-L show that all 

three models present problems of multicollinearity- The assumption 

of non-serial correlation is clearly rejected in models IV-L and V-L. 



Table 3-L.    Equation estimates for the single equation supply for farm labor models- 

Regression Coefficients 

^0 Wt 
t CLF U 

t 
CNFI NFI Lt-1 

Adj 

R2 Models (+) (?) ( + ) ( + ) (-) (-) ( + ) FC 

(III-L) 269  78 2..170 -10.271 .018 -2.309 .627 1163.744 .9928 
L 

t 
(.687) (1.458) (-2.539) (3.569) (-6.216) (8. 338) (5,37) 

(IV-L) 126.06 -. 535 -1.307 1.043 -1.457 .592 866.203 .9904 

Lt 
(3.260) (-.232) (-•342) (•316) (-4.264) (6.089) (5,37) 

(V-L) 122. 24 -.786 -.901 2.256 -1.331 . 604 816-07 .9898 
L 

t 
(3.061) (-•317) (-.223) (.632) (-3.875) (6.037) (5,37) 

3. 
The value of the t-statistic is given in brackets below each regression coefficient quoted. 

The expected sign for each regression coefficient is given in brackets below each variable quoted. 

The degrees of freedom are given in brackets below the calculated F. 

oo 



Table 4-L.    Summary of the application of the specification error tests to each of the single equation 
supply for farm labor models- 

Value of the Test Statistics 
a,b 

Models 

Multicoll- 
2 

X 
d LS Errors Q' BLUS RESET WSET BAMSET 

D-I(h) D-II(t) D-Hh') D-II(t) F W M 

.OOOl(R) .610(A) .752(A) 2.504(R) 1.392(A) .888(A) .9557(A) 9.352(R) 
(15) St • normal (35) St- normal (29) (3,33) (37) (2) 

.0009(R) 2. 123(R) 2.794(R) 4. 171(R) 3.390(R) 3.425(R) .9784(A) 3. 606(A) 
(15) St. normal (35) St- normal (29) (3,33) (37) (2) 

.0009(R) 2.312(R) 2.974(R) 4.343(R) 3.477(R) 3.579(R) .983(A) 2.438(A) 
(15) St. normal (35) St. normal (29) (3,33) (37) (2) 

(IV -L) 

(V-L) 

The relevant degrees of freedom are given in brackets below each statistic quoted- 
bnr,. R" indicates the null hypothesis is rejected at 10% level-     "A" indicates non-rejection at  10% level. 
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In the case of model III-L the rejection of the non-autocorrelation 

assumption occurred only when Durbin's test I was used in combina- 

tion with the modified von Neumann ratio- 

Models IV-L and V-L present no significant evidence of 

heteroscedasticity and non-normality-    They show,  however,   evidence 

of Group I specification error 'which might include bias due to omitted 

variables,   wrong functional form for the regressors and/or simul- 

taneous equation problems. 

Model III-L does not present evidence of non-normality nor 

Group I specification error which does not reject this particular 

single equation specification for the farm labor supply-    It shows, 

however,   evidence of significant heteroscedasticity- 

As anticipated,  no attempt will be made to eliminate the detected 

specification error from the different models.    The only exception will 

be in the consideration of models IV-L and V-L where there is strong 

evidence of Group I specification error-    Even though such evidence 

is not necessarily an indication of simultaneous equation problems, 

the appropriate simultaneous equation model will be specified and 

estimated as customary.    The models will be estimated by using the 

Two Stages Least Squares technique [47,  p.   559]- 

The first two-equation farm labor market model to estimate is 

a combination of models I-L (demand) and model IV-L (supply). The 

model is over identified,   which allows the employment of the TSLS 
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tool-    The first stage equation to estimate is: 

w* = a.    + a p   + a T    + a* + a.U   + a CNFI   + a.L     ,  + c 
t        0 It 2t        3 4   t        5 t 6t-l        t 

where the star upper script on the wage rate indicates that it is a 

first-stage estimate-    Therefore, the second-stage supply for labor 

is: 

(VI-L)      Lt = P0 + p^* + p2t + ^3^ + P4CNFIt + P5Lt_1 + ^ 

(+) (?)      (+) (-) (+) 

The second simultaneous equation model to specify combines 

models I-L and V-L. It is also over identified • The wage proxy 

(w**)    is estimated in the first stage as follows: 

w** = a    + a P   + a T    + a> + a n   + aINFI   + a^L        + « 
t 0        It        2   t        3 4   t        5        t        6   t-1        t 

The second stage supply of labor in this model is: 

(VII-L)    Lt = P0 + p^** + p2t + P3Ut + P4NFI + P5Lt_1 + ^ 

(+) (?)      (+) (-) (+) 

The simultaneous equation models have been specified only to 

identify the supply side of the farm labor market-    The result for the 

second stage supply functions (models VI-L and VII-L) are summar- 

ized in Table 5-L,  the corresponding specification error tests in 

Table 6-L. 



Table 5-L.    Equation estimates for the second stage supply for farm labor- 

a, b 
Regression Coefficients 

Po t Ut 
CNFI NFI Lt-1 

Adj 

R2 Models (+) (?) (+) (-) (-) (+) FC 

(VI -L) 2022. 1 -6.894 -3.015 -6.212 -1.041 .443 880.165 .9905 
Lt 

(1.904) (-.801) (-.687) (-.622) (-1.630) (2.040) (5,37) 

(VII-L) 2140.7 -8.347 -3.270 -6.911 -   845 + . 423 832.788 .9900 

h (1.899) (•924) (-.676) (-.622) (-1.292) (1.840) (5,37) 

The value of the t-statistic is given in brackets below each regression coefficient quoted. 

The expected sign for each regression coefficient is given in brackets below each variable quoted. 
c 
The degrees of freedom are given in brackets below the calculated F. 

o 



Table 6-L.    Summary of the application of the specification error tests to each second stage supply 
for farm labor- 

Model 

Multicoll- 
2 

X 

Value of the Test Statistics 
a, b 

d LS Errors Q' BLUS 
D-I(h) D-II(t) D-Kh') D-II(t) 

(VI-L)      .00007(R) 
(15) 

2.038(R) 
(35) 

RESET 
F 

WSET 
W 

BAMSET 
M 

2.624(R)        1.752(A)        .9815(A)       4.027(A) 
(29) (3,33) (37) (2) 

(VII-L)     .0007(R) 
(15) 

2. 101(R) 
(35) 

2.710(R)       2.237(A)        .9796(A)       4.340(A) 
(29) (3,33) (37) (2) 

The relevant degrees of freedom are given in brackets below each statistic quoted. 

"R" indicates the null hypothesis is rejected at 10% level.     "A" indicates non-rejection at 10% level. 

'The statistic was undefined. 

o 
00 
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In general,  the regression results from the second-stage 

presented in Table 5-L,   show no improvement with respect to the 

single equation supply specification (i- e- ,  models IV-L and V-L). 

The parameter for the wage variable is non-significant and still of 

opposite sign to the theoretical expectation- 

The results from the specification error tests,   reported in 

Table 6-L,   are also similar to those given for the single-equation 

supply summarized in Table 4-L,   except in two respects-    The second 

stage supplies equations  show no evidence of Group I specification 

error which seems to confirm the common assumption that a simul- 

taneity problem existed in the single equation models IV-L and V-L. 

The second important result to observe in Table 6-L is in the 

outcome for the autocorrelation tests.    Durbin's test I statistic was an 

imaginary number (i  e- ,      (T-K)V(P lagged var- ) > 1),      therefore, 

only Durbin's test II is reported in both second stage models- 

The conclusions provided for these particular supply models are 

complex.    Based on the contradicting sign results for the wage param- 

eters  in models IV-L and V-L and the non-significance of this param- 

eter in all models,  the wage variable seems a poor explanator for the 

supply of farm labor.    Alternative income opportunities and the total 

stock of workers proved more important in explaining the supply of 

labor-    The unemployment rate in the whole economy showed no clear 

effect in the supply equations- 
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Under the above conclusions,  the elasticities are estimated only 

as an exercise.    They are based on model III-L,   which is the better 

accepted,   for the period 1930-1972.    The short-run elasticity estimate 

is   .069 and the corresponding long run estimate is  • 1858,   which is 

still very small and below the range of elasticities reported by 

Hammonds et al-   [35] and Schuh [75]. 

Based also on model III-L,  the nonfarm income elasticity 

estimates are:    -• 262 and -• 701 for short-run and long-run respec- 

tively,   among the lowest corresponding estimates found in previous 

studies.    The long-run elasticity estimate is below all estimates 

obtained previously,   i. e. ,   see [3 5].    One possible reason for the 

difference is the time series used which in this paper includes a 

longer period as compared with previous studies- 

The Second Set of Models 

The functional specification of the farm labor market is well 

established in the literature,   hence,   alternative models result 

largely by interchanging and/or modifying variables.    Furthermore, 

one of the principal appeals in applying the specification error tests 

is to discriminate among different functional specifications.    There- 

fore,   the analysis and application of the specification error tests to 

the farm labor market models was quickly exhausted allowing us to 

turn attention to a second group of models . 
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This second set of models comprises the most commonly 

proposed aggregate production functions,   i.e. ,   Cobb-Douglas, 

Constant Elasticity of Substitution,   Variable Elasticity of Substitution 

and Quadratic Production Functions. 

With the exception of the Cobb-Douglas and Quadratic Specifica- 

tions,   these functions have not been fitted to agricultural data.    They 

have mainly been used in cross section and time series studies of 

manufacturing industries [8, 72]. 

Most of the production function specifications require and allow 

different algebraic transformations to adapt them to linear forms 

suitable to least squares regression estimation and time series study. 

Different transformations are also available to include technological 

progress in their specification.    All these adaptations produce 

several alternative linear approximations to each specification-    This 

becomes an attractive ground for further application of the specifica- 

tion error tests programmed for this paper- 

A practical appeal in fitting these production functions to 

agricultural sector aggregate data is to obtain estimates and/or 

insight into important aggregate parameters as the elasticity of sub- 

stitution between capital and labor and function coefficients.    Such 

information is  complementary to that provided by the direct estimation 

of the farm labor market components. 
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Therefore,   the application of the specification error tests to the 

different aggregate-agriculture production functions is attractive 

because of its novelty,  the availability of alternative functional 

specifications fitted to a common data set,   and estimation of impor- 

tant parameters as the elasticity of substitution and function coeffi- 

cients • 

Aggregate Production Functions  in Agriculture 

The concept of aggregate production function is still in 

discussion in the literature.    There are problems of aggregation 

which have been discussed extensively-    A good summary and review 

is given by Bridge [8,  p.  32l]. 

Despite the problems,   there are some widely accepted produc- 

tion functions.    They meet the requirements of current theory,   i- e- , 

neoclassical theory,   and/or allow estimation of important parameters, 

i-e- ,   elasticity of substitution. 

In general, a production function can be defined as Y = F(K, L) 

where Y, K and L are aggregate measures of output, capital and 

labor,   respectively. 

It is very unlikely that the technical relations implied in a 

production function will not change over time-    The phenomenon has 

been approached from three viewpoints. 
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A) To assume a change'over time in the production function- 

B) To introduce in the production function a proxy variable     (t) 

for "technology" or time-related changes in general-- 

Y = g(K,L,t). 

C) To consider the  "technical change" operating to augment the 

factors as function of time-    The factor augmenting production 

function is:    Y = h(a(t)K) b(t)L)     [8,  p-   33l]. 

Some of the production functions allow the explicit consideration 

of one or more of these time-related changes in specification-    The 

consideration of the time-related influences is   important,   since they 

make the functions more appealing for time-series type studies [22]. 

The set of workable production functions is limited to those 

which allow adequate transformation or linearization,  when necessary 

for the application of least-squares regression technique in estimation. 

Cobb-Douglas Production Function (C-D).    The Cobb-Douglas 

production function is the most popular specification,   for it has been 

useful and convenient for empirical work-    Its static formulation is: 

(1) Y = ALaK^ 

The error term     \±     is assumed to enter the model in a 

multiplicative-exponential form which is necessary for an adequate 

linearization of the model-    After linearization the model becomes'- 
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(I-P) lnY = lnA+alnL+(3lnK + |JL 

Model I-P is linear in the parameters which allows its 

estimation by ordinary least squares regression. 

The phenomenon of "technological change" can be introduced in 

the specification of the C-D function.    If it is conceived that technical 

progress alters the production function (i- e- ,   view point   A),    the 

parameters     A,   a and    (3   must change-    Any one of these parameters 

can be regarded as smooth functions of time or other variables. 

The second way of handling technological change (i. e- ,  viewpoint 

B)   can be illustrated by modifying parameter     A     in (1).    There are 

two possibilities. 

Yt a) A = Be    ,      and 

b) A = Bty , 

where     t     is the time variable.    The production function under (a) 

becomes: 

(2) Y = Be^LVe^ 

The implication of this transformation of the C-D production function 

is:      (dY/dt)/Y = y,      i.e.,   the rate of "technological change" is 

constant over time and neutral in the Hicksian sense-    That is,   the 

marginal rate of substitution between labor and capital is undisturbed. 
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The linearization of (2) provides a second model estimable by 

OLS: 

(II-P)       In Y = In B + a In L + P In K + yt + (Ji • 

If    A = Bt       as in (b),  the production function becomes: 

(3) Y = BtVlA^ • 

This  implies a Hicks ian neutral technological progress at a decreas- 

ing rate,   i.e.,      (dY/dt)/Y = y/t- 

The linearization of (3) is: 

(III-P)      lnY = lnB + alnL + plnK + ylnt + |x 

The third viewpoint (C) to consider technological change is more 

difficult.    A simple example is: 

(4) Y = A(QL)aK|3e,a 

where     Q     is an index of the quality of labor [8,  p.   332].    A specifi- 

cation such as this distinguishes between the measure of labor in 

physical units,   e.g.,   man-hours,   and the service stemming from that 

labor-    A variable such as      Q     is difficult to obtain because of the 

difficulties of measurement-    If     Q    were available,   the linearization 

of (4) would be similar to that of (1) where     (QL)     replaces     (L). 
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Among the special features of the C-D production function is the 

interpretation of its parameters.    Parameter     A    has been referred 

to as a technology indicator or entrepreneurial factor [8,  p.   326]; 

a    and     (3    are the labor and capital partial elasticities of produc- 

tion respectively-    Furthermore,   the elasticity of substitution between 

K     and    L     is constant and equal to one- 

Tables  1-P and Z-P contain the estimated regressions and the 

results for the specification error tests respectively- 

A naive study of the results reported in Table 1-P suggests 

model I-P as very appealing because its simplicity and high signifi- 

cance of the parameters both individually and as a set.    The sum of 

the parameters  -498 + 1. 101 = 1-50 8   are different from 1.0 even at 

the  1% significance level.    The implication seems to be that the agri- 

cultural sector has experienced increasing returns to scale of labor 

and capital over the 1934-1972 period-    However,  this model is not 

very appealing for time series studies because it does not consider 

the effect of other factors changing over time,   i.e.,   a different type 

of capital input not included in the specified     K     variable,   technology, 

etc - 

Both models II-P and III-P are theoretically more appealing 

since they allow consideration of those other factors through the inclu- 

sion of the time-trend variable     (t)- 



Table 1-P.    Equation estimates of the C-D production function. 

Regression Coefficients a -"-"J  B  2 

Models P. In L In K t In t F R 
0 

(I-P)   In Y -4.861 .498 1.101 264.102 .9360 
(-4.647)        (9-237)       (18.619) (2,36) 

(II-P)   In Y -4.257 .385 1.168 -.006 171.708 .9343 
(-1.951)        (1.071)       (5.327) (-.319) (3,35) 

(III-P)   In Y -5.880 .272 1.659 -.687 216.734 .9473 
(-5.822)        (2.993)       (8.444) (-2.953) (3,35) 

a 
The value of the corresponding t-statistic is given in brackets below each regression 
coefficient quoted- 

The degrees of freedom are given in brackets below the F-value. 

ro 



Table 2-P.    Summary of the application of the specification error tests to each variation of the C-D 
production function specification. 

Value of the Statistics 

Model 

Multicoll- 
2 

X 

Durbin- 
Watson 

d 

Modified 
von Neumann 

Q' 
RESET 

F 
WSET 

W 
BAMSET 

M 

(I-P) 10.706(A) 
(3) 

.942(R+) 
(2,39) 

.586(R+) 
(36) 

7. 309(R) 
(3,32) 

.9714(A) 
(36) 

2. 364(A) 
(2) 

(H-P) .025(R) 
(6) 

.974(R+) 
(3,39) 

.478(R+) 
(35) 

11.888(R) 
(3,31) 

.9767(A) 
(35) 

1.414(A) 
(2) 

(III-P) .0956(R) 
(6) 

1.478(?) 
(3,39) 

.612(R+) 
(35) 

4. 834(R) 
(3,31) 

.9747(A) 
(35) 

2.349(A) 
(2) 

The relevant degrees of freedom are given in brackets below each statistic quoted. 

"R" indicates null hypothesis rejected at  10% level.     "A" indicates non-rejection at 10% level. 
(?) indicates no conclusion was reached. 

00 
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It happens that the sum of the regression coefficients in model 

II-P,   excluding the intercept,   is not significantly different from 1.0, 

even at the  10% level,   which is also true for model III-P.    Therefore, 

the evidence from the regression analysis does not reject the hypothe- 

sis of constant returns to scale in agriculture for the  1934-1972 

period.    The last conclusion is consistent with the observations of 

Griliches in a cross-section study of the U.S.   Agriculture for data 

from 1954 and 1959 [30]. 

The results show consistently that agricultural output has been 

more sensitive to changes  in capital than to changes in labor,   i. e. , 

partial elasticities,   which would be consistent with a tendency toward 

a capital-intensive agriculture, as observed by different investigators. 

The evidence of Table  1-P favors model III-P which shows 

better regression results than model II-P and is theoretically more 

appealing than model I-P. 

Table 2-P evidences that all three C-Dtype models have 

problems of autocorrelation and Group I specification errors.   Multi- 

collinearity is absent only from model I-P.    None of the models show 

evidence of heteroscedasticity and non-normality of the errors. 

The general conclusion to draw from Table 2-P is that the Cobb- 

Douglas specification is not appropriate for estimation by least squares 

regression technique.   Besides the autocorrelation problems, expected 

in time series  studies,   all C-D models  show evidence of Group I 
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specification  error.       Group I specification errors suggest that the 

estimated parameters are biased either by omitted variables,  wrong 

functional form,   or simultaneous equation problems. 

A different observation in Table 2-P shows that while the 

modified BLUS-based von Neumann ratio test for autocorrelation pro- 

vides a definite ans'wer in all cases,  the Durbin-Watson test is incon- 

clusive in model III-P      Both tests would be in agreement if the 

upper-bound figure were used as critical value for the D-W test- 

Constant Elasticity of Substitution Production Function   (CES). 

The CES specification provides a function which,  however more 

complex than the Cobb-Douglas,  does allow the elasticity of substitu- 

tion to differ from unity.    The CES function is". 

(5) Y = v[6K-p+(l-6)L-pj-v/p 

Defined in this form,  the CES production meets the requirements 

of the neoclassical theory,   especially if     v = 1.    The main appeal of 

the CES is the interpretation of its parameters.    Obviously,      v 

represents the return to scale,      "y    the efficiency,   and     6    the input 

intensity [8].    It can be shown also that the elasticity of substitution of 

capital for labor is     c =  l/(l+p).    To be theoretically meaningful,  the 

parameters should be restricted to:      -y > 0,    0 < 6 <  1     and     cr _> 0. 

Therefore, the parameter     p,      which reflects the extend of substitu- 

tion,    can   take   any  value in     (-l,oo). 
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A problem in using the CES in empirical work has been its 

difficult linearization,  a necessity for LS regression technique- 

Several algebraic manipulations and assumptions have been used to 

obtain such linearization.    A very simple approach suggested by 

Kmenta [47,  p.   460] is as follows:    from (5), 

(6) In Y = In Y - (v/p) ln[6K"P+(l-6)L"P] 

Defining: 

Z{p) = 6K~P + (1-6)L~P     and     <j)(p) = In Z(p), 

Kmenta suggests approaching     <j)(p)     by its Maclaurin's series 

expansion.    Thus: 

ct>(p) = <|>(0) + P4>(0) + (p2/2)<t>" (0) + • . . 

using simple rules of calculus: 

^'(p) = Z'(p)/Z(p) 

and 

and, 

Z'{p) = -[6K"P In K + (1-6)L"P In L] 

(t)" (P) = Z" (p)/Z(p)  - [Z'(P)]Z/[Zip)]2 

■II     l~\     -      Ct^'P    ,_2    T^    X     /,        CXT    -P    1„2 

Z" (p) = 6K  r In    K + (1-6)L  r In    L 

Hence,   using the first elements of the Maclaurin's series expansion 
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<j>(p)      is approached as follows: 

<j>(p) = In Z(0) + p[Z,(0)/Z(0)] + (p2/2)[Z" (0)/Z(0)-Z, (0)2/Z(0)2] 

=  -p[6 In K + (l-6)ln L] + (p2/2)[6 ln2K + (1 - 6)ln2L] 

+ {6 In K + (l-6) In L}2 + ,    . 

= -p[6 In K + (l-6)lnL] + (p26(l-6)/2)[ln K - In L]2 + . . . 

Therefore,   (6) becomes'. 

In Y = In V + v(l-6) In L + v6 In K - (pv6(l-6 )/2)[ln K - In L]2 

+ . . . 

The last model can be estimated by LS regression technique by 

summarizing the unexplained portion of    In Y     in a stochastic resi- 

dual.    The model becomes: 

(IV-P).     In Y = (3    + pi In L + P2 In K + p [in K - In L]2 + n 

where: 

P0 = In Y 

Pj = v(l-6) 

P2 = v6 

P3 = -pv6(l-6)(l/2) 

From the     P    parameters the corresponding parameters of the CES 

production function are-. 
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Y = EXP((30) 

v -  P1 + P2 

6=(32/(P1 + P2) 

P-2P3(P1^2)/P1P2 

The phenomenon of technological progress can also be included 

in the CES framework.    If it is conceived that technical change alters 

the production function in a time-related fashion (i.e. ,  viewpoint   A), 

then each parameter should be specified as a function of time.    Such 

specification is impossible to handle with the simple tools allowed in 

this paper. 

The second way to deal with the technological change (i. e- , 

viewpoint B) is by modification of    "y.    The modification of    y 

implies a Hicks ian neutral type of technological change-    The rate of 

neutral technological change can be hypothesized constant (i.e. , 

"■t. . . . ,. X-. 
"Y =  ae     )     or decreasing over time     (i.e. ,      y = at   ) ■ 

In the second approach to the technological change consideration, 

an approximation of the CES specification suggested by Kmenta is also 

possible. 

a)  When    y = ae        the CES becomes: 

Y =  aeXt[6K"P+(l-6)L"P]"V   P    .      After linearization the . 

model is: 
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(V-P)       In Y = P0 + P1 In L + P2 In K + P  [in K - In L]2 + |3 t + H 

where 

P0 = m a 

Pj  = v(l-6) 

P2 - v6 

P3 =  -pv6(l-6)(l/2) 

^4 = ^ 

From the     p     estimates the parameters for the corresponding CES 

specification are: 

a = EXP(P0) 

v =  Pj  + P, 

6=P2/(P1 + P2) 

P=-2P3(P1 + P2)/P1P2 

^P4 

b)   When     y = at    ,    i. e- ,  a decreasing rate of technological 

progress,  the production function is'.     Y = at   [6K    +(1-6)L     ] 

After linearization the model is'. 

(VI-P)      In Y = P    + Pj In K + P2 In K + P  [in K - In L]2 + P    In t + n 

where: 
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P0 = In a 

P1 = v(l-6) 

P3 =  -pv6(l-6)(l/2) 

P4 = ^ 

Hence the parameters for the production function are: 

a = EXP(P0) 

v =  P1 + P2 

6=P2/(P1 + P2) 

P=-2P3(P1 + P2)/P1P2 

^=  P4 

The estimated regression for the models IV-P, V-P and VI-P, 

when applied to the agricultural data, and the results for the specifi- 

cation error tests, are summarized in Tables 3-P and 4-P. 

Because comparable studies are lacking, the reasonableness of 

the estimated models can be assessed only in relation to their 

theoretical expectations. 

Table 3-P shows that all models are very similar,  not only in 

their explanatory power but also in the  significance of their param- 

eters,   both individually or as a set-    In all three models the efficiency 

parameters     y    or     a.    are greater than zero,  and the estimate of 



Table 3-P.    Equation estimates of the CES production functions 

Regress ior t Coefficients 
a 

Fb 

Adj 

Models Po In L In K [inK-lnL] t In t R2 

(IV-P)   In Y -11. 176 .857 1.393 .14211 246.423 .9534 
(-5.919) (8.158) (15.134) (3.795) (3,35) 

(V-P)     In Y -9.896 .5875 1.571 . 147 -.0158 184.319 .9532 
(-4.229) (1.906) (7.310) (3.882) (-.930) (4,34) 

(VI-P)   In Y -10.268 .684 1.570 . 112 -.294 185.960 .9536 
(-4.976) (3.563) (8.345) (2.394) (-1.078) (4,34) 

a 
The value o f the correspo nding t-statistic is g iven in brackets below each regr< 2ssion coeffi .cient 
quoted- 

_  r   i -      .        _i t                . i         i i        t                 it.   .               i i      _   i     A        t    Try l _ The degrees of freedom are given in brackets below the calculated F-value 

M 



Table 4-P.    Summary of the application of the specification error tests to each variation of the CES 
production function- 

Value of the Statistics 

Model 

Multicoll- 
2 

X 

Durbin- 
Watson 

d 

Modified 
von Neumann 

Q' 
RESET 

F 
WSET 

W 
BAMSET 

M 

(IV-P) 1.735(R) 
(6) 

1.283(?) 
(3,39) 

.803(R+) 
(35) 

2.99(R) 
(3,31) 

.9769(A) 
(35) 

3.274(A) 
(2) 

(V-P) .005(R) 
(10) 

1.456(?) 
(4,39) 

.751(R+) 
(34) 

.8447(A) 
(3,30) 

.9675(A) 
(34) 

.527(A) 
(2) 

(VI -P) .011(R) 
(10) 

1.484(?) 
(4,39) 

.734(R+) 
(34) 

3. 134(R) 
(3,30) 

.9803(A) 
(34) 

3.963(A) 
(2) 

The relevant degrees of freedom are given in brackets below each statistic quoted. 

"R " indicates null hypothesis rejected at  10% level.     "A" indicates non-rejection at  10% level. 
(?) indicates no conclusion was reached- 
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the parameter     6    falls in the range     (0,1),     which was theoretically 

expected-    The estimate of the return-to-scale parameter 

(v =  (3    + |3  )     is significantly greater than 1 - 0 in all three models. 

The conclusion seems to be again,  as in the case of the static C-D 

specification,  that increasing returns to labor and operating capital 

have existed in the U.S.  Agriculture for the period 1934-1972.    This 

also implies marginal product functions which are monotonically 

increasing,  for small     L     and     K     but decreasing functions for 

large values of the arguments since     p < 0     in all cases [66].    This 

feature is highly appealing from the neoclassical theory point of view. 

Also consistent with the findings under the C-D specification is 

that agricultural output has been more elastic,  at the point of means, 

to changes in capital inputs than to changes in labor,  which is in 

agreement with the trends observed in the sector. 

An individual study of the results in Table 3-P shows no 

notorious differences among the explanatory powers of the different 

models.    Model V-P is,  however,  the poorest,   and model VI-P the 

best in terms of the adjusted R-squared.    The over-all assessment 

for model IV-P shows all parameters to be highly significant,   both as 

a set and individually.    Theoretically,  however,  model IV-P is not 

the most appropriate for time series.    Accepting that the variable in 

use is a good proxy for time, model VI-P shows better results than 

model V-P.    The parameters are highly significant as a set and 
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individually,   except for the "time trend" parameter- 

Comparing the models based on the evidence of Table 4-P,  the 

ranking is different-    All three models  show problems of multicol- 

linearity and positive autocorrelation-    All three models show no 

evidence of rejecting the assumptions of homescedasticity and 

normality of the errors-    Model V-P is,  however,  the only one which 

shows no evidence of rejecting the hypothesis of no Group I specifica- 

tion errors.    Hence,  from the evidence in Table 4-P,  model V-P 

seems better specified to be studied by OLS linear regression tech- 

nique.    It meets a larger number of the required assumptions of the 

technique- 

It is interesting to note that model V-P shows the poorest fit 

under the evidence of Table 3-P,   i- e- , lowest coefficient of determi- 

nation.    At least for this subgroup the usual results of linear regres- 

sion were not indicative of the correctness of specification in the 

models. 

The conclusion is,   therefore,  to obtain estimates of the 

elasticity of substitution,    Model V-P should be preferred over models 

IV-P and VI-P because the interest is on a crucial parameter which 

requires a better specified model-    Model V-P shows,  however,   prob- 

lems of multicollinearity and positive autocorrelation.    The param- 

eter estimates are still unbiased,  and it could be argued that the 

effect of these specification errors tends to affect the variance of the 
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regression coefficient such that their effects tend to cancel- 

The elasticity of substitution estimated from model V-P is: 

3. 20,  which is even larger than the highest estimate obtained by 

Lianos (2.44) for the period 1949-1968 [52].    They are similar, how- 

ever,   in that both estimates are larger than 1.0.    Lianos obtained 

lower estimates after some modifications in the model employed and 

after correcting for the problem of autocorrelation.    The higher value 

obtained here may be explained by the longer time-period data avail- 

able.    The obtained estimate for the elasticity of substitution is con- 

sistent with the ease of capital-labor substitution observed during the 

period in the increasingly capital -us ing agriculture- 

Table 4-P shows also that the use of the D-W test is not con- 

clusive in all cases-    It would be consistent with the conclusions of the 

modified von Neumann ratio if the upper bound in theD-W tables were 

used as critical value. 

Factor Augmenting Constant Elasticity of Substitution Production 

Function.    The case of factor augmenting technological change (view- 

point C) can be represented in general for the CES as: 

Y = Y[6(f(t)K)"P + (l-6)(h(t)L)"P]"v/p 

This specification allows the use of the Maclaurin's-series-expansion 

based approximation discussed previously.    The rate of factor 

augmentation can be hypothesized constant or decreasing along time. 
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a)   Constant rate of factor augmentation,   i. e. ,     f(t) - e and 

h(t) = e^. 

The corresponding factor augmenting CES production function 

is: 

Y = Y[6(eXtK)-p + (l-6)(e<PtL)-p]-V/p 

The approximate linearization based on the Maclaurin's series 

results in the following linear in the parameter model: 

(VII-P)    In Y = p   + P   In L + p   In K + P3[ln K - In L]2 

+ p [In K - In L]t + P t + P6t2 + |i 

where: 

P0 = in Y 

Pi = v(l-6) 

P2=v6 

P3 = -vp6(l-6)/2 

P4 =  -pv6(l-6)(K-<p) 

P5 = v[6X.+(l-6)^] 

P6 = -vp6(l-6)(\-<p)2/2 

Hence the corresponding parameters for the constant-rate- 

factor-augmenting CES function are: 
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Y = EXP(P0) 

v =  P1 + P2 

6=P2/(P1 + P2) 

P=  -2P3(P1 + P2)/P1P2 

X = ((35 + ,3l/^67^)/(Pl + P2)     or     ^B^l^72^^^!^ 

(P5 + P1P4/2P3)/(P1+P2)  -  (P4/2P3) 

That the parameter     X     and     cp     can be obtained in two 

different ways suggests two other approximation models.    They can 

also be fitted by OLS regression technique. 

(VII-Pa)    In Y = P0 + Pj In L + P2 In K + p [in K - In L]2 

+ P4.[ln K - In L]t + P t + V- 

(VII-Pb)     In Y = P0 + P1 In L + P2 In K + P  [in K - In L]2 

+ P5t + P6t
2 + ji 

Either of these models allows the estimation of all parameters in the 

constant-rate-factor augmenting CES- 

b) Decreasing rate of factor augmentation, i-e- , f(t) = t and 

h(t) = t • The corresponding factor augmenting CES produc- 

tion is: 
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Y = v[6(t"K)-p + (l-6)(t^L)-p]-V/p 

The Maclaurin's series based approximation results in the 

following linear model: 

(VIII-P)    In Y = (3   + p    In L + |3    In K + p [in K - In L]2 

+ P4[ln K - In L]ln t + P5 In t + P, ln2t + [i 

where: 

P0 = In v 

Pi - v(l-6) 

P2 = v6 

P3 =  -vp6(l-6)/2 

P4 =  -pv6(l-6)(\-?) 

P5 = v[6\+(l-6)<p] 

P6 = -pv6(l-6)(\-<p)2/2 

Hence the corresponding parameter for the decreasing-rate 

factor-augmenting CES are- 

y = EXP(P0) 

v = P1 + P2 

6^P2/(P1 + P2) 

P=-2P3(P1 + P2)/P1P2 

x = (P5+P1/P^7P^)/(P1+P2) or dv^vz^v/dvy 
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(P5 + P1P4/2P3)/(P1+P2) - P4/2P3 

The two  possibilities  to  obtain the  parameters      X      and     <p 

suggest two alternative decreasing-rate-factor-augmenting CES 

production functions .    They are: 

(VIII-Pa)      In Y = P    + p    In L + P2 In K + ^[in K - In L]2 

+ P  [In K - In L]ln t + p    In t + H 

(VIII-Pb)      In Y = P0 + Pj In L + P2 In K + P3[ln K - In L]2 

+ Pc In t + p, ln2t + M. 
D D 

The parameters     X     and     <p     are defined as real numbers  in 

models Vll-Pb and Vlll-Pb,  provided     P-     and     P,     are of equal 

sign-    This also holds for those parameters  in models VII-P and 

VIII-P. 

The resulting regression estimates of models VII-P,  and VIII-P, 

and their alternatives (a) and (b) are summarized in Table 5-P.    The 

results from the specification error tests are reported in Table 6-P. 

The   results   for   the   different   factor-augmenting 

production functions reported in Table 5-P,   allow the immediate 

elimination of some of the obtained regressions.    Even though it shows 



Table 5-P.    Equation estimates for the factor augmenting CES production function-  
a 

 Regression Coefficients  Adj 

Model (3 In L In K [inK-lnL]2    [inK-lnLjt t t2 Fb R2 

Constant rate 
(VII -P)       -8.703        1.408 .619 -.339 +.036 -.005 -.0003        123.536      -9533 

In Y (-1.043)     (. 177) 

(Vll-Pa)     -8.491 1.197 .827 -.281 .028 -.020 152.873      .9547 
In Y (3.407)       (2.327) 

(VH-Pb)      -7.772 .471 1.546 -.080 -.070 .001 152.807      .9547 
In Y (-2.855)     (1-50) 

In K [InK-lnL]2 [InK-lnLjt t t2 Fb 

.619 -.339 + .036 -.005 -. 0003 123.536 
(.079) (-• 154) (. 118 (-.009) (-.027) (6,32) 

.827 -.281 .028 -.020 152.873 
(1.509) (-.954) (1.466) (-1.175) (5,33) 

1.546 -.080 -.070 .001 152.807 
(7.381) (-•501) (-1-72) 

In t 

(1.461) 

ln2t 

(5,33) 

-16.715 -1.615 5.867 29-63 -4.777 137.057 
(-2.04) (-2.079) (2.240) (2.277) (-2.307) (6,32) 

1.803 .135 -.070 -.362 144.474 
(1.031) (-755) (-• 134) (-.631) (5,33) 

1. 631 . 122 .829 -.221 145.724 
(7.372) (2.403) (.395) (-.540) (5,33) 

Decreasing rate 
(VIII-P)      -59.114      19.174        -16.715      -1.615 5.867 29-63 -4.777        137.057      .9578 

In Y (-2.674)     (2.289) 

(VHI-Pa)    -9-572        .401 1.803 .135 -.070 -.362 144.474      .9522 
In Y (-1.713)     (.189) 

(VIII-Pb)    -9.826        .440 1.631 .122 .829 -.221 145.724      -9526 
In Y (-4.386)     (.897) 

a 
The value for the corresponding t-statistic is given in brackets below each regression coefficient 
quoted- 

The degrees of freedom are given in brackets below the calculated F-value- 

o 



Table 6-P.    Summary of the application of the specification error tests to each of the factors 
augmenting CES production function. 

Value of the 
.     .      a, b 

Statistics 

Multicoll- 
2 

X 

Durbin- Modified 
Watson von Neumann RESET WSET BAMSET 

Model d Q' F W M 

Constant rate 
(VIII-P) 0(R) 1.679(?) .659(R+) 3.745(R) .9727(A) .906(A) 

(21) (6,39) (32) (3,28) (32) (2) 

(VHI-Pa) 0(R) 1.727(A) .724(R+) 2. 420(A) .7714(A) .629(A) 
(15) (5,39) (33) (3,29) (33) (2) 

(VIII-Pb) 0(R) 1.716(A) .723(R+) 2. 399(A) .9734(A) .699(A) 
(15) (5,39) (33) (3,29) (33) (2) 

Decreasing rate 
(VIII-P) 0(R) 1.149(?) 1. 185(R+) 11.387(R) .9730(A) 4.292(A) 

(21) (6,39) (32) (3,28) (32) (2) 

(VHI-Pa) 0(R) 1.499(?) .788(R+) 2. 574(A) .9819(A) 3. 109(A) 
(15) (5,39) (33) (3,29) (33) (2) 

(VIII-Pb) 0(R) 1.549(?) .798(R+) 3.042(R) .9769(A) 2.922(A) 
(15) (5,39) (33) (3,29) (33) (2) 

The relevant degrees of freedom are given in brackets below each statistic quoted- 

"R" indicates null hypothesis rejected at 10% level.     "A" indicates non-rejection at 10% level. 
(?) indicates no conclusion was reached. 

w 
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a good fit, model VIII-P should be eliminated from further 

consideration,  based on theoretical grounds.    The negative value esti- 

mate for the     In (K)     variable parameter would imply a negative     6 

parameter and a negative marginal productivity for capital,  which is 

not acceptable- 

In the same line,  models VH-Pb and VHI-Pb are eliminated 

2 
because the opposite signs for the parameters for     (t)     and     (t   )     do 

not provide real number estimates for the parameters     X     and     <p 

of the factor augmenting CES. 

The choice, then,   is among models VII-P,  VH-Pa,  and Vlll-Pa. 

None of these three models presents a     v    parameter which is sig- 

nificantly different from 1-0,  which is theoretically appealing since 

it does not reject the hypothesis of decreasing marginal productivities. 

The regression results  in Table 5-P show that model Vll-Pa 

provides better regression results than model VII-P.    The coefficient 

of determination is slightly better,  and the regression coefficients are 

markedly better both individually and as a set-    Model VII-Pa also 

shows better regression results than model VIII-Pb. 

The results of the specification error tests reported in Table 

6-P are consistent with the analysis done on Table 5-P.    All models 

show evidence of multicollinearity and autocorrelation.    None of the 

models shows evidence sufficient to reject the assumptions of 

normality   (W   statistic) or homoscedasticity   (M    statistic)-    The 
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difference is given by the RESET-F statistic.    Only models VH-Pa, 

VII-Pb and VIII-Pa present no evidence of rejecting the assumption of 

no Group I specification errors-    The implication is that these three 

models are equally well-specified for analysis under linear regres- 

sion technique •    They still show,  however,  problems of multicollin- 

earity and autocorrelation.    Model VH-Pb is eliminated because it 

would provide imaginary number estimates for the parameters     \ 

and     (p ■ 

Hence,  the combined evidence of theory,  and the results  in 

Tables 5-P and 6-P,   reduces the problem to selecting among models 

VII-Pa and VIII-Pb-    A closer look at the estimated parameters shows 

that individually they are not significant,  especially considering the 

high multicollinearity and autocorrelation present- 

From model VII-Pa the estimated parameters are:    y =  ■ 0002, 

v = 2. 024,      which is not significantly different from 1.0;     6 =  . 4086, 

which is not very appealing because it would imply a lower-than- 

expected capital intensity in the sector-    The     p =  1. 149     estimate 

provides an estimate for the elasticity of substitution unreasonably 

low,      o- = .465.    Finally,     X = --0393     and     <p = -0105    where     \ 

presents an unexpected sign.    It would be more in agreement with 

facts in agriculture if     <p     showed a negative sign-    For model 

Vlll-Pa the parameters are theoretically more appealing:    y =    00007; 

v = 2.204;     6 =.818;     p = -.823;    X. =  - . 2 11,      which has the same 
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sign problem seen in the case of constant factor augmenting models, 

and     (p = .047.    The implied elasticity of substitution seems to be 

also out of proportion    cr = 5. 652. 

It is interesting to note that although two models can be 

theoretically appealing and show no major specification problems, 

they can lead to very different estimates as those for the     cr     param- 

eter in the models just discussed. 

Another pertinent observation is that in some cases,   i.e. ,  last 

subgroup of models,  the usefulness of the specification error tests  is 

only marginal.    Most of the selection among the alternative models 

was done based mainly on prior theoretical expectations.    The speci- 

fication error tests were useful only in helping to decide among the 

models previously selected.    The conclusion seems to be that to mini- 

mize the cost implied in the application of the specification error 

tests, they should be applied to the smallest group possible selected on 

prior and/or theoretical considerations. 

Table 6-P provides more evidence of the differences  in 

conclusion with respect to autocorrelation reached by using the    Q' 

statistic  instead of the   D-W    statistic.    The table presents two cases 

in which the  D-W test does not detect the autocorrelation recorded by 

the    Q1    statistic-    Considering that the modified von Neumann ratio 

rejected the hypothesis of non-autocorrelation in all cases at the 1% 

level and in most cases at the  . 1% level,   it suggests that the   D-W 
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test statistic tends to underestimate the problem.    The last 

observation has been made previously and supports the idea of using 

the tabulated upper bound are critical value for the  D-W test- 

The CES Production Function and Direct Estimation of the 

Elasticity of Substitution-    The CES production function has been used 

to obtain direct estimations of the elasticity of substitution.    One such 

study is reported by C-E-   Ferguson [22],  who uses the CES formula- 

tion as follows: 

V = Y[6K-p + (l-6)L-p]-l/p 

where     V     is   the   value   added.       Under   the   assumption   that   the 

industry's    income    is   distributed   by   competitive    imputations, 

Ferguson derived the following linear in the parameters model*. 

(IX-P)      In (V/L) = P0 + |3   In w + [i 

where     w     is the real wage rate 

P0 =ln.[YP(l-6)"1]/(l+p) 

Pj  =  l/(l+p) = or 

Ferguson recognized that model IX-P is better-suited to estimates 

from cross-sectional data.    To allow the consideration of technologi- 

cal progress or other time-related effect,  he redefined     y.    His new 

definition is the case of constant rate of neutral technological progress, 
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ie- ,      y = e The model to fit is now: 

(X-P)        In (V/L) = (30 + P1 In w + (32t + HL 

whe r e: 

P0 = -l/(l+p) In (1-6) 

(31 = l/(l+p) = o- 

P2 = pX./(l+p) 

The last model suggests that a decreasing rate of neutral- 

technological-progress formulation could also by hypothesized.    The 

resulting alternative model is: 

(XI-P)      In (V/L) = (3    + (3    In w + (3    In t + V 
U X Ci 

where^ 

P0 = -l/(l+p) In (1-6) 

Pj  =  l/(l+p) = o- 

P2 = p\/(l+p) 

The approach followed above defines the production function as 

explaining the per worker value added,  which suggests the alternative 

of defining the function as explaining the per worker total output.    It 

results in three alternative models to those presented above: 

(IX-Pa)      In (Y/L) = PQ + P   In w + ft 
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(X-Pa)        In (Y/L) = P    + p    In w + (3 t + ji 

(Xl-Pa)      In (Y/L) = P    + p    In w + p    In t + ji 

The parameter interpretations are similar to those of models 

IX-P,   X-P and XI-P. 

These models were also applied to the  1934-1972 time series 

of U.S.  agricultural data.    The regression equations and results of 

the application of the  specification error tests are summarized in 

Tables 7-P and 8-P. 

The estimated regression equation for the special transforma- 

tion of the CES production function which allows a direct estimation of 

the elasticity of substitution is presented in Table 7-P.    An analysis 

of these results shows clearly that model X-Pa has the best estimated 

equation among all the models  in the table-    It has the highest adjusted 

coefficient of determination and F-value.    The individual regression 

coefficients are also highly significant-    In the same line model Xl-Pa 

is the second best,  while model XI-P shows the poorest fit but is  still 

acceptable-    Conversely,  from the results of Table 8-P, model XI-P 

seems to be the most acceptable even though it has problems of auto- 

correlation and multicollinearity-    The multicollinear ity problem is 

not too strong.    The model meets the assumptions of homoscedasticity, 

normality,  and non-Group I specification errors.    Model Xl-Pa,  the 

"best" from Table 7-P,   shows no evidence of multicollinearity but 



Table 7-P.    Equation estimates for the transferred CES production function in estimating   cr. 

Regression 
a 

Coefficients 
Fb 

Adj 

R2 Model po In w t In t 

(IX-P)    In (VA/L) -5.284 
(-22.706) 

1.298 
(23.633) 

558.5121 
(1,37) 

.9379 

(IX-Pa)   In (Y/L) -5.534 
(-18.038) 

1. 565 
(21.613) 

467. 119 
(1,37) 

.9266 

(X-P)   In (VA/L) -5   702 1.431 -.005 282.673 • 9399 
(-13.367) (11.290) (-1.167) (2,36) 

(X-Pa)   In (Y/L) -2.840 .704 .032 1882.253 • 9905 
(-13.797) (11   516) (15.587) (2,36) 

(XI-P)   In (VA/L) -5.402 1.394 -.088 274.562 .9383 
(-17.597) (8.166) (-•595) (2,36) 

(Xl-Pa)   In (Y/L) -4.231 .501 8.894 766.168 .9770 
(-18.602) (3.959) (8. 894) (2,36) 

3, 
The value for the corresponding t-statistic is given in brackets below each regression coefficient 
quoted. 

The degrees of freedom are given in brackets below the calculated F-value- 

oo 



Table 8-P.    Summary of the application of the specification error test to each of the transformed 
CES production functions used in estimating   cr. 

Value of the Statistics 

Multicoll. 
2 

X 

Durbin- Modified 
Watson von Neumann RESET WSET BAMSET 

Model d Q* F W M 

(IX-P) (A) 1.454(A) .923(R+) 1.854(A) .9370(R) 1.544(A) 
(1,39) (37) (3,33) (37) (2) 

(IX-Pa) (A) .262(R+) .271(R+) .2822(A) .9329(R) 6.044(R) 
(1,39) (37) (3,33) (37) (2) 

(X-P) 7.434(A) 1.513(A) 1.069(R+) .519(A) .9450(R) 1. 141(A) 
(3) (2,39) (36) (3,32) (36) (2) 

(X-Pa) 7.434(A) 1.236(R + ) .990(R+) . 164(A) .9344(R) .376(A) 
(3) (2,39) (36) (3,32) (36) (2) 

(XI-P) 4.025(R) 1.475(?) .915(R + ) 1.066(A) .9518(A) 1.257(A) 
(3) (2, 39) (36) (3,32) (36) (2) 

(XI-Pa) 4.025(R) .531(R+) .512(R+) 14.466(R) .9692(A) 4.325(A) 
(3) (2, 39) (36) (3,32) (36) (2) 

The value for the corresponding t-statistic is given in brackets below each regression coefficient 
quoted. 

The degrees of freedom are given in brackets below the calculated F-value. 
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does not meet the assumption of normality of the errors,  which 

invalidates all tests of significance for the parameter estimates- 

The problems of multicollinearity and positive autocorrelation 

present in model XI-P tend to have opposite effects on the variance 

of the  coefficients. 

Because the purpose of the particular transformation of the CES 

is to estimate directly a parameter representative of the elasticity of 

substitution,   the specification of the model is crucial.    Hence, the 

estimation should be based on model XI-P which is apparently the 

"best-specified" in the group.    The estimated elasticity of substitution 

of capital for labor in the U.S.  agriculture for the period 1934-1972 

is 1. 394.    The last value is more in agreement with previous esti- 

mates of the parameter,   i. e. ,   Lianos' estimates [52] ranging from 

1.277 to 2.44 for the period 1949-19 68. 

Model XI-P also shows,  although not significant, that the value 

added per worker has been decreasing in agriculture. 

2 
It is interesting to note,  again, that the adjusted-R    is not a 

good indicator of the specification of a model-    The fit can be almost 

perfect,   and the parameters all highly significant,   i-e- , model X-Pa, 

but it says little with respect to the specification problems present. 

Consistent with the results seen in previous specifications, the 

severity of the autocorrelation present is better suggested by the Q' 

statistic related to the D-W test- 
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In the last case the use of the specification error tests was 

useful in selecting the better-specified model from among a set of 

models which were theoretically accepted and have good regression 

results.    The last situation seems to be the optimum for such appli- 

cation. 

Variable Elasticity of Substitution Production Functions (VES). 

The restriction of constant elasticity of substitution is avoided by 

specifying a Variable Elasticity of Substitution production function. 

One of the simplest specifications for the VES is: 

Y = yKa(1-5p)[L + (p-l)K]a6p        [72] 

The elasticity of substitution for this production function varies 

with the ratio of capital to labor. 

<r =  1 + [(p-l)/(l-6p)](K/L) 

Taking natural logarithms  in both sides of the VES specified 

above: 

(7) In Y = In y + a(l-6p) In K + a6p In [L+(p-l)K] 

Defining     $(p) - In [L,+(p-l)K]     it can be approached by its 

Maclaurin's series expansion-    The result is: 

2 
(HP) = ln[L-K] + p[K/(L-K)] + ^- [K/(L-K)]    + . . . 
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It is clear that    ln[L-K]     can be obtained provided     [L-K] > 0 

which might depend on the units of measurement of the factors.    Pro- 

vided this term can be obtained,  the final linear in the parameter 

model is: 

(XII-P)    In Y = P0 + p    In K + ^ In [(L-K)/K] + P3[K/(L-K)] 

+ P4[K/(L-K)]2 +  Hi 

where: 

V In Y 

V a 

V a6p 

V R 2 a6p 

V -.   3 -a6p 

Hence, the parameters for the VES are: 

y =EXP((30) 

Q= (31 

P=P3/PZ        or P=N/-P4/P2
4 

6=p2/pip3        or 6 = P2N/.P2/P47P1 

The fact that the parameters     6     and     p     can be obtained,   in 

two alternative ways from the set of regression coefficients suggests 

two additional models which allows estimation of all parameters of 
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the VES production function. 

(XII-Pa)     In Y = P0 + p    In K + ^ In [(L-K)/K] + P3[K/(L-K)] + |i 

(XII-Pb)     In Y = p    + P1 In K + P2 In [(L-K)/K] + P4[K/(L-K)]2 + fx 

The results of model XII-Pb will be useful provided     P?     and 

P.     are of opposite sign. 

With the tools allowed for this study the only mode of techno- 

logical change which can be studies in the VES framework is the 

Hicksian neutral type-    This is specified by modifying the parameter 

"Y- 

a) Constant-rate-unbiased technological progress VES produc- 

tion function: 

Y = 4»eXtKa(1-6pW(p-l)K]a6p 

The corresponding linear model is: 

(XIII-P)     In Y = P0 + P1 In K + P2 In [(L-K)/K] + P  [K/(L-K)] 

+ P4[K/(L-K)]2 + P5t + n 

b) Decreasing-rate-unbiased technological progress VES 

production function 

Y = 4>tXKa(1-6p)[L+(p-l)K]a 6p 
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The corresponding linear approximation is: 

(XIV-P)      In Y = P0 + Pj In K + P2 In [(L-K)/K] + P3[K/(L-K)] 

+ P4[K/(L-K)]2 + P5 Int + fi 

In both models XIII-P and XIV-P 

po = In 4) 

pl 
= a 

P2 
= a6p 

h = a6p 

P4 
,.   3 = -a6p 

P5 
= X. 

are: 

Hence the parameters for the particular VES production function 

<j) = EXP(P0) 

a= Pi 

p3/p2 - p=Nrv^ 
6=P2/P1P3        or S = P2N/Ty^/Pi 

As  in the case of model XII-P,  there are two alternative 

specifications for models XIII-P and XIV-P.    They also allow 
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estimation of the VES parameters. 

(XIII-Pa)      In Y - P0 + p    In K + p    In [(L-K)/K] + ^[K/CL-K)] 

+ P5t + V- 

(XIII-Pb)       In Y = P    + P    In K + P    In [(L-K)/K] + P4[K/(L-K)]2 

+ P5t + HL 

(XIV-Pa)      In Y = P0 + Pj In K + P2 In [(L-K)/K] + P3[K/(L-K)] 

+ P_ In t + H 

(XIV-Pb)      In Y = P    + P    In K + P2 In [(L-K)/K] + P4[K/(L-K)J2 

+ P5 In t + H 

The resulting regression equations for the VES production 

functions specifications when applied to the 1934-1972 U-S.   agricul- 

tural data are summarized in Table 9-P. 

Due to the scarcity of studies utilizing this production function 

specification, the reasonableness of the obtained regression param- 

eters can be scrutinized only on theoretical expectations. 

A review of the data in Table 9-P show that the results for 

models Xll-Pb,  XHI-Pb and XIV-Pb are not acceptable since they do 

not allow real number estimates for the parameters     p     and     6.    It 

can be noticed that in the other models in the table, the returns to 



Table 9*-P.    Equation estimates for the VES production functions- 

Regression Coeffici 
a 

ents 

Fb 

Adj 

Model po In K ln[(L-K)/K] [K/(L-K)] [K/(L-K)]2 t Int R2 

(XII-P) -26.490 2. 552 1.685 818.520 -77927. 195.517 • 9558 
In Y (-4.439) (8.441) (4. 180) (2.452) (-2.024) (4, 34) 

(XH-Pa) -15.264 2. 013 • 905 147.60 238.258 • 9519 
In Y (-6.654) (13.490) (7.381) (3.596) (3,35) 

(XH-Pb) -12.447 1.871 .715 15823.0 226.295 . 9494 
In Y (-6.962) (14.60) (8.704) (3.261) (3,35) 

(XIII-P) -22.832 2.423 1.391 761.07 -70461. -.013 154.642 • 9552 
In Y (-2.979) (6.976) (2.496) (2.211) (-1.764) (-.768) (5,33) 

(XHI-Pa) -11.237 1.892 .563 158.260 -.021 181.269 • 9525 
In Y (-2.766) (10.568) (1.818) (3.790) (-1.198) (4, 34) 

(XIII-Pb) -8.100 1. 740 . 348 17265. -.022 172.359 • 9501 
In Y (-2.024) (10.390) (1. 110) (3.477) (-1.212) (4, 34) 

(XIV-P) -23.697 2. 540 1.433 710.6 -68374. -.261 156.709 .9558 
In Y (-3.603) (8.398) (3. 021) (2.028) (-1.725) (-1.010) (5,33) 

(XlV-Pa) -13.269 2.089 .684 111.47 -. 368 184.432 .9532 
In Y (-4.987) (13.342) (3.480) (2.334) (-1.423) (4,34) 

(XlV-Pb) -10.928 1-997 .514 11298. -.421 178.524 • 9518 
In Y (-5.525) (13.594) (3.508) (2.059) (-1.636) (4,34) 

The value of the t-statistic is given in brackets below each regression coefficient quoted. 

The degrees of freedom are given in brackets below the calculated F-value. ^ 
o 
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scale parameter     a    fluctuates from 1. 892 in model XIII-Pa to 2. 552 

in model XII-P.    All these parameters are significantly greater than 

1. 0 even at the  1% level,  which tends to reject the hypothesis of con- 

stant return to scale in agriculture.    The estimate of     aop     is  1.68, 

1. 326,  and 1. 385 for models XII-P,  XIII-P and XIV-P respectively. 

If     a6p     is greater than one,  the marginal product curves,  though 

positive,  will be increasing functions of their arguments [66,68],  a 

result which is not consistent with neoclassical theory-    Therefore, 

further consideration of models XII-P,  XIII-P and XIV-P is also 

dropped on these theoretical grounds .    Models XH-Pa,  XIII-Pa and 

XlV-Pahave values for     a6p     of:     -906,   .532 and .681 respectively, 

which are theoretically sound-    The value of     6p     for these models 

are'-     -450,   .218 and .326,  which assures at all points an elasticity 

of substitution greater than 1. 0-    The fluctuation of the estimated 

elasticities of substitution     (cr =  1 + [(p-1)/(I-6p)](K/L))     for models 

XII-Pa, XIII-Pa,  and XIV-Pa are inside the ranges:     1. 103-2.300, 

1. 125-2. 58 and 1.084-2.06 respectively,  values which are compar- 

able with those obtained by Lianos [52].    All obtained parameters are 

also of comparable magnitude with those reported by Ramsey in fitting 

the VES to a cross-section of all U.S.  manufacturing industry data 

for 1957 [72]. 

The results from the regression results,   reported in Table 9-P 

show that models XII-Pa, XIII-Pa and XIV-Pa are equally acceptable 
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as based on the statistical results-    The minimal difference in the 

adjusted coefficient of determination favors model XlV-Pa.    However, 

the   F   and individual parameters t-values show that model XII-Pa is 

marginally better than both models XHI-Pa and XIV-Pa. 

Even after all the theoretical considerations and study of the 

regression results, the final choice of an individual model is not clear- 

Table 10-P contains the results from the application of the 

specification errors to all the variable elasticity of substitutions 

models initially considered.    The first point to observe is that the 

BLUS-based specification error test statistics are undefined for 

models XII-P,  XIII-P,  XIV and their (b) alternatives.    No non- 

singular base matrix     (Zn)     was possible to obtain in these models 

from the sample in use-    The possible reason for the problem is the 

presence of the variable     [K/(L-K)]   ,     which is not present in the (a) 

alternative models. 

In    [K/(L-K)]   ,      K     is measured in billions of dollars,  which 

was necessary to obtain a positive value for     (L-K),     which in turn is 

required to obtain the variable     In [(L-K)/K]     also in the models-    A 

2 
close scrutiny of the variable     [K/(L-K)J       shows a very small 

sample variance,  which could produce the problem of inversion of the 

possible     Z       matrices due mainly to rounding errors. 

Hence,   the results from Table 10-P forces a selection only 

among models XII-Pa,  XIII-Pa and XIV-Pa which were also selected 



Table 10-P.    Summary of the application of the specification error tests to each of the VES produc 
tion function models - 

Value of the 
a, b 

Statistics 

Multicoll- 
2 

Durbin- Modified 
Watson von Neumann RESET WSET BAMSET 

Model d Q' F W M 

(XII -P) 0(R) 
(10) 

1.442(?) 
(4,39) 

c       

(XII-Pa) • 116(R) 1   255(?) .721(R+) 3. 907(R) .9690(A) 2.324(A) 

(6) (3,39) (35) (3,31) (35)- .(2) 
(XII -Pb) .458(R) 

(6) 
1   209(R+) 

.    (3,39) 

        

(XIII-P) 0(R) 
(15) 

1.585(A) 
(5,39) 

      - — 

(XHI-Pa) 0(R) 1.496(?) .703(R+) .380(A) .9585(A) 1. 184(A) 
(10) (4,39) (34) (3,30) (34) (2) 

(XIII-Pb) 0(R) 
(10) 

1.448(?) 
(4,39) 

- - -   - - -   

(XIV-P) 0(R) 
(15) 

1   637(7) 
(5,39) 

-- - - - -     

(XIV-Pa) 0(R) 1.520(?) .702(R+) 2.269(A) .9756(A) .9516(A) 
(10) (4,39) (34) (3,30) (34) (2) 

(XIV-Pb) 0(R) 
(10) 

1.508 
(4, 39) 

— -     

The relevant degrees of freedom are given in brackets below each statistic quoted- 

"R" indicates null-hypo the sis  is rejected at 10% level.   "A" indicates non-rejection at 10% level. 
(?) indicates the result is not conclusive. 

Due to the characteristics of the sample the Theil's BLUS residual could not be obtained. 
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after the consideration of the theory and the results in Table 9-P- 

Among them,  model XH-Pa shows evidence to reject the assumptions 

of no-Group I specification errors as well as problems of multicol- 

linearity and positive autocorrelation common also to the other two 

models.    Since the presence of Group I specification errors would 

imply biased estimation for the regression coefficients,  model XH-Pa 

is also dropped from further consideration.    Besides,  both other 

models are more acceptable for time series studies since they allow 

the consideration of a time trend variable-    The final selection of a 

model is based on the regression results,  which better supports model 

2 
XIV-Pa, which has a higher adjusted   R   ,    F   value and in general, 

more stable regres sion parameters . 

Model XlV-Pa,  finally selected,   still has problems of multicol- 

linearity and positive autocorrelation.    Because it is beyond its 

scope,   this study does not attempt to correct for those specification 

errors.    It can be argued, however,  that the effect of multicollinearity 

and positive autocorrelation tends to have opposite effects on the vari- 

ance of the estimated parameter,  which may make those results more 

acceptable at the current significance levels. 

The consideration of the VES specification production function 

is a good example of the interaction of theory,   resulting regression 

results,   and the specification error tests,  to narrow down the choice 

of the most acceptable model-    Even though the intention is not to 
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correct for the specification error present,  their detection and 

identification are important since they allow modification of the con- 

clusions accordingly 

In the three comparable cases Table 10-P evidences again that 

the conclusions for autocorrelation based on the D-W statistic coin- 

cides  in all cases with those of   Q1   ■when the D-W tabulated upper 

bound is used as critical value.    The last approach has been suggested 

already in the literature [46]. 

Quadratic Production Function-    The final function to observe is 

the quadratic production function. 

The QP has been considered as a simple approximating function 

with which the other,  more sophisticated formulation can be compared. 

Polynomials of this type have been widely used to represent produc- 

tion function- 

The static formulation for the QP is-. 

(XV-P)        Y = P0 + PjL + P2K + P3L2 + P4K2 + p5LK + \± 

The technological progress can be included in the Hicksian 

neutral fashion as follows•• 

(XVI-P)      Y = P0 + PjL + P2K + P3L
2 + P4K2 + p5LK + P6t + P^2 + ji 

Models XV-P,  XVI-P and alternatives to each of them,  were 
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fitted to the  1934-1972 series of the U.S.  agriculture data.    The 

results reported in Table 1 1-P are those in which the estimated 

parameter fell inside the theoretically acceptable ranges,   i.e.,   the 

implied marginal productivities for labor and capital are positive and 

decreasing functions of their arguments.    All other models estimated 

failed to meet these conditions. 

The regression results presented in Table  11-P favor only mar- 

ginally model XVI-P (b) over model XVI-P (a) in terms of the adjusted 

2 
R   ,   F,    and   t   values.    An analysis of the results in both models  sug- 

gests again that during the period,   at the point of means,   the agricul- 

tural output was more elastic to the changes in capital than to change 

in labor.   Also consistent with the observations in the previous produc- 

tion function specifications is that agricultural output seems to have 

decreased as those variables represented by the time trend increased. 

The results of the specification error tests are shown in Table 

12-P.    The RESET-F,   WSET-W and BAMSET-M statistics are not 

reported for model XVI-P(a) since the     A     matrix necessary to obtain 

the BLUS residuals failed to be orthonormal.    However,   the results in 

the table give evidence that model XVI-P(b) is at least as well- 

specified as model XVI-P(a),   since it does not show evidences of 

heteroscedasticity,   non-normality,   or Group I specification errors. 

Problems of multicollinearity and positive autocorrelation are 

common to both models. 



Table  11-P.    Equation estimates for the quadratic production functions. 

a 
_      .      , Regression Coefficients     Adj Derived  K r  J 

Models P L K L K LK t t F R 

(XVI-P)(a) -72963. 3.806 12.436 -.00005 -.0002     -.00008 -3351.1 41.933 122.478     .9572 
Y (-.615) (.466) (1.407) (-.323) (-1. 481) (-3  306) (-2.897) (2.591) (7,31) 

(XVI-P)(b) -34222. 1.18 9-55 -.000002 -.0002 -3107.4 39-243 146.964     .9584 
Y (-1.942) (. 635) (6-959) (-.039) (-4.605) (-3.536) (2.846) (6,32) 

3. 
The value of the corresponding t-statistic is given in brackets below each regression coefficient 
quoted- 

■L. 

The degrees of freedom are given in brackets below the calculated F-value- 

U1 



Table 12-P.    Summary of the application of the specification error tests to the quadratic production 
functions. 

Value of the Statistics 
,b 

Model 

Mult ice 
2 

X 

.11. 
Durbin- 
Watson 

d 

i.843(NT) 
(7,39) 

1.817(NT) 
(6,39) 

Modified 
von Neumann 

Q' 
RESET 

F 
WSET 

W 
BAMSET 

M 

(XVI-P)(a) 

(b) 

0(R) 
(28) 

0(R) 
(21) 

1. 012(R+) 
(31) 

1.010(R+) 
(32) 

1.092(A) 
(3,28) 

.943(A) 
(32) 

2.076(A) 
(2) 

The relevant degrees of freedom are given in brackets below each statistic quoted. 
bM. R" indicates null hypothesis rejected at 10% level "A" indicates non-rejection at 10% level (NT) 

indicates no tabulated value exist. 
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Hence, the combined evidence in Tables  11 -P and 12-P show 

model XVI-P(b) as the most acceptable in this subgroup.    It can be 

argued that the effect of the multicollinearity and positive autocorrela- 

tion present tend to have canceling effects on the variance of the 

parameter estimates. 

It is also  surprising that a simple specification such as model 

XVI-P(b) proved to be no worse-specified than some of the other, 

more sophisticated models seen. 

The use of the D-W test to the models in Table 12-P is impeded 

by the lack of tabulated D-W values when more than five regressors 

are included in the model-    The modified von Neumann   Q1   statistic 

is used independently of the number of regressors presentj  which is 

in this case an advantage. 
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VI.    SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The objectives of this study were to program some recently 

developed specification error tests and apply them to several linear 

models analyzed by least squares linear regression.    In general,   the 

specification error tests examine the hypothesis that a given linear 

model can be appropriately estimated and analyzed by ordinary least 

squares regression.    The rejection of such hypothesis does not 

necessarily imply that the model is not well-specified-    Rather,   it 

indicates that ordinary linear regression analysis  should not be 

applied unless the conclusions are modified according to the mis- 

specification present,  or unless adequate modifications ("remedies") 

are introduced into the model- 

The specification error tests employed are based on the Theil's 

Best Linear Unbiased Scalar variance-covariance matrix residuals- 

The BLUS residuals are preferred to least squares linear regression 

residuals since the latter do not have a scalar variance-covariance 

matrix even under ideal conditions.    A scalar variance-covariance 

matrix is required to carry out the usual statistical tests of signifi- 

cance,   i.e.,      t,  F,   x  • 

The tests were programmed in Fortran IV language to the 

CDC-3300 computer system available at Oregon State University, 

1974.    The programming showed that once the Theil's BLUS residuals 
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are calculated the specification error tests are easily obtained- 

The specification error tests are for the underlying assumptions 

of the normal least squares linear regression tool.    They are; 

homoscedasticity of the population residuals,  normality of the resi- 

duals and no-Group I specification errors (omitted variables,  wrong 

functional form for the regressors and/or simultaneous equations 

problems).    A BLUS -based test for non-autocorrelation of the popula- 

tion is also included but computed separately.    The program also 

includes a test for multicollinearity based directly on the regressors 

simple correlation matrix. 

The tests were applied to two sets of models-    The first set 

includes linear models for the hired farm labor market fitted to the 

time series 1930~1972.    The second group of models comprises the 

most-accepted aggregate production functions as applied to the aggre- 

gate U.S.  Agriculture data for the period 1934-1972. 

The general analysis of the tests' applications do not reject the 

usefulness of the Theil's -BLUS-residual-based specification error 

tests.    They helped in selecting among several alternative econo- 

metric linear models,  those better specified to be analyzed by normal 

least squares linear regression technique- 

The application of the specification error tests is not cumber- 

some,   but the computer time/cost implied should be considered.    The 

reason for the seemingly high cost in computer time is due to the 
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involved matrices manipulation in the programs.    With a more 

flexible computer system the average cost could be reduced consid- 

erably. 

The final model selection was made considering not only the 

results from the specification error tests but also prior theoretical 

consideration and the results from the regression analysis. 

Due mainly to the cost of application it is recommended that the 

BLUS tests be applied to the smallest possible set of alternative 

models selectedja priori-      Prior selection can be made based on 

theoretical and practical considerations as well as the results from 

ordinary regression analysis. 

The BLUS-based autocorrelation test,  based on the modified von 

Neumann ratio   QV :is calculated separately since it requires a sample 

of consecutive residuals.    The main advantage of     Q'   over its least 

squares regression residuals-based counterpart, the Durbin-Watson 

test,   is that     Q'     always provides a definite answer.    Furthermore, 

the critical values for different significance levels are tabulated for 

Q'     independently of the number of regressors present in the model- 

Finally if the model includes the lagged regressand as an explanatory 

variable, the modifications suggested by Durbin for the D-W statistic 

also work    for the     Q'     statistic. 

Comparing the results of the different regression analyses and 

those for the specification error tests the conclusion is:    The 
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regression results alone,  as suggested by their adjusted coefficient 

of determination,     F     and    t     statistics,   are not a good indicator of 

the specification of the model-    The implication is that an analysis 

based exclusively on the linear regression results,   even though the 

estimated parameters meet all statistical and theoretical expectations, 

might lead to invalid conclusions since the employed tool--linear 

regression--was not the appropriate one- 

The most persistent specification error encountered in the test 

application were those of multicollinearity and positive autocorrela- 

tion.    This is to be expected in time series  studies- 

The data series employed show that both the number of hired 

farm laborers and the total number of man hours employed per year 

have significantly declined during the period.    Even though the total 

expense of hired farm labor has steadily increased during the period, 

the proportion of labor expense to total production expense has 

decreased.    All this supports the observation that agriculture has 

become less labor-intensive. 

Consistent with the objectives of the study, dynamic single 

equation models were specified for both the demand and the supply of 

hired farm labor-    These models were based on distributed lagged 

variables which permitted estimation of both short-run and long-run 

elasticities.    A time trend variable was introduced as a guard against 

specification bias. 
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The two analyzed demand relationships for hired farm labor 

proved to be well-specified as single equations allowing the appropri- 

ate use of ordinary least squares linear regression.    The introduction 

of the time trend variable in the model proved to be unnecessary and 

its presence resulted in stronger multicollinearity and stronger posi- 

tive autocorrelation- 

The short-run and long-run wage elasticity of demand, 

computed at the point of means,  were -0- 179 and -0.555 respectively. 

Three alternative single equation models of the supply for hired 

farm labor were studied-    The first included civilian labor force 

among the explanators,  while the second used the rate of unemploy- 

ment in the economy      Both the first and second specified supply 

equations included an unemployment corrected non-farm income 

proxy while the third single equation supply equation used a non- 

corrected non-farm income proxy- 

Only the first supply model proved to be well-specified as a 

single equation with all the estimated regression parameters meeting 

theoretical expectations-    The performance of the other two models 

was not improved even after respecifying them as part of a simultan- 

eous equation model-    The simultaneous equation specifications were 

successful,  however,   in eliminating the evidence for Group I specifi- 

cation errors present in the original single equation models- 
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The general observations of the different supply models suggest 

that wage is a poor explanator for the supply of farm labor.    This is 

reflected by the non-significant wage elasticity of supply as estimated 

at the point of means:    0.069 and 0. 186 for short-run and long-run 

respectively. 

The alternative non-farm income opportunities seems to be a 

better  explanator of supply of hired farm labor.    The corresponding 

short-run and long-run elasticities were -0. 262 and -0. 701 at the 

point of means respectively. 

The weak results observed for the supply models suggest that 

more attention should be given to this side of the farm labor market. 

The general insight on U.S.  Agriculture during the period 

1934-1972,   suggested by the analysis of the different agricultural 

aggregate production function is as follows; 

During this period,   agricultural output has been more elastic to 

changes in capital than to changes in labor,   i.e. ,   partial elasticities 

evaluated at the point of means. 

The estimated elasticities of substitution between capital and 

labor were consistently greater than  1.0. 

There is not sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis of con- 

stant returns to scale in agriculture even though several selected 

model's results suggest increasing returns to scale. 

In general,   those variables increasing along time,   as  suggested 

by the time trend proxy variable,   seem to have had a deleterious 
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effect on the level of agricultural output-    Even though its effect was 

not significant,  the inclusion of the time trend variable improved the 

specification of the different models with respect to their  "static" 

alternative. 

More specifically,   the observations from every subgroup of 

proposed production functions were as follows. 

The Cobb-Douglas production function models proved to be 

poorly specified for analysis by least squares linear regression.    All 

alternative C-D specification presented strong regression results but 

also strong evidence of Group I specification errors in addition to the 

positive autocorrelation. 

Among several alternative specifications for the constant 

elasticity of substitution,  only the CES with constant rate of unbiased 

technological progress,       Y = ae    [6K     +(1-6)L     ] ,     was found 

well-specified in its linear approximation.     Even though this model 

still evidenced problems of multicollinearity and positive autocorre- 

lation,   it is the only one without evidence for Group I specification 

errors.    The elasticity of substitution estimated from this model-- 

cr = 3. 20--even though larger than previous estimates,  confirms it to 

be larger than one • 

Several factors augmenting specification alternatives for the 

CES were studied in a separate group-    Only two of these models 

produced valid estimates for all relevant parameters in the CES 
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function.    These two proved to be well-specified for estimation by- 

least squares linear regression-    These selected models show, how- 

ever,   unstable parameter estimates.    The estimated elasticities of 

substitution were contradicting and not comparable with previous 

findings . 

Direct estimation of the elasticity of substitution between 

capital and labor were also attempted by employing the special 

manipulation of the CES recommended by Ferguson [22].    The best 

specified alternative was the decreasing rate of unbiased technological 

progress model-    The estimated elasticity of substitution was  1- 394, 

which was significant at the 1% level and in the range of previous find- 

ings .    The estimated elasticity of substitution was also greater than 

1-0 even at the 5% significance level. 

As an alternative to the CES production functions several linear 

approximations of the variable elasticity of substitution function were 

also studied-    Most of the models failed to give parameter estimates 

consistent with theoretical expectations.    The model finally selected 

in this set was the decreasing rate of unbiased technological progress 

function VES;      Y = <t>tXKa(1 "6p)[L+(p-l)L]a6p .    The accepted linear 

approximation was 

In Y = In <() + a In K + a6p In [(L-K)/K] + aSp2[K/(L-K)] 

+ \ In t + |J.. 
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The estimated elasticities of substitution can be obtained by 

cr -  1 + [(163-1)/(1-.326)](K/L) 

which gives values within the range (1.084,   2.06) for the period of 

analysis.    These values are comparable with previous findings- 

Finally,   and as a check,   several alternatives for a quadratic 

production function were tried-    From these,  two were acceptably 

specified for least squares linear regression and their estimated 

parameters theoretically sound-    The general results from these 

production functions  support those observed for the other,  more 

sophisticated models . 

Having discussed each set of variables separately,  the relative 

merit of the different specifications also can be analyzed under the' 

empirical evidence. 

As a first general observation,  all models can be considered a 

"good fit- "   None of the adjusted coefficients of determination was 

lower than . 92.    However,   it is apparent that a number of the models 

are significantly miss-specified for linear regression analysis-  Hence 

the coefficient of determination,   even adjusted for degrees of freedom 

is not a useful means for discriminating among alternative models- 

The C-D production function did not prove to be well-specified 

for linear regression analysis.    The CES and VES functions are better 

specified.    If the CES specification is accepted as the appropriate 
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model,   it is of interest to note that at the chosen significance level, 

the null hypothesis     v =  1. 0     is rejected in favor of the alternative 

v > 1.0.    This would imply that agriculture has been experiencing 

increasing returns to scale-    Combined with the estimated     p < 0     it 

also implies that the marginal productivities are increasing functions 

for low values of labor and capital and decreasing for large values of 

their arguments [66] .   The chosen VES specification seems to be 

better accepted based on its estimated parameters. 

Finally,   it is interesting to note that few models rejected the 

hypothesis of homoscedasticity and normality-    All models showed 

evidence of autocorrelation and most of them problems of multicol- 

linearity.    The crucial specification error test in most selections was 

the RESET-F statistic which tests for Group I specification errors. 

This group includes problems of omitted variables,  wrong functional 

form for the regressors,   and/or problems of simultaneous equation 

bias,   all of which produce biased parameter estimates. 

Because none of the models are completely free from specifica- 

tion error,   no  "best" model is suggested.    Furthermore,   if all 

theoretical considerations and statistical test considerations indicate 

a model as the most appropriate,  one should hesitate to conclude that 

this  is indeed the  case,  without reservation.    This  is due primarily to 

the variables used,  which are only proxies for the theoretical vari- 

ables,   i. e. ,   output and capital which are measured in dollars  instead 
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of physical units. 

In summary,  the principal aim in the application of the 

specification error tests was to further  investigate the possibility of 

selecting,   among alternative functional forms,   those in which the 

least squares linear regression can be appropriately applied to a 

selected data set.    The intention was not to generalize to a definite 

functional form for the aggregate agriculture production function in 

other data settings. 

In conclusion,   the specification error tests employed are useful 

when combined with a careful consideration of the theory and the 

variables going into the model. 

For future investigation, it seems attractive to study further 

the tests employed in this paper, using both the BLUS-residuals as 

well as the OLS-residuals . The second possibility, which is being 

considered [7l],  would help to greatly reduce the cost of estimation. 
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w   MODEL i   w 

MULTICOLINEARITY   TESTS 

CHI   SQ= I0o7D6«»60   WITH       3   Do   OF  Fo 

WAR R*K F-VAL(   36=      2J 

5 3o9027 52*21*76 
6 3o9027 52o2<478 

oo 
o 



*»   MOOEL 1   w 

AUTOCORRELATION TESTS   A   LA   THEIL 

SEL SUM   OF   OiaGo KC 
MUM ELS   3EL&   TO   XO DBS 

1 2o*»30<t99 3!*E   00 3 
2 2<,V6630261E   CO 2 
3 2o5579Qd24E   00 1 
k 2o69397169E   00 0 

REARRANGED   ORDER   OF   OBSS   AUTOCORRo   TEST 

1     2     3     i*     5     6     7     8     9   10   11   12   13   Ho  15   16   17   18   19   20   21   22   23   2k 

25   26   27   28   29   30   31   32   33   3<*   35   36   37   38   39 

CONDITION   NO   BOUNDS , (N C AM * ARE   FOR   MATRIX   A 
3o59999990E   01 lo'»0399996E   03 

CHECK   ON   ORTHONORMALITY   OF   A—VALUE   OF   DETERMINANT   IS 
9o9999399b85E-01 

THE   ^ODIFIEOZVON   NEUMANN*   RATIO   IS* 

Q*= o5861i»5     FOR     350oFo    COBS!) 

oo 



*»   -lODEL 

LISTIMG   OF   .^AW   MO.'IINT   MATRIX 

3o9000E 01 
03 

'♦OIOTTE   02 
3o98«»lE    03 

3.83^'sE 
}3 

3.?311E 
3<,570iiE 

02 
03 

•♦oieBlE   03 
3o671SE   03 

oo 



** ^OOEL   1 *« 

RESULTS OF LINEAR REGRESSION. 

OUTPUT   OF   REGNC,   REGRESSION   WITH   A   CONSTANT   TERi 

NUMBER   OF   OBS   =39 NUM3ER   OF   REGRL350R3   =3 

LIST   OF   REGRESSION   COFFFICIENTS 

VARIA'tLE REGR   COEF   ESTIMATE S   ERROJ T   VAL. 
CONSTANT -«».8612Q3F   OJ LCtSOSSK   03 -<to Sit flZOE   00 
t<   5) '♦.91722'OF-] I 5.399.3aaE-02 9.236793E   00 
K   6) 1.100755E   00 5.912059E-02 1.861881E   01 

TSS= 2.9256E   GO   ESS= 1.8667E-01   *SQ= .3J62 

FSTATISTIC   FOR  REGRESSION   TEST   IS, 26*.1017   WITH        2AN0        36DEGREES   OF   FREEDOM 

OURSIN   WATSON   STATISTIC= .9*157 

oo 



""•■loncL      i •>* 

SPECIFICATION   ERROR   TESTS 

REARRANGED   OROER   OF   OBSERVATIONS 

1     2     3     5   37   39     <♦   38     6   36   11   11   35   12   10   15   19   3<*   33 

-3   17   31   16   30   29   20   21   28   22   27   26   25   2.3   2<» 

7   It*   13     9   32 

CaMQITXON   NO   BOUNDS,SNfAS Jo ARE   FOR   MATRIX   A 
3o&0a0013t»E   01 lo!»0A>0 005.26   03 

CHECK  ON   ORTHONORMALITY   OF   A-~VALU£   OF  DETERHI 
lc 00a013<*362E   00 

T   IS 

LISTING   OF   VECTOR   USTAR  WITH  CORRESPOMOIMG  Q   VALUESo 

='»o<»18 75E-02 
1.15^9E-01 
7o231;}^E-02 
loJ^.^SgE-Ol 
2o-3 37 75E-J2 
3o9<»712E-Q2 
7<,<«S'*29E-32 
<K>98613E-02 

'loo.Ja^'tE- Jl 
lo323^.5E-01 
3oo3572F-02 

=2 o'♦22 53 E-02 
=2o5620i)E-T2 
^0270 ltE-0<* 
-7o52827E->a2 
=9o27373E=02 
'7.05772E-02 
=7oa3050E=02 

7o27.116E-C6 
2.15'»i*6F-3«» 
IcBS^SaE-O'j 
lol2 il9E-0^ 
1.33962E-0^ 
7o67337e-0S 
8o79:139F-06 
5.3J002E-05 
5.1P-336E-05 
3.9359UE-05 

>7o<»8QQ<»E-Q6 

= 2o9'*^llE-05 
=7o30o35F=05 
»lo03558E-0«» 
= ioi20««3E-0<» 
= loia611E-0£j 
-lo276i»6E = Q'»' 

lol9979E-01      l = 30830E-0<» 
5o«»3fl21E-02  9o39933E-05 

-lo lltf55E-01      3o37151E-05 
-5ol&510E-02  -2o36969t-05 

6o6733iE-Q2      7.388«»2E-05 
6o 7JU6E-02 

=5.956«3r-02 
8<,99<»'»3E-»02 
6o782!»5E-02 
1.73002E-02 
2o 09i92E-32 
2o23233E-02 
lo9<»92'»E-=-0 2 

=5o53bq9E-02 
6o 39036E-=-33 

lo27923E-0'» 
■5o21<*75E-05 
3<»H119GE-05 
lo25631E-05 
lo218blE-0'» 
kolOkZZE-iiS 

>«»c33193E-05 
=7o399^2E-05 
=9ol3829E-05 
-q-g^^aeE-cs 

■lo6'»9Ji>9E=0 2 =lol0020E-0«i> 
•lo73097E°02 -loigSOlE-O^ 
=6o80223E°02   -1. 3^'«22E-0'» 

oo 



**   MODEL        1   ** 

RESULTS   OF   SPECIFICATION   ERROR   TESTS 

RESET 

OUTPUT   OF   REGNC   REGRESSION   WITH   A   CONSTft^T   TER"! 

NUMBER   OF   08S   = 36 NUM3ER   OP   REGRES30RS   =        *» 

LIST   OF   REGRESSION   COEFFICIEMTS 

VARIABLE REGR  COEF   ESTIMATE S   ERROR T   VALo 
CONS 7oM2617E-a3 9.76582&E-03 7c 590 36<»E=01 
Ql -2.7-20V82E   05 lo585255E   05 -=1<,716117E   00 
Q2 1<»156315E   06 6.7602.iUE   05 10710<»5<»E   00 
Q3 -lo836080E   06 i.079161E   06 -i=701396E   00 

TSS= loS^lSE-Oi   ESS= lo0638E=0i   RSi3= oi»223 

F   STATISTIC   FOR   REGRESSION   TEST   IS* 7o3086   WITH        3ANO        32DEGREES   OF   FREEDOM 

HSET 

RASET 

BA.SSET 

THE   M   STATISTIC   HAS   A   VALUE   OF o971<^   WITH     36     DEGREES   OF   FREEDOM^ 

THE   NULL   HYPOTHESIS   WAS   ACCEPTEO   AT   THE   5  PERCENT   LEVELo 

THE   NULL   HYPOTHESIS   WAS   ACCEPTEO   AT   THE   10   PERCENT   LEVELo 

VALUE   OF   SPEARMANS   RANK  GORRELo   C0EFo   IS     o2«»5AN0   CORRESPONDING   VALUE   OF   SR   IS   5868o0D 

CORRESPONOIMG   T   VALUE   IS lo'»721   WITH  3^   DEGREES   OF   FREEOOMo 

GARTLETTS   MTEST   COEFFo   IS 2o3639MITH       2DEGREES  OF  FREEDOHc 

oo 



»*   ^OOEL        1   »» 

RESULTS  OF  SPECIFICATION  ERROR   TESTS 

KOHSET 

VALUE OF KOLMOGOROV STATISTICtON) IS   .1216170  BASED ON  18 OBSERVATIONS. 

NULL HYPOTHESIS ACCEPTED AT THE 5 PERCENT LEVELo 

NULL HYPOTHESIS ACCEPTED AT THE 10 PERCENT LEVEL 

LISTING OF Xm, LOWER BOUND, FO, AND UPPER BOUND FOR  18 OBSERVATIONS BOUND,   FO ,   AND  UPPER BOUND   FOR 18   OB 
.0001 0 .   .0 0^9 .3806 
.0932 0 .1887 0^361 
.135', 0 .22<»6 .«t917 
.3073 0 .3222 .5«*72 
.3<t69 0 .3389 .6028 
.<+2<J9 .0083 .368^ .6583 

1.0512 .0639 .5105 .7139 
1.1777 . licx* .5260 .769if 
1.578S .1753 .5720 .8250 
1.727S .2306 .5859 .8806 
ft.lZlS .2861 .7036 .9361 
<♦.*♦ 250 .3!tl7 .7175 .9917 
5.8356 .3-972 .7501 1.0000 

15.70^1 .'♦523 .a<»26 1.0000 
17.2«.61 .5083 .8«»96 1.0000 
31. 60-jit .5639 .8879 1.0C0C 
53.51=}^ .619<. .9172 1.0000 

138.7621 .6750 .9«»61 1.0000 

. _     END   OF   TESTS OPERATION 
LOGOFF 

COST   S3.77 
CPU   TIME   SEC. 68.1 
1r3L'<S 23 
SF1LKS 30 

.LP   RECORDS 2<«5 

oo 
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APPENDIX II 

Computer Programs 
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0S3 FORTRAN  VERSION S.12 0'«/12/75      1628 

mi? PROGRAM   ORIVERl 
brMeHSION   AFOSMUOJ 

0*005 00   1   1=1,10 
OHIO'* CALL   UNFOUfMI) 
0*01)5 CALL   EQUIP(I,«HFILe           J 
D»ao6 i CJ'IIINUE 
3»aa7 RrA0(<.a,120) (AFORH(IJ,I = 1,10) 
aooi K^.ITECei.lZ'iUAFORMlK.I'ltlOt 
j*009 CALL   LOA:)OV{SH''9L2B2      ) 
^♦on 120 F1i»M»TU0ASI 
a>oii 125 F3R'1AT(1HJ,10A8» 
o»ai2 CALL   EXIT 
Od-Oll ENO 

NO   iRRO^S   FOR   ORIVER1 
LEUSTH   OF   SUIOPROGRA.^ 
FOR THAN,1=2,L=61 

001(>0 
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nZS   FORTRM      VCRSIO'l   3.12 O't/lZ/rS      1628 

'J»0J< CIV1li>N/!|iri/YY(irZI 
OHO'* COMMON   AFO^CiUI ,N2(25t •iriiSTdilltXSTIiaOl 
']»UTi CHA*ACTD?   ^A Jl 
)»0J6 CHA^ACTf^R   PA:?2 
1HQ7 CHA-fACTE-J   PARO 
1*001 PAP.fl=10.[ 
•)*jaq PA^I=IRX 
a*aio PAR2=IRJ 
0*011 C   CHECK   F3P   CMC   OF   RUN 
0*012 PFAU CO, 1) IFOL 
0*013 IF(IF3L.EQ.^91»GO   TT   1515 
J + il** R? A3 (1,0,1) IZ.IYoIOH.NV.NOn.CUNIT.IFORM,, tCONST 
0*015 DO   7171   1=1,8 
0*0 IB 7171   PfWIN-l   I 
0*017 W'-!irF(51t3l IFOL 
a ♦on c WPITS HfAnriG Avii CONTRDL CAROS 
0*0 19 K-5irt(f>l,177)IZ,IY,IO),NV,^0fl,IUNIT,IFORM»rCONST 
a*o?T iFiiFoRM.ei.oiGo ro 10 
)*:.?1 KK = IFnRM»8 
0*02? PEAfj (i.0,i.MAFOHM(I), 1=1, KK) 
0*08? W?ITE(bl,5>(AFORMIIl,I=1,KK» 
0*0?'. GC   TO   11 
0*025 10   HPITFCftl,*) 
0»02i 11   Rf AJC.O, 7) (')Z(I) ,r = t,IZJ 
0*027 i,XITF161,nMM/(r{,I=l.IZ» 
o»ozi ?"AT (i.o,9) (i rr.sTd), i=i,iO) 
0*02 1 WUITribl,lJ)(ITFST{r»,I=t,10) 
)»0 30 x^irrdi (ir'rr.r jo, i= uio) ,iz0m,icoNsr,iFOL 
0*031 H-ITLC) VlZtlt ,1 = 1,11) 
0*032 RiWINfl   IUNIT 
0*0 35 C   READ   OATA   INTO   ZZ   <   YY 
0*0 3'. IFIIFORM.N':. 0)GO   TO   20 
0*0 55 C. REAH   IN   FRE";   FI^M 
o»o ?s inc=o    $    inrsKV^Nog 
0*037 IREr=l      t      JR=1 
l^^i^ DO   1001   I=l,ITOT 
o*un ioc=roc*i 
)»0V1 X-Fcr-KIUNIT, 61, 80,-1) 
0*0'.l IFIinc.m. Mtf<MlREC-i) HYMGO   TO   1007 
0*U'.2 JJ = 0 
0*0i.3 00   100 ?   J=1,IZ 
OfJ'.', JJ = JJ*1 
0*0'.5 IFdOC.CQ. <MV» (IREC-1) »MZ(J)i I GO   TO   loo's 
0»J'.5 1003   CONTINUF 
0^a'.7 GO   TO   1003 
0*0<.S 100'.    ZZ (TPEC, JJIsX 
J*U'.0 GO   TO   1003 
0*05) 1007   YYdPeC)=X 
0*051 1001   Ir CJP.F.O.tm IREC=IPEC*1 
0*05? IF(JR.E'J.NV) JR = 0 
0*053 JR=JP*1 
0*051. laoi cn-unuE 
0*055 GO   TO   101 
O'*05f> C   RKAD   USING   FORMU   AFORK 
0*057 2J   DO   100   1=1,101 
0*053 P.EAO<I'JNtT,4F:)RMI (XST(J) ,J = l,Mtfl 
0*059 00   99   K=1,N\/ 
0*0'J0 IFCK.fl. IY)33   TO  98 
0*0<il OH   97, L=l, IZ 
0*052 IF (K.'rq. NZCU IZZd,L) = XST(K) 
0*063 97   CONTf'lUE 
0*OG<. GO   TO   99 
O*ao5 OS    YYd) = XSTIK» 
0*000 99   CO'ITINUE 
0*057 100   CONTINUE 
0*053 101    NU',1^517* IC )NST 
0*069 IFdTtST (1 I.Cl.aiGO   TO   2020 
0*070 C   W^ITE   OUT   >/Ai([A)UES 
0*071 KRITL'd'.l.JO)) IFOL 
0*072 MJl=dZ*n/5*l 
0*073 00   205   J=l,HJt 
0*0 7'. M5 = -;»« J-l» *1 
0*0 75 M'ls;^*', 
0*076 IF«J.F0.MJ1»H'J=IZH 
0*077 M10=H9-1 
0*0 73 M(.='15-l 
0*079 IF(H5.GT.5)G0   TO   203 
0*0 30 tmrr (<il,2 JIM (PARO.PARl.HZdl .PARZ) ,I = M5.Mt'}» 
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0S3   FORTRAI     VERStO)   3.12   0^rVC'?2 0'./12/75      1328 

0*08T 

a*09i 
0+012 
0+0 )3 
0»09'» 
0*015 

0*097 
0*096 
0*091 
0*100 
0*101 
0*102 
0*10? 
OHO'. 
0*1U5 
0*106 
0*107 
0*101 
0*109 
0*113 
0*111 
0*112 
3+113 
0*11<. 
0*115 
0*116 
0*117 
JH13 
0*119 
0*120 

203 
210 

212 
211 
205 

2020 

737 

1515 

1 
2 
3 

<« 
5 
6 
7 
9 
9 

13 
177 
200 
201 
2u'. 
20 b 
207 

en 2n 
w-mr< 
GO   TO 
WITEf 
CU'ITIN 
W?ITE( 
DO   7 37 
M<ITF( 
W?IIF( 
CJNTIN 
lfilTr 

IFIITE 
IFCITE 
IFdTF 
IFdTE 
CALL   L 
STOP 
WRITEC 
CALL   X 
FORMAT Fcrm 
FO^^IAT 

L1H),5X 
FO-^'iAT 
FORMAT 
FORMAT 
FO^AT 
FORMAT 
FO:^AT 
FTR'IAT 
FOR-'AT 
FOR1AT 
FORMAT 
FOR'IAT 
FORMAT 
FORMAT 
E'lQ 

,2 0'l)(<PARO,PARl,N7m,PAR2),I = '1fc,M10» 
=i,ton 
.JIGO   TO   212 
t2J'j)YY(L)i(2Z(LtIlft = 15lM10> 
I 
,206) (ZZ(L.I)»I=I6,M10» 

,2071 
= 1,10.3 
YY(t> 
IZ7AI, J) ,J = 1,IZ) 

(91 .EO.DCALL LOAOOVC HH'tlHUL TIC) 
(101 .FQ.l) CALL LOAT.)V(')H,'11IJLTrC» 
('.).EJ.1)CALL LOA.107(HH»ORtGS i 
(?) .Efl.UCALL LOA007(8H*'JREGS t 
(3) .EO.DCALL LOAOOV ( 3H» A'JTOCUOJ 
J0/(8H»3INSTEP) 

61,21 
OUT 
(IISJ 
(IHJ, 
(I'd, 
,/"ON 
(1A8) 
(IHO, 
(1H0, 
(7512 
(IriO, 
(1012 
(HO, 
(1H0, 
(1H1, 
(1HU, 
(1H0, 
(1H , 
(1H0) 

5X,*EN0   OF   TESTS   OPERATION* 
*»»•   STA-(T   MOJEL* ,l>*,t   »»»*,/ 
TROL   CAK03/» 

tFORIAT/t^AS) 
tFREE   FORM   INPUT*) ) 
*EXPL AN/STORY   tf ARI A3LES*/1H0 , 2513) ) 
*TF.STS*,10t3) 
81^) 
5X,*»»   VARIATLES   lOOEL   *,I3,^   »»*,/) 
5X,3HtY], 13X,i.( <1,R1, I2,R1,11X)/) 
iX,5(Rl,.{l.I2,Rl, 11X)/) 
5 (X , E15 . 8 )) 

NO   ERRORS  FOR   ORIVER2 
LENGTH   OF   S'JJPROGRAI 01'»26 
LEUGTH   OF   COMMON   N105 00220 
LENGTH   OF   COMMON   N1J3 li/020 
LENGTH   OF   COMMON <J0<»73 
FORTRAN,1 = 5^=61 
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OSJ   FORTRAN     VERSION   TolZ 0'./12/75      1628 

0»0ai GfHxO'l/fUOT/STCMZO) 
0>0a<. CQ1M0N/NtUl/XT)<(25«25> 
1»035 OIIF.NSIUN   S<625) 
JtOJS 0IHEN3ION   '^^(25) oTL(25>, T^(25> .ITESTUOJ 
0»Q07 00   1   [ = 1,". 
J«-Gn9 1   PfWIMO   r 
3*0:9 nt^n (in rrcsTdi ,r=i,ioi tiZiim, ICONST.IFOU 
0*010 ■<Ekai<>U\iHti,l = l,lZ) 
0«-011 N3ASIS = IZH 
0*01? 00   737   1=1,tOB 
0*013 READ(J)tZZIt.JJIJ=1»IZJ 
3*01i. 7J7   CONTINUE 
0*315 MRITE(bl.l6'JIIFOL 
3*016     C   CORRECT   «NO   GET   SUN   SQRS 
0*017 00   3   J=1,IZ 
3*018 TaT=0.0 
3*019 ssa=o.3 
0*020 on 2 r = i,iO't 
O^O^l TOT=TOT*ZZir,JJ 
3*022 SSJ=SS.l*ZZ(I»Jt,>ZZ!I»J> 
0*023 2   CONTIN'JE 
0 + 02i». XM£r.N=TOT/FLOATII08( 
3*325 STJ( JI=SS.l-r0T»T0T/FL0AT(I03t 
o*o2& oo <. r = i,nj 
3*027 Zl(!,JI = ZZ(IgJ)-X»1EAN 
OH?* It   CONTINUF 
0 + 029 3   CONTINUE 
Q*3J0      C   GET   C^OSS   PROO   "IST 
3*031 DO   8    I=10IZ 
3*0 52 00   «   J=1,IZ 
3*033 XTXII,J>=0«0 
3*0 ih 00   8   K = 1,I03 
J*0 55 XT)t< T,JJ=XTX(II,JJ*ZZ (K(I)»ZZ(K, J> 
0*3 36 8   CDNTIN'JF 
0*0 37     C   GET   COR?   MAT 
3*3 38 00   9   1 = 1 »IZ 
0*0 39 00   9   J=1,IZ 
O+O'.O XT<( I, J)=xrX(tlJI/S.lRT ISTOII)»*>TO.CJH 
3*3'«1 9   CONTINUE 
J*3-,.2 CAUL   A'tMT (2,IZ,I7,25,25,';tXTX> 
0*0i»3 IFtITt' >T(9) .ET.OIGO   TO   30 
0*0'.'. CALL   3')Ttl< 1(XrX,IZ, 0.0000001. '<9,2U 
•)*0<«5 IF(?O.LE.1.3tGO   TO   29 
3*0'.6 M?ITE(61.2,Jt 
3*0<.7 GO   TO   30 
3*0'«3 29   IF(3O.LT„1.0»GO   TO   21 
0*0'.9 HPITE(61,22> 
0*053 GO   TO   JO 
0*051 21   XLNAP=ALOG<l-:*Ot 
3*052 FAC = -(FLnAT(I00)-l.-(l./6.)»C2.»FL0AT(N )ASIS)*S.H 
0*053 C-ir=MCoXLNAP 
0*051. I0F'. = NIJA :iI SMNOASIS- 11/2 
3*055 M:?ITE(61,27>CHI.IOF< 
0*356 30    IF(ITE'3T<1J» .EO.OJGO   TO   31 
0*057 iK,jN = ri)n-'nAsis 
0*058 inEN = N-JA3I5-l 
0*359 FSAC=FLOAr (INIiMt /FLOAT (IOENI 
0+06J CALL   MINV(S,IZtO,TL.TM) 
0*061 CALl    ARP.AYIl.IZ.IZ, !5,25,S,XTX> 
3+ 062 W^ITE(f>l,2 7 0)INUM,II)EN 
3*363 00   300   1=1,IZ  . 
0*061. FtfAL = tXTX(I,ri-l.)»FRAC 
0*365 IUVAP.= ilZtII 
0*0 66 Nl?ITE<61,26H0\/AR,XTX<I,n,FVAL 
0+067 300   CO ITINUf 
0*068 31   RKWINO   I 
0*069 ITFST(9I=0 
0*070 ITF.ST(10) = 0 
3*0 71 M-<ITf(l» IITEST(I), 1=1, 10) .IZ. lOT , ICONS T, IFOL 
0*072 IFUTCST (2I.E0.1)CALL   LOAT JV < ^(".WEGS      ) 
0*073 IFCITt'ST J.3 » . ■il. 1 )CALL   LOA0.17 ( 8H» AUTOCBH) 
0*071. IFIITEST (i.) .CT.DCALL   LOA ):3\/( IH'^.REGS      » 
3*375 CALL   LOAUU\/nH""n><SrEP) 
0*076 STOP 
0 + 077 160   FORMAT 11 :U ,5 <, A"'   fvnf.L* . I1., t   ""t, 
0*078 l//lHlJ,5X,<-1'JLTI.C0LI,|-A1irY    rKiJIti 
■3*079 28   FO">.1AT<HQ,<..)i-T   OF   SIMPLE   C9PNELATI0N   MATKtX   IS   «» 
3*080 i^G?EATER    THAN   ONEn 
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OSl   FORTRAN      VEKSriN   3,12   MIJLTIC 0'./12/75      1628 

JjOH 22ir,-j?!',AMi4)()''!SIMPLE   C0R^,:1-'TI0N   ^Af^IK   HftS   A   DETERSrNANT   It, 
OM-H 27   F-J (M/1T(1H0.<CU   SQ = * ,F 16 .6, *   WITH*,I'«,*   0.   OF   F.*! 
■j^0■^|^ ?.70   FnV'IAT(lHU!.<VAR<,';x,*K,'!<<,<»>C,*F-\/AL<* ,llit~* ,lZ,t)*tfl 
]>0ar> 26   FCWIAHU   ,I35X,Fia.'»,)<»Fl?.i») 
a»0S6 END 

NO   £•■»'.•??$   FOR   MULTIC 
LE'<'.TH   .ic   SU8P=!0G?A'1 0 5666 
LFUJTH   TF   CO'IMOM   Nlll 021<»2 
LENGTH   OF   COTMN'NIO^ 00062 
LENGTH   OF   COMMON   N1Q3 07023 
F0'r;T'>A:l,I=1».L=61 
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03J   FORTRftN     VERSION   Jol2 0<«/12/Z5      1628 

l)*0)J C0>M0N/Nia';/YY<72) 
^•■O.)!. OIM-.iniOM    {1(r>72).N7(2S) 
jtoo1; OIFMIUUN iri:';r(io(l,TL(25» »TM(2';II„S(625D ,TU<25J 
]tOJ6 00   I    1=1,'. 
o»oi7 i Rfwiwn i 
0»aOS PfAij<tMITf:3T(I)«I = l,ia) , IZ, I08t ICON ST « IFOL 
a ♦jo') RLMI (i.) (NZ(i),i=ijizi 
0*510 DO   2   1=1,103 
0*011 RH4T(2)YYCr) 
•mi» ^raoii) IZZ<I,J) ,J=I, IZII 
■3 ♦01 5 2   CONTINUE 
0*01'< M=tZ + l 
0+0 15 ^^=(<IZH>»{IZ>21 >/2*IZ»2 
0*014 MM=M*1 
1*017 C   CALCULATF   i<A *f- nH^NTS 
0*0n CCLL   ^AWM0l1(IZ,IOa,R^,NR<4» 
0*019 wmrc^i.joouF'JL 
J*020 300   FOPIATdHl.gx,**'   fOOEL^ , !<., *   "Of./t 
o*o?i w.pirE(si,2'i';j 
0*52? 235   FORMAT UHJ , ^'JK , 20HLI ST ING   OF   RAW   MOMENT   NATRIK,//H 
0^023 CHRITING   JUT   RHE   JArf   lOIFUTS 
0*0 2'.. HPITF(&1,175) (RHIH, I=t,NRN» 
0*0?5 175   F0RMAT(1X,5«E12.<»,X»» 
0*0?i HTTFC-il.J.iailFOL 
0*027 H«IT-riiil,ZJ0> 
0*021 200   Fn-(1AT(1H0,10<,2,)HRESUI.TS   OF   LIMFAR   REGRFSSt ONo t 

.0*023 «-'ITrr'il ,190) 
)*oio N-<ire(.>i,H')j 
0*J31 190   FORMAT UHO I 
U*0»2 K = -J 
0*033 IF(ICT<SToME.O>t< = l 
OtO*". IF-^STsO 
3*'J55 C   OARRYIN.-,   TJT   TH*.   RE3RESSION 
U*031i CALL   •'E&NC(-'M,M,T,J,ICONST>NIZ,IFRST,TL,TS,S> 
0*037 00   1.00    I=l,IOi3 
J*JJ1 TI1=0.0 
0*0 31 00   5 00   J = l,tZ 
0*0'.0 M = J*ICONSr 
0* T.1 TMrTI'H TUdNtoZZCIo Jt 
3*oi.2 500 cn.-irntjc 
O*0'.3 IFdm.'IST.Nr. 1) TIM = TIM♦TUd» 
O^Od!. Z7(I ,1 ) = YYd)-TIM 
]^;V.5 (.00    CO'ITINIJC 
O^O'.S ZU'lMsfloO 
3+0h7 ZlJMT = U.O 
O^Cl 01   501    1 = 1,103 
0*0<.9 7U13=7U;-IO*7MI,l»,'ZZd(1ll 
0*050 IF(I .El. 1IG1   TO   600 
o*o5i zu r,=z jsiNMZzntii-zzd-i.in'czzd.n-zzd-itU t 
0*052 600   CO'JTINUF 
0*053 ()U>'l = Z:JMN/Z!J-«0 
1*05'. wdrF(oi,biinu?o 
3*J55 601   F074AT(1H0,«OUR TIN   WATSON   STATISTIC = *,F15.51 
0*056 R;^lNO   7 
0*057 N'lA'JI-; = TZ*r';04ST 
0*053 00   /   J = 1,N lA'ilS 
o»o'n 7 Himrmfuui 
0*060 IF(1 T^STdl.EO.DCALL   LOAOOV( IH" AUTOCBBD 
0*:16t TALL   LUAOOV (1H"» IINSTEPI 
0*06? CALL   EXIT 
0*063 ENO 

SO   ERR07S   FOR   REGf-lESSl 
LPflGT'l   OF   Sim'ROG^AI 06130 
LENGTH   OF   COM10N   HI 05 00220 
LENGTH   OF   COH'WN   N103 0 70 20 
F0RT?A'J,I=b,L=61 
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ItSSJ 

0S3   FO«Taft«J     VERSION   3.12 O't/lZ/75      1628 

PPICOAS   ftlJTOC 
Oi-TiriJ/NlJ 5/Z<;(72,2r») 

^►ois co-^n^/.-iui/yrj/i) 
atj)-. criMfH i r^r( toi ,iuc72» 
.1 ».]l,> CU IMfj^/'f 1U'./J<T(2'J,25) 
otoan c; iHr-g/'ii'j/'/jiru5» 
a«aj7 ;Ti.-:oi/Ni20/rL (25» ITMCZS) 
O + IO.1) OIMEM^nn   rL(^5) ,TM(25».SV«ft25t,S«625J 
0*0 09 C')'-tMn(J/'ll0 1/X,1(?2. T'Zt 
•J*OIO oiiiN'snu sroKe(72,2t 
0*011 EOUIVaL^MC-:    (XOd.l) ,SV(1I1 . CXHd.ll ,STORE(ltl! tSllll 
0*012 DD   1   1=1.3 
0*013 1   REWIND   I 
0*01<. HEAD   ( 11 (t TSSTU), 1 = 1, 10) , IZ . 10.1, ICONSI. IFOL 
3*015 IFIITc3T(iai .EQ.DC-O   TO   101 
0*016 IF(IIE';Tt'3».e(}.3)ITESIC9)=l 
0*0 17 REWINJ   1 
0*OH W^ITE(l) (I TEST ([1,1 = 1, 10 I , IZ , 103, ICONST, IF^U 
0*011 00   737   1 = 1,1013 
0*U20 RF»n(2)VY(II 
0*021 Z7(I,1)=1.3 
0*02? <rA3(3) (Zi (I.J), J=l, IZ1 
0*0^5 737   IU(I)=I 
0*02't W?ITF<61,163I IFOL 
0*0"5 H-(rTr(61,23^1 
3*326 W?Iir(61t12l) 
0*027 (AlAiir.sIZH^OMST 
Otntt CALL   TE:;IA([U,ZZ,UGT,NOASIS,ICONST,I00,2t 
3*029 M»ITFtfbl,2 1371 
3*030        2007   F0?!«T dHfl, tSEL      SUH   OF   Or*'!. KCtf/lH   o tm*   I! o 
3*0 U It   ELS   O'.LG   TO   XO   003//IH    f2J(«-<l) 
0*0 52      C   GET   XO 
0*033 K«AS = NnA>ISH 
0*0.3<* IFOsI03»l 
0*05'; U3   SiO   I=1,<:JAS 
3*0 36 IFV=1 
3*337 K;-K?A>-I 
J*03'* KIFn = IFO-I 
0*039 SU'1'JI»S=0.0 
3*3'.0 00   329   KI< = 1,K0 
J*0'.t IFl?=lFi'.*l 
0*0'*? SUIOrAGsWmAGHJSI (KIK) 
j»3'«3        329 con mr 
JfOki* 00   321   KK-rJF'J.HUASIS 
0*0'«"3 KIFO=<IFn*l 
3*0'.6 S*jmiG=SU1J£A(;*U3T(KIF0t 
]*0'47       328 cmiiue 
0*3<,» Km-I=KC 
0*0'»4 MiVITE(61,ll) I.SUMOIAG.KCOa 
3*050              11   FO^lATdM   ,tJ,X,ei5.8,X, I3( 
3*051 ST )'l( t.ll =->'J1UtAG 
0*052 sn?t(i12> =«C00 
0*053 3.30   COM1 INUP 
0*05'. CALL   SOKTVdTO^E^Z^.l.O.KnASI 
0*055 Ki) = a 
0*056 iF(ico,i?;r.'iF.a[<D=i 
3*057 K5T=l*<n 
0»0';q 03   32'j   I=1,<.3AS 
3*339 K;=GT1"t«I,2» 
0*060 KIFO = [FO-K'!AS*KC 
0*061 IF^=1 
0»U62 DO   32'«   <I< = l,KC 
0*063 XO<i<IK,l) = 1.0 
J*06'. IFi<=IFlHt 
0*065 DO   3?it   KXOsKSr.^UASIS 
3*066 l<0 = KXa-KD 
0*C67 XO(<I<,KX0)=ZZ<KIK,KO) 
0*06') 32l|   C.TIIIM'JL- 

0*069 DO   T23   KIKsTFq.NllASIS 
0*070 XOIKK,11 = 1,0 
0*071 KlFO = <IFOH 
0*072 DO   325   KX'J =K3 f. NBAS I ? 
3*075 KO=KX0-KJ 
0*07'i X3(KTK,<X0l=/Z<<IFO,KO) 
j*o75       3?3 cn-nruuF 
0*376 CALL    ". • •'AY ( 2 .•(HAST S, N'lAS IS , 26, 25 , SV, XO J 
J*'j77 CALL   ■ltl'!,/( 3V,:Ji'US[S,i), TL.T''l) 
0*370 IF (A nr> (H 1 - . 1 00 U J 11 32 5, :I2') , 322 
0*079           322   inKS=5roi?K(I»Z> 
O^OHO iO   TO   335 
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033   FORTRAN     VERSION   J. 12   AUTOC 0<./12/75      1628 

JUSI 12   FO'.xATdHO.^NO   NON-SINGIRA?   MATRIX   DISCOVERED   FOR*, 
^•■OS't IftH   THFIL/-.,<   SELECTION   OF   OASE*, 
J*035 2/Ha,DHRai.SEr*S,(!   APPROACH   WILL   BE   TRIEO^J 
0»OS6 03   3329   1=1,1011 
3»0Sr 3321   10111=1 
CH-OI') .    CALL    TESTAdU.ZZ.USr.NOASIS.ICO^ISTjIOQ.Ot 
]»U81 GO   TO   .$3(i 
0+030 335   IFR=:l   5   IFO= IOD-N!)AS IS»IOKC 
0*011 DO   lOOV   I=1,I0KC 
:»oq? IFR=IFR»1 
0*093 IU«.I)-I 
QtOVt 100U   CONTINUE 
3*095 D!)   10J5   J=IFRtN

l3ASIS 
0*0 ?o IF0=IF0*1 
o*oar IU(J»=[FO 
0»0O6 1005   COUINUE 
j+oo^ jj=tmASis 
3»1U0 00   1C1S   1=1,108 
0H01 JJ = JJH 
0*102 00   1C13   J=l,N3ASIS 
0*135 IFd.E'l.IUCJMGO   TO   101* 
o*n<. 1013 co-tTnuE 
3*105 IU(JJ)=I 
0*13T 30   TO   1015 
J»107 131<«   JJ = JJ-t 
0*10S 1015   CONTINUE 
0*109 538   CALL    XSO'T (I'Jj 103, IZ , IST0PJ 
J»ltO IFCISTQP.EI.IIGO   TO   333 
i»iii c xoirr NI-W o=of< OF OOSE?VATIONS FOR AUTOC TEST 
)»112 R.-TWItl')  b 
3*113 RKMItCJ   9 
0*11'. DO   <32   1=1, ITl 
3*115 WITECJ) vrd) 
'J*lt5 92   M'irEI'l) (Z/d, J) tJ'lflZ-) 
;*ii? H'iTF(6i,2an 
3 till W-(ITr(Sl,l'«)dU(I),t = l,IO'lt 
3*113 HRITF. (bl.ZJM 
3*1?3 CALL   L0An07CSH«.a2B<i      ) 
0*121 STOP 
j*!?? 101    COMTINUF 
3*123 N=I33-I^-ICOSST 
3*12', Rt witm <S 
3*125 RE:A'J(bl (USdlt ,t = l,^J 
0*125 C   ,310 
0*127 C              DO   91   1=1,N 
JH2S C     91   WITFCil ,13»USTd> 
3*121 C     93   FOR-iATdH   ,F12„<)» 
0*133 NUF=llfIFOL 
3HU CALL   UNKgil[!M*IUFI 
3*132 CALL   F.WIP(M'JF,»HFILE           1 
1*133 K? mm 'IUF 
a*ui» m ir3 i=i,N 
■1*155 H^ITE(N'JF,12',»UST(It 
J *1 55 123   COMTIiiOt 
3*137 12',   FOTIATIIH   ,F15,8t 
0*133 SUV=0.0 
0*159 SS 1=0,0 
3*l'.3 iriE,( = IOi)-N)ASIS-l 
0H<,1 03   9<.    1 = 1,^ 
0*1<.2 qi»   SfjV=Sriv*UST{I)»USTdJ 
3*l'i3 St^-?,'IM/-I 
O*!*,', 00   95   I=l,nE(1 
0*1',5 95   SSJ = r.SO*('ir.T<I*l)-UST(r))»{IJSTd»ll-UST(I») 
U *l't5 OP"iIM'::=3"Q/( t JEM'SOtft 
a*itt7 wr'nriiu.iutoPunr.N 
i)»l't8 CALL   LO«nOV(*H»'lIHSTEPt 
l)*l',9 STO° 
0*150 333   W:dTF(f>l,23»)( 
0*151 CALL   LOAOiH/OH'lLcBZ      t 
3*152 STOP 
0*153 11. FO'-MATdHO,PREARRANGED ORDER OF 033! AUTOCORRo TESTX, 
0*15', l/r>dHJ,?i»I3/)) 
•3*155 207   FCWMAT (1H J) 
0*155 208   FORMAT (l-5J,<HO   NO'l-S INGULAR   XZERO   MATRIX   FOR   AUTOC,   TEST*! 
3*157 112   FORMAT (1H,J ,<THE   MOO [ FT CO/, 3H*\/OM   NEJ.SHMANN*   RA,/TIO   IS"*, 
0*158 t/H0,5X,3H'l<=tFl<..O,2X,!lFORrt.I<«. *O.F.    (OOSl^l 
01159 lf>0   FO^AMlHl.'iX,*"   MHlFL/.Ii,,*   '"t/l 
0*lfi0 121   FOMATdHOo'.X.fAUrOCORiJELATION   TEST!   A   LA   TMEIL<1 
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0S3   F1RTRAII      VERSION   3.12   A'JTOC 

0*161 END 

0^/l^/7,5      1^28 

^10   E9R0^3   FOR   aUTon 
LENGTH   OF   Si-RO^OGKA* OlSOO 
LENGTM   'J17   COMMON   NlOl 21*2 31 
LENOr^   OF   COMMON   N120 00t'»<» 
LENGTH   :=■   C'JMION   N137 00220 
LENr.fH   OF   CO'IHON   N10<» 02?<»2 
LEM-JTH   ?F   COTION   NllS ao?2o 
LE^'.ril   OF   CTnON   N103 07020 
LEN'STH   IF   COHION 00122 
FORTR4S,I=7,L-01 
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0S3   FORTRAN     VERSION   .3.12 Qtt/lZ/TS      1529 

0*003 C0MM0M/UlJ5/Yy (?2> 
0»00'. CO 1MPN   ITfJTmt ,Iim2> 
0*0 05 CO,iMOH/'llfli»/Xi)«2S.2,>l 
]*D0^ CO^MOIJ/IIIZO/   TL(25)0Tm25J 
3*037 CO-tlOM/'MO^/UiHTZJ 
0*0 OS Cn-(MOH/IU0 1/<.H^2.72t 
o*ojq oo i i=ii.<i> 
J*010 1   REMIKO   I 
3*011 RCAOIlH ITESTm »I = 1»10> , IZ , 103, ICONST , IFOL 
0*012 03   ^   1 = 1 .IT) 
0*0 1.1 "fAOIZIYYin 
0*01<» RrA3(1MZZ(I.JI.J=liIZI 
0*015 2-   IU(I) = I 
0*016 NJASIS = IZ*IC3--<ST 
0*017'     C   REAtfRANSF   OnSEJVATIONS   ACCORDING   TO   INCREASING   VALUE   OF 
0*018      C   THE   EL^MINTS   I'I   TIE   DIAGONAL   OF   M= I-X (INV ( X/KI X£ 
0*Ut1 CALL   TESTAdPJ.ZZ.UST.HBASISiICOfST.IOOjaj 
0*0?0 CALL   XST?r (TIJ, 103, IZ , I STO^J 
0*021 IFIISTOw.El.DCALL   LOAOO V13H(,«L2I12      » 
0*0^2      C   WRITE   TUT   «urw   O-iJf.R   OF   DflSERVATIONS 
0*Ci3 WVITE(61,163»IFOL 
0*02'» R>. ^IMQ   2 
0*0?5 RFWIN-1   i 
0*026 DO   222    1 = 1,10:3 
0*0?7 WRITE(2)VYCII 
3*021 222   H-'ITFI 5» (ZZ(t, J) ,J = 1,IZ( 
U*029 HUTC(')1 ,l'»l (IU(Il ,I=1,I0')» 
J*0J0 HRtTr(61,2'J7) 
0*031 CALL   LOA )OV«m«}L20i»      J 
0*032 CALL   FXIT 
3*051 f,   FO^ATdHO.'RtA^RAN-.EO   OROE.^   OF   OBSERVATIONS*/ 
0*011. IbllHO.SMJ/) » 
0*0 15 20 7   FOMAT (I'l.J) 
)*0ir3 160   FO'IAT (IHl.SX.^o'.SO'JELif, I'i,*   ""t, 
0*0.17 1/1H0 ,10X ,*SPECIFICAriON   EROR    fESTSftt 
0*311 tNi) 

NO   ^PRORS   FO?   INSTEP 
LENGTH   3F   Slli.ta«>OGRAH 00317 
LENGTH   ')=•   COHION   N101 2i»'.'aj 
LEN'.TM   OF   COUPON   N1J7 0)22] 
LE'4GTrf    )F   COM "ON   N120 00l'«<( 
LENGTH    )C   COH'IIN   N10i« 021,«2 
LENGTH OF COM'ION N105 00220 
LEN'.TH OF COMMON N1M 07020 
LFN-;T!I  JF COMMON 00122 
FORT''AN, I=S,L=6l 
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OSS   FOf<r<»n'4     7L-«r,tO^   »,12 Oi»/ia/75      IftZ') 

<i ►0J1 CnM:if)N/NlO';/YY(72) 
•)».1J'» CnMM(ri/M10^/TIM(/2.?5) 
0»3J,J COIMON/Nn 2/P(7J,7?> 
0*30^ tll'I'.NSIO'J   ^C'lSSriZC) lPNC(72t ,USr C72) lTU(25l 
1*007 ElMJTVAlE:-ICE    ClUMd.ll.^fCOC'U (l)> 
O^JOl EQ JIVAIXNCK    ( )UM (I. .< I • US f (til 
QfOOT OIHFNSION irEsntoi 
3»'J10 IO=:«.l 
Q»i)ll UD   t   1=1,9 
'JOIZ t   I'KWINO   I 
O'-Ol'S Rt:Ai)(l)( ITESrtl) ,1 = 1,10) .IZtlOLTCONSToIFOL 
0«-01I. N.)ASIS = IZtr':3NST 
J»ai5 IF (ITEST(9) .N.-.0)GO   TO   100 
a>01f> 00   99   1 = 1,•OASIS 
UfOir 99 REATmTjai 
jt-oia KO=Q 
J*019 IF(ICOMST.NE.0JKO=i 
3*020 KST=ltKO      J   KFI = IZ»KO 
0 + 0^1 DO   ^3   1=1, 103 
0*32Z RFA3(2)YYm 
0*023 Z7(1,11 = 1.0 
J»0 2'. *rA.)(3)(ZZ(r, Jl, J=KST, KFIl 
3*0J5 33-COMriNUE 
0*026 IF(IC0')ST)65,55,65 
1*02? 55 m f>o j=i,na 
o*a2fl M:.ir.(j)=0o0 
0*029 DO   60    1=1,1? 
0»0.<0 SO    P-I0( J)=PNC(J)*ZZ(J,II»TU(IJ 
0*0.31 &0   TO   83 
0*03? 65   00   75   J=l,IOH 
a*035 pnr:(j)=o,o 
0*33i» 00   7U   1=1, I'. 
0*3*5 70    PrJC(J) =P'JC (J ) * ZZ (J , 11 »TIJ ( 1*1} 
0*135 75   P'l':( JlsPNCUItTUUI 
0*037 SO   CO'ITIN'JE 
0*331 OrFLY=0.3 
)*0?9 DT   HC   1=1, I J.) 
')*0'.Q H5 .0':FLY=0(:FLY*P.JC(II»I»SC(II 
J»Ji»l OFFLYsSOSTMEFLY) 
3*01.2 DO   90    Isl.IO'l 
:*0(.3 93   PMCin-P-JCdl/iJEFLV 
.)*T.<,      C . W<ITE ( TO.lil) IFOL 
3*a'»5 100   N=TC)n-N'lA'JtS 
3*0'«6 IFUTESTni.EO.'JIGO   TO   101 
)*ai.7 .KC=O 
3*0<.'* IF(IC:3Nr>T.iME.0IKO = l 
0*0',9 KST=l*K0      %      <FI = IZ*<<0 
J*353 03   88   1=1,IOJ 
3*031 »f:AO.(<i)YY(I» 
3*052 Z/d, 11=1.0 
0*053 Pt A'H9)<ZZ(I,.il,J = KST,KFI) 
0*05', IH   RO'UIN'JF 
0*355 101   CALL   UST*R(:JUSIStTOO,H,ll 
3*056 IF(ITFST(9l.e.l.0IGO   TO   102 
0*057 REHI MO   6 
0*053 HRITF(6) (UST(I( ,1 = 1,Ml 
3*059 REMIND   1 
0*060 ITEST(9)=0      X   ITEST(10)=:1 
0*361 W°ITE(1) (ir::3T(n,I = l,10»,IZ,I09,ICONST,IFOL 
0*062 CALL   L0AOO7(8ll»AUTOCn9l 
3*063 STOP 
3*36'.t 102   03   105   1 = 1, N 
3*065 YY(I) = USr«II 
3*066 00   105   J=l,3 
0*067 P(I,JI=0.a 
3*06S DO   105 X = l, tO'l 
3*069 P( [,J»=''(I,J)*ZZ(K,I)<,(PNC(<),"'(J*1I J 
0*3 70 135   CO'tTINUE 
0*071 00   113   t=l,>l 
3*072 no Rnrsr(ri = p(i,ii 
3*073 HRtTt'< 10,205) 
0*07'» WRITE (10, 193) 
1*375 DO   116   1=1,N,2 
0*076 11=1 
0*07/ I<. = IU 
J*3 73      C   XiUTIMG   OUT  UST1R   AND   Cl'JRESPONiJI^IG   0   VALUES 
0*079 115   WRITt(IO,2',0) (Yf (J), JLOCSTIJ) ,J = Il,I'»l 
0*030 NUF=lil*IFOL 
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3*0 «'♦ 

0»039 
imo 
Q«-091 
0«-092 
Q»09J 
)«-09<« 

116 
16C 

no lie I^I.^J 
WHtTECMUF.J/OJUSTd) 
WRtTr(3) (P|I»J>,J=l.t 31 tUSTCI) 

_..   FOR^STdHl.lX,)!**   KDnEL^tUt*   ""^i/) 
190   FOR'IATdHO) 
205   FURMtTUH'J.'.X.XLISTING   OF   VECTOR   USTAR   WITH   t, 

KCD'PCSPONaiMG   3   VALUES.*! 
2<.0   FORIATIIH   ,2 (2E13. 5, 7X t > 
270   FOR^ATdH   •E15.4) 

CALL   L04:iOtM9H<MlLTESTSJ 
CALL   EXIT 
EMO 

NO   ERRORS   Foa   DRIVERS 
LEN'.TH   OF   SUi.1oR0r,*A>1   • '3 1360 
LEN'iTH   OF   CO.mN   N102 2i»200 
LENGTH   OF   COM'IUN   N107 07020 
LENGTH   <JF   COUPON   N105 00223 
LENGTH   OF   COMMON   N101 2'»200 
FORr".!>N,I=90L=61 
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0*003 CO:1i10'l/lll'J5/YY(i'2) 
0*00i. COIMOM/ttlOS/PNCl {7 2.21 
:»0'35 OTirNSION   ReOCST(72l ,PNC(5»,RM(15),ITEST(13I 
D*03S OI1ENSION   TL(25),    T>l(25)    ,S(625> 
OHOT CO.IMCM   IU{721,TU«72t 
3*008 IO = f>l 
3*009 DO   1    1=1.8 
9*010 1   RCWINO   I 
J*011 RF. AO (1) (ITEST HI ,1 = 1.101 ,12.108, ICONST.IFOL 
3*012 NtjaSIS-=I7HC0NST 
0*013 N=nil-NU4SIS 
0*01'« Mo-irE(I0,l80)IF0U 
0*015 WPITFJI0.16H 
0*015 WRITKIO,J05) 
0*017 HRITE(IO,16l) 
3*018 DO   105   1=1,N 
0*019 105   READ(A) (ZZdtJItJ=li3) irrill 
0*020 NSM=15 
0*021. MM = i, 
0*322 C   TEST   TO   SEE   IF   F   TEST   IS   BEING   SUPPRESSED 
0*023 IFCITESTIiil.FQ.OIGO   TO   120 
3*02<» CALL PA'.IMOIJ 3,N,RM,MRM» 
3*025 WPITECIOtZIOI 
0*026 CALL 'JEGSCCRi.MS.PNCl.O.l.TL.TI.SJ 
0*027 WRITE(IO,170> 
3*028 120   CONTINUE 
3*029 C   TESTIMO   TO   SEE   IF   H   TEST   IS   3EING   SUPPRESSED 
0*030 IFIITEST (5) .EQ.OIGO   TO   125 
3*031 M?ITF(IO,285> 
0*032 CALL   WTESMNJ 
3*033 H?ITE(IO,170> 
3*0 3<. 125   CONTINUt" 
3*036 C   SQUARING   JLUS  RESIDUALS 
0*036 ..   DO   133   1=1, i 
0*037 RE3CST(I)=ZZ«I,1» 
0*033 130 ■YY(I)=YV(I)»yy«II 
3*051 C   TESTIt.T,   TO  SEE   IF   T   TEST   IS  BEI^G   SUPPRESSE9 
O + OUO IFIITEST (6>.EQ.OIGO   TO   135 
0*3',1 WRITE (10, 293> 
0*0',2 CALL   OimrSTIYY.REOCST.N.IU.TU.RSl 
0*a'.3 WrfITl(tO,170» 
3*0<.<. 135   CONTTNUE 
J*0'.5 C   TESTING   TO  SEE   IF   M   TEST   IS   3EING   SUPPRESSED 
0*0<.& IF(ITE3T(AI.EQ.OIGO   TO   t'.O 
9*3'.7 mlTtl tO,2951 
3*0'.8 CALL   MTFST(yy,N,UMT,IOFI 
0*0'»9 l^O   CONTINUF 
3*050 C   TESTING   TO  SEE   IF   KOLMOLGROV   TEST   IS   OEI.NG   SUPPRESSED 
0*051 IFdTCr.mi.EO.OIGO   TO   1<»5 
0*052 MoiTF(tO,160IIFOL 
0*055 WPITE(tO,l61l 
3*05'» H»irE<IO,J15l 
0*055 hPITE([O,170) 
0*056 HRITE(tO,.503l 
0*057 CALL   K0MTST<YY,N,PNC1I 
0*059 l<t5   CALL   L0AOOV(8H»9L2B2      I 
3*059 160   FO'<MAr(lHl,5X»*»»   MODEL*, lit,*   **t,/\ 
0*060 161   FORMATIIHOI 
•J*061 170   FO'JNATllH-l 
0*062 280   FO^MATdM   ,611   RESET,/I 
0*063 285   FORMATIIH   ,5H   HSET,/I 
0*06<» 290   F0:?1AT(1H   ,6H   RASET,/I 
0*065 295   FOK-IATdH   , 7H   OAMSET./I 
0*066 300   FO'.MATdH   ,7H   KOMSET./I 
0*067 305   FOIMATIIH   ,5X, 36MRESUL TS   OF   SPECIFICATION   ERROR   TESTSI 
0*068 CALL   EXIT 
0*069 END 

NO   ERRORS  FO'   TESTS 
LEN.'.TM   9^ SUilPROGRA'l               03'«62 
LENGTH   OF COMMON   N106              0a<»<»0 
LENGTH   OP COMMON   Nl05              00223 
LENGTH   OC COMMON   N103              07020 
LENGTH   OF COMMON                           00330 
FORTRAN,1=10,L=61 
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nm 
0 0 3 
oatt 

307 

010 
on 
01? 
013 
31<« 
015 
01^ 
017 
OIH 
on 
0?0 
0?1 

o^ J 
]?.<* 
0C5 
028 
0." 
O^H 
0.' 9 
ii.n 
i u 
0 32 
0 13 
J ?<. 
0 IS 
0 3o 
a 1/ 

03 ) 
0<4l 
0'.1 
0<.2 
T»3 
0<»'» 
■li. I 

01.7 
01. S 

0S0 
0S1 
O'i? 
0 5 3 
0 51. 
055 
055 
057 
U51 
G5T 
050 
051 
052 
053 
06'. 
0 65 
066 
067 

5 
10 

C   018 
C     C c   c 
C      77 

15 

20 

c c 

CUM-in'l/N12J/TLI2 5> ,rM<251 
COM>'ON/N10,./XTX(25,25> 
OIMrNSION   53(625) 
CO 1,!0-I/Niai/«:1AT(72,72> 
01 1FNSI0N   TEMP1(72,2) 
FU'JIViLI-NCE    (RMATd.l) .TESPl (1. 1 I .SS (1) ) 
IFdCONSTlS.lS.S 
00   10   1=1,M 
Xaf?Y (I,NOV«1) = 1.0 

DO   77   1=1,N 
WPITF(61,<.0) (XARYd, J),J = 1,N0VAR) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
00   20   I=l,N1tfAR 
DO   2 0   J=l,NOVAR 
XTXd.J) =0.0 
DO   20   K=1,N 
XTXd, J)=XTX(I,J)»XARY(K,I)»XARY(K,J) 
COITINUE 

.ICONST.H.ISTEP) 

r, c c 

c 
c 
51 

25 
C 
C 
52 

30 

35 

C 
c 
39 
38 

1*5 

0 1 = 
r(61 
INUE 

A*R 
E(61 

HIH 
C(51 

AfP 
1 1 = cm 
INUE 
5 1 = 
5 J= 
(I.J 
5 K= 
(I.J 
INUF 
2 1 = 
E(61 
INUE 
5 1 = 
(I) = 
0 K= 
(11 = 
E(61 
([) = 
E(61 
riuc 
STEP 
". 1 = 
Id, 
Id, 
« 1 = 
1(61 
ATd 
INUE 

SOP 
5 1 = 
E(61 
(11 = 
l=TE 
P.N 
AT(1 

l.NOVAR 
,<.0I (X TX (I. J),J= l.NOVAR) 

AY(>,N0VA;<,N0VAR,25,25,SS,Xrx) 
,<*■}) (SS(I) ,1=1,9) 
(/(SS.NOVAR.O.TL.TH) 
,1.1) (SSd) ,1=1,9) 
AY (l,NOVAR,NO\/AR,25,25,SS,XTX) 
l.NOVAR 
,".0) (XTXd.J), J=l,NOVAR) 

l.NOVAR 
1,N 
1 = 0.0 
l.NOVAR 
)=«HAT(I,J)»XTX(I,K)*XARY(J,K) 

l.NOVAR 
,1*01 (RMATd, J) ,J = 1,N) 

l.N 
0.3 
l.NOVAR 
Tei-MD+XARYU.lO'RIAUK.n 
.39) TEMP(I), I 
l.d-TEMP(I) 
,39) TEMP(I) 

.NE.'JI RETURN 
l.N 
l)=rENPd) 
2)=tld) 
l.N 
,39) (TEMPI d,J),J = 1.2) 
H   ,P10.5,IX,F2.0) 

TV (TEMPI, 50, 2,1,0, N) 
l.N 
,391 (TEMPI (I.J), J = l,2) 
TEHPKI.l) 
MPld.Z) 

H   ,5(FU.<<,X)) 

NO   ER^O'.-j   FO:?   TESTA 
LENGTH   Of   SUtP'.OGRA* 00521 
LENSTH   OF   CO'IION   N101 2'.200 
LENGTH   OF   COH'ION   N1J1. 0231.2 
LEN5TH   OF   COMMON   N120 001<.<» 
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3?^ 
070 
0 71 
J7? 
073 
Q7<* 
0 75 
0 76 
077 
0 78 
0 79 
010 
oai 
0S2 
om 
0S1» 
0t5 
316 
0 17 
0 11 
099 
0 IT 
Oil 
0 12 
0« 
0 9'« 
0T"> 
396 
017 
Oil 
393 
1 )J 
131 
13? 
133 
13^ 
lUl 
1 J6 
137 
131 
109 
113 
111 
112 
113 
11'4 
If. 
116 
117 
111 
11.9 
120 
171 
12? 
123 
1?<» 
126 
126 

§» 
CO 
CO 
CO 
CO 
CO 
01 
E = 
OE 
00 
IT 
on 

5   PI 
LC 

10 "CO 
no 

15 

20 

25 

.3 0 

35 

<<0 

".5 

50 

60 
65 

70 

75 

»0 

85 

00 
T( 
CA 
D 
IF 
LC 
IF 
00 
DO 
P( 
IT 
no 
P( 
GO 
I 
KK 
IF 
no 

■KM 
I 
no 
KV 
KM 
II 
00 
II 
n? 
rs 
on 
ot 
00 
IT 
Yl 
no 
X( 
KK 
IS 

PK 
FO 

1*0 
EM 

gMfS^WJiiSi"'*1 
ON/S10 3'X{72,251 
0l/llia'»/P(25.25) 
0J/'lia5/Y(72) 
OI/N107/YSTORE(72> 
0N/N123/IST3REI25I 
KSION   1(25,25) ,11(11 
0001 
1.0 

J = 1,K 
KJI 

L = 1,K 
LI=X(IT,LI 

i HUE 
5   Jrt=l,K 
5   LH=1,K 
,LM)=P(j:i,LM> 
S0Tf.?H(T,K,E,0ET,2l» 

AlStOET) 
ET-E>23,23,i»0 
CH 
-LC)80,25,25 
0   J=2,< 
0   L=l,< 
l,t)=P(i,L) 
I (LCI 
5   Lsl.K 
L)=X(IT,L» 
0   10 
p=0 
C-K 
K>'.5,65,l,5 
0   1=1,< 
= KKH 
P!:(r) = ii(KVARi 
t 1=1,« 
=LC»1-I 
e = KKU-t 
Mi<K\ = l [<<VAR2» 
0   1 = 1, < 
isisrotca) 
0   J=1,N 
PE(J1 = Y(J) 
G   L=1,K 
L)=)((J,L> 
6   J=lfN 
KJI 
= YSme(ITI 
5   L=1,K 
L)=0«IT,LI 

,ISTOPI 

1 
61.85) 

(1H   ,*NO   NON-jINr.ULA?   XZE".0   MATRIX   *, 
VEKEO.    THIS   MOOtL   TMIINATEO*) 

NO   r^RO^S   FO?   XSORT 
LEfl-.f't OF SUnP'OG'AI 0.3152 
LENGTH OF COHOM   M120 030 31 
LENGTH OF CO.'IMON   N107 0 1220 
LENITM OF COM'-ION   Nll)5 00220 
LEWliTH UF C0110M   N10'« 023<«2 
LENGTH OF COMMON   N133 07020 
LEH'ITH OF COMMON   N101 07020 
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,TL,TM,SI gti§5 SV:!?R!IH;iro3«l!9,i??i?tEiI9?V^i?ffti«?T 

OH.Z'i COIiON/Nl.) J/£;(72,25) 
JUJO COMMON/Nta'S/YY (72) 
Ofl'U INfFGER   OUH 
0»15» Mir.NSIO.*    ;T0C(2&),    9M(1I,   CIZS),   A(2'>,25>,    )(TY(25) 
3*133 OATH ((OUM(I) , I = 1,5 ) =8HC0NSTANr, 2H01, 2HQ2, 2m J, 8H 
a»13i. IF    (ICONST)    5,15,5 
0*115 5   KK = 'i 
OH $5 LC = 2 
0*13/ A(l, l)sRM(l) 
OHJ? XTY(1)=R'1<2» 
0*139 DO   10   1 = 2, « 
0*1^0 A(l,I):R1(If It 
O*!!.! 10   «(I,l):A(ltII 
0*li42 GO   TO  20 
0*1^3 15   KK=M-1 
O*!"*!. LC = l 
0*1',5 20   MM = M*2 
0*1<.6 DO   25   I=LC,KK . 
0*11*7 J = l 
0*1'»9 IF    (ICONST.NE.O)   J = I-1 
0*l'.9 KVAR = M:i*J 
0*150 25   XrY(It=RM{KYAR) 
0*151 MH=t1M*M-l 
0*152 L=0 
0*153 DO   30   I=LC,KK 
0*151. DD   30   J=I,KX 
0*155 L=L*1 
0*155 KV4f<=-11*L 
0*157 A(I,J)=RH('<VARI 
0*151 A(J, II=A(If J) 
0*159 30   CONTINUE 
0*160 NA=KK 
0*161 8=0 
0*152 K=0 
0*ly3 Nl=21 
3*151. CALL   aR»AY(?,KK,KK,25,25,3,A) 
0*165 CALL   MINtfCi.KK.J.TLtTHI 
0*156 CALL   A'<»»Y(l,KK,KK,25,25tS,A» 
0*167 00    )5   1 = 1,KK 
0*15S C(l)=0.0 
0*169 DO   35   J=1,K< 
0*170 C(II=n(II*A(I, JI»XTY(Jt 
0*171 35   CmiN'IF 
0*172 N=RM(1) 
0*173 TS3 = R«(H*2» 
0*171. YS >0=(^H(2)»,<M(2n/RN(l) 
0*175 TSSsTSS-YSQIJ 
0*176 £53=0.0 
0*177 I7=M-1 
0*171 DO   <»00   1=1,N 
0*179 TH=0.0 
0*110 00  500   J=l,IZ 
0*111 II=J*tCON3t 
0*112 TIH=TH*C(It)*ZZ(I,JI 
3*1 13 500   COMTI'JUF 
0*1 li. IF(ICO'JSr.NF.Q)TH = TIt1*C(l) 
0*115 S(I)=YY(I)-ri'1 
0*116 E3S=ESS*3(I)*S(I) 
0*117 <»00   CONTINUE 
0*111 RSS = TSS-ESS 
0*119 RS00=RS3/TS3 
0*190 SS=(N-KK»/(<K-ICONSTt 
0*191 F= (RSS/CSSt »SS 
0*192 SS=N-KK 
0*193 VAR=ESS/SS 
0*1 9<. DO   '.5   1=1, « 
0*195 1*5   SrOC(I) = 3Qf!r((/AR*A(I,I)» 
0*196 IF    (ICONSn    50,55,50 
0*197 50   M^ITE    (61,135) 
0 + 191 GO   TO   60 
0*199 55   WITE    (61,100) 
0*2 03 60   CONTINUE 
0*?3l Ml'ITE    (61,105) 
0*202 HPITF    (61,13'j)    N.KK 
0*203 .     WklTE    (61,105) 
0*20'* M=!ITF    (61,113) 
0*2J5 W'lTF    (61,1151 
0*206 IF   (IFR-.T.!-;<).1)    GO   TO   80 
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Htm? 65 K*mm\,mM* 
3»204 WRIir   (61,121)   C«l),SrOC(l) , T?ATIO 
J»211 Dtl   70   1=2,KK 
0»211 T'ATIO=C (I)/SIOC(t) 
0^1? WRITF.   (61,120)   NZ(I-1),C(I) .STOOJI), TRAIIO 
J»213 70   COHTINUE 
J*21i. 75   CJNTIMUE 
0*215 WPITE   (61,1055 
J»216 WRITE    (61,125)    TSS,ESS,(?SaO 
3*217 HMHsN-KK 
0*219 WPITE   (61,105) 
0*219 KKKsKK-ICOIST 
:*220 WRITE   (61,1'«0)    F,KKK,MMS 
0*221 RETURN 
0*22? 80   CONTimjE 
0*22^ 00   15   1=1,KK 
0*22". TRATI0=C(I)/STOC(I> 
0*225 W'lTE   (61,122)    DU'1 (I), C (I), STOC 11) , TRAT 10 
:*^26 85   CONTINUE 
0*227 GO   TO   75 
0 + 22'i 90   CONTINUE 
J*229 DO   95   1=1,KK 
0*230 TRATIO=C (I)/5T0C(I) 
0*231 WRITE   (61,120)    NZ(I) ,C (I) , STOC (I) , TRAT 10 
0*2 32 95   CONTINUE 
0*233 GO   TO   75 
0*23<. 100    FORMAT   ( 2X,    37HOUTPlJT   OF   REGNC,    REGRESSION   WITHOUT   A, 
0*235 HUH   CONSTANT   TERM) 
0*236 135   FORMAT   (1H0) 
0*237 110   FOR'IATUH   ,    31HLIST   OF   REGRESSION  COEFFICIENTS,/) 
0*2 iS 115   FOR*f.T(tH   ,      aHVARIAJLE,5X,    ISH-'.EGR   COtF   ESTIMATE, 7){. 
l*.?3-» 17HS   FR^IR.HX,      6HT   VAU.) 
J*2'.1 120   FO^.XATIIH   ,/(X/,I.?,*)/,3X, 3L20.6) 
0*Z<.1 121   FORMATdH   , ^COH'i TAUT *, 3E2 0 .6) 
0*2'.? 1?2   FORMATIIH   , 1 A<J, 3E20 . 6) 
0*2'.3 125   FORMATdH   ,       >HTSS=    ,E15.i»t      6H   E5S=    ,El5.i.,      6H   RSQ=   .FS.",) 
1»2<.<. 130   FORMATdH   ,   16HNUfinEW   OF   OTS   =   ,I'.,20X,   23HNUHOFR   OF   REGRESSORS   = 
n*2'.5 1   ,13) 
0*2'»& 135 FORMATdH , UIHOUTPJT OF REJNC, RFGRt'SSIOK' WITH A CONSTANT TERMt 
0*2<.7 lUO FORHATdH ,35')F STATISTIC FOR KEr.iJFSSION TEST IS, 
0*2'.1 lFH.<t,bH WITH ,13,  '.HANO ,lh,    18Hi)EGREES OF FREEDOM) 
0*2'.9 ENO 

NO   ER^O^S   FOR   RtGNC 
LENGTH   OF   SUil^ROGRAI 0'»ttl 
LENGTH   OF   COMMON   N105 00220 
LENGTH   OF   COMMON   N103 07020 
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0*252 0=1.0 
0»253 00   50   L=1,M 
J«-25i. KP = 0 
0»255 Z=0.0 
0»25'S DO   10   <=L,N 
J»257 IF(7-A3StA{K,L)) 15,10,10 
0*258 5   Z = AQS(A<K,UJ 
0*259 KP=K 
0*260 10   CONTINUE 
0*261 IFIl-KP) 15,25,25 
0*262 15   00   20   J=L,M 
0*263 Z=A(L,J> 
0*261. A(L, J»=A«KP, Jl 
0*265 20   A(KP,J) = Z 
0*266 D=-0 
0*267 25   IF(L-NJ30,55,55 
0*269 30   LPl = l.*l 
0*269 IF (ARS(A(L,Ln-E»65,65,35 
0*270 35   DO   50   K=LP1,N 
0*271 IF (A (K.L))'»0,50,l.O 
0*272 1.0   RATI0=A(K,L1/A(L,L> 
0*273 DO   1.5   J=LP1,') 
0*271. 1,5   A(!<   J)=A(K,Jt-RATIOIJA(L,J» 
3*275 50   CONTINUE 
0*276 55   00   60   K=1,N 
0*277 60   0 = r)»A(K,K» 
0*27a RETURN 
0*279 65   0=0.0 
0*210 RF. TURN 
0*281 ENO 

NO   Er<RO?S   FOt  OTER'^ 
LENGTH   OF   SUOPROGRAS 00570 
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r>m gl^«3l{TJ3i■J??T2^i^•l?5?IS•IO,,s•'l•I01F, 

OfZH"! COIMOM   /■IIJ?/   P(72,?2( 
o»2i'"' cmioM /■ju1;/ will 
a*-?*'. COVldN   /■AX.Wf   Ot)M<?2,25) 
O*^1)^ 01'IK N5 10 1   usriK 
a*28<) EOJIWALFNCE    (OU-Kl > 3 ). US T (1) > 
0»2,»q IO = bl 
OfL'^l IF    JIOIF.EH.ll    GO   TO   5 
0*2H GO   TO   35 
a*?.r>. 5  COMTMUE 
0*2H I0rM = IOP5-'<3ASIS 
0»-2'»<. CALL   GT'IAI [;)IM, NB'ASI S» 
3*2^ IMiniM.CJ.DCALL   LOAOOV (aH»nL2T2      » 
Q»215 Wt;ITE    (10.60) 
0*237 s=ioes 
0*2'^ PL'JCO=0.0 
0*293 00   15   1=1,H 
o»3oi on io <=i,ims 
0HJ1 10   PL1CD=A(K, n»»2>PLBC0 
U*JQ2 15   CONTINUE 
0*303 PUIRUsS'PL'JC.J 
0»3!)<» WtilTF   (10,55)   PL8C0,PUaC0 
3*335 WHTt    (ir),&)) 
0*3J^ DO   20   K=l,tli.lS 
0*307' 20'  H».tTt    (5)       ( A ( K, J) , J = i ,N ) 
0*331 RLWIMa   5 
i)*33-!     C CHECKING   0-lTHOMORSAL ITY   OF   A 
0*310 DO   30    1 = 1,') 
3*311 00   2 5   J=l,M 
0*31"' P(I,J)=0.0 
0*313 00   25   K=l, ITJS 
J*31'« 25   P(I, J) =A(<, J)*A(K,I> *P{I,J» 
0*315 30   CONTINUE 
0*316      C   DIH , 
0*317      C 00   500   1=1,N 
3»31S      C   500   WrtlTF (61,0J1J (PII.J) ,J = 1,"I) 
3*311     C   501   FO^IATdM   .5F12.5) 
0*320- W^ITE   (10.60) 
0*321 COLL   TTMM   ( P, N, 0. 00 00 1, DET, 50) 
3*3?? KSITF    (10,65)    DET 
0*323 W^ITt    (10,60) 
3*3:<. WHtTC   (10,61) 
J*3'-?5 W?ITC   (10,6)) 
0*3?5 WfilTF    (10,60) 
0*327 GO   TO   1.5 
O+S?^ 35   03   1.0   1 = 1, t0.3S 
')H2T UFA!)   (5)       (A (I,J), J=1,N) 
0*333 (.0   CONTINUF 
0*3 51 RCWIM)   5 
0*5 32      C CAL"IILATF   U'JTAR   =   ATY 
0*3 ?3 ".5   00   5 0   1 = 1, N 
3M3<. UST(II=0.0 
1*335 03   DO   Jsl.irJS 
0HJ6 50   U5T( I) =U5r(t)*A{J,I)»YY(JI 
0*3(7 RETURN 
)*i31      C 
0*3n 55   FORMAT    ( IH   , 1. JHCOMOI TION   MO   ROUNDS , (N ( A)) .ARE   FOR   MATRIX   A, 
3*S<«3 1/13 ,2E20.3) 
)*3'.l 60 FO.VAT (1H0) 
3*3'.2 65 FORMAT (IN , 5'.MCHFCK ON ORTHONORMALITY OF A—VALUE OF OETERNINANT 
0*31.3 1 13 ,/lH .SX.EIS.IO) 
0*3i.<. t'Nl 

NO   EPRORS   FO^   USTAR 
3 351.0 
0 7)2) 
J1032 
2'.2I)0 
21.200 
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o»?<.7 cciioii /Hint/ xurzuTzt 

aoj^i CCMMO'J/MIZI/  ru<?2). r«(?2» 
OMSO COIMO'I   /'UD?/   XtXO I>2,2';> 
OfrJit COI'IOM/NUZ/   rn/2,r2) 
0*5->2      C TO   IN   THIS   C01M0U   BLOCK   WAS   XO   IN  USTAR. 
OUSl OIirNSION   Ml7i,72t,      TUT2,7Z\,    XU<25t25t0    A2l?2)o   T2«2 
l)*35i« 15,2^1 
0*355 OHCNSION   ST 2 (625) ,SV (51 AM 
0»35ii     C THE   SFC1N0   SUBSCRIPT   IN   A'^RAV   IS   Al   DUMV,    IT   SHOULD   BE   75, 
0*357      C OOUULi:"   P?ECISIO'-»   XO , Al, T 1, A2 , T2 
0*358      C OtliJULf   PRCCISION   ROOT 
0*35') EJUIVILFNC"    ( T 1 (1, 1 > , T 2 (1, t) , ST ! «1J J 
0*360 EQiJIVALEMC?    ( Xrt (1, 11 , Al ( 1, 1) , SV (1) > 
0*361 EQUIVALENCE    (X0(1,1),XIX0(I,1),3(IIJ,iTL.A2I 
0*3(32 10 = 51 
a*3(i3 EPS=0.0 
a*36"» N< = IVAR 
3*365 00   5   I=ltItfAa 
0*365 00   5   J=lcIVAR 
0*367 5   X0(I,J) = XM(T«J) 
0*361 CALL   A^RAVIZvNK.NK.yS^S.SoXOt 
3*36? CALL   MINV(S,N<00,TL.TMl 
0*370 CALL   AR«Ar(l,NK,N«.25.25.?D*0) 
3*3 71 IF (ARS (01-. 00) 0 01) 13 «10, 15 
3*372 10   H'lTE    (10,15511 
0*373 GO   TO   150 
0»37<« 15   CONTINUE 
■3*375 DO   25   I^UIOIN 
0*376 LL = I»IVAr< 
0*377 .   00   25   J=l, IVA* 
0*373 Tl(I,J) = 0.i) 
0*379 DO   20   K=l,ItfAR 
a*3S0 20   Tl (I ,J) = Tl(I,J)»XN(LL,K)tlXOU,J) 
1H*l 25   CONTINUE 
0*382 Rf.MIf'D   10 
0*391 DO   20U    I=l,IOtM 
0*301, wuFdon ri(r,j>,j=i,ivARi 
0»3f«5 200   CniTINUF 
0»3<»6 IOr1=IVAR*IOIN 
3*387 OU   i«0   I=l,ItfAR 
0*388 DO   (»0   Jsl.ItfA1? 
3M$? xa(I,JI = 0.9 
0*3T0 00   30   K=l, lOfJ 
0*391 30   XU(IiJ)=X3(I,J»*XM(K,I)0XS(K,J» 
0*392 1*0   CONTINUE 
0*393 EP3=0.0 l)*59i« IRANK = '<VA« 
0*395 NK=IVAR 
0*596 CALL   ARRAY(»,NK,N<,?5,25,S,XO) 
0*397 CALL   tUNV( S, NK.O , TL, TM) 
0*598 CALL   ARRAY(1,NK,NK,25,25.S,XOI 
0*399 IF (A BS(n)-oO 33001)1,5,1,5,53 
3*<«00 1,5   WRITE    (10,160) 
0*1,31 GO   TO   150 
3*<,02 50   COilTINUE 
0*1,03 00   60   1=1, MM 
f)*^", A2(I) = 0.0 
0*1,05 00   60   J=l,IVAR 
3*'.36 T2(I,J) = 3,0 
0*1.37 DO   55   K=l!lVAR 
0*1,08 55   T2(I ,J) = T2(I,J)*X0 JI ,K) 0XM{ J, K) 
0*1,09 60   CONTINUE 
0*1.13 DO   70   1 = 1, ItfAR 
U*i«ll 00   65   J=t,I\/AR 
0*1,12 XU(I,J) = 0.0 
3*1.13 00   65   K=l,ItfAR 
0*1.11, 65   XO (I ,J) = X0 (I,J)*X4(I,K)I'T2(K,JI 
0*1.15 70   C9NTIIIUE 
0*1,16 HN^IVAR 
0*1,17 CALL   ARRAY(2,NK,NK525,25,S,X0) 
0*<.18 CALL   MSTR(S,S'y,NK,0,l) 
0*1.19 CALL   Eir,eN(SV.3r2,I\/AR,0) 
0*1,23 CALL   NST«>(S7.S,NK, 1,0) 
0*',21 CALL   4R?AY(l,NK,NK,2r>,25,3.X0l 
0*1,22 CALL   ARRAYd .NK.NK, 25,25, Sr2,T2) 
3*1,23 00   «5   I = 1,IVAR 
0*1,21, ROOT=X0(I,I) 
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mi mmv-mvu.7s.7s 
Q*<.27 75   A2(I)-=0.!) 
3 ♦'.2.'} GO   TO   »5 
It'.ZT BO   ft?(I)s«2(II/lt.0»AZCin 
0*<.3a 85   COUINUF. 
a»i.31 00   '30   1=1, WAR 
0«-i»i2 00   90   J=l, IVAR 
Jt'.SJ 90   A1CI,JI = 0.0 
3*<,.?<» DO   100   J = l, IV/AR 
0»<i35 00   95   I=1,I\/AR 
OfrMe DO   95   K=l, IVAR 
3Hti7 95   Al (I jKI = Al([,l<l»A2{J)(,r2(I,J>>'r2«K9JJ 
Oo-^iS 100   CONTINUF 
3»<,31 RrHIN'J   10 
Of'.'.') DO   201   I=l,tOIM 
a*l,<»l R(AD(10MXl<0(ItJltj3l«IVA^I 
0«-<.<»2 201   CO'UINUF 
a+'>*3 DO   105   I=l,IWAR 
0 ♦«»<•«, no   105  J = l,IOIH 
0+'.<.5 THI,J)=).0 
O*','.^ 00   105   K=l, tVAR 
QKth7 105   TKI ,J) = TI(I,.J)»A1 (I ,Kt «X1X0 Up K) 
0*<.'«» 00   110   I = l,ntM 
0»m,9 DO   110   J = l,tOIM 
0*<.53 Al(I,J) = J0l) 
0»i.51 00   11U   K = 1,I\/A« 
3K.52 110   Al(I,J)=U(t, J)»X1X0 (t.KI«TllK»J) 
0»".53 DO   115   Isl.tOIM 
0*<,5<» 115   Al(I,r) = Al(I,I)*1.0 
0H.5S EcSsO.O 
0»i.55 .     NK = IDIM 
0»<.57 CALL   ARKAY< '.NK.NK, 72, 72,7V, All 
QtttS* CALL   «t'lV(SV, •K.U.TL ,TM» 
0»'.59 CALL    Ai?HAY(l,IK,NK072c72,SV,AlJ 
o»<.60 oo 133 t=i,mm 
J«-<»61 DO   130   J = l,tllIM 
0»i.fa2 130   Tl (I ,J) = Al(t,Jl 
OKtftJ 00   125   I=1,IVAR 
OUt^it DO   125  J = l,tOIM 
0*i>f>S XH(IjJ> = 0.] 
QUibf, DO   120   X = l,tOtS 
0*<.ij7 120   X"I(I ,J» = -1.0»X1X0(K, I) »T1(K. J)»XM(I«JI 
OthbH 125   CD^riNUF 
0»i(61 DO   K.0   I=loIOIM 
0»'.70 DO   HI   J = l,IDIM 
0*'.71 KVAR = I»IVA? 
3*<.72 1".0   XltKVAR, Jl =ri(I,J» 
0H(7< Ml = IV«R*nrM»l 
o*i.7i» M2=ini;m 
0«-<.75 DO   11.5   I = -(l,72 
0<Ht7f, DO   1«.5  J = '12,72 
0*'«77 l^S   XH(I,JI = 0.0 
a+<.7H RFTUP^ 
3*'.79 150   IOIH = .l 
IJM.80 RETURN 
On»$l     C 
0»<.82 155   FOTIAT   (30X,   25HSUB1ATRIX   010   'JOT   INVERT   ) 
Of'.SI 160   FOmT   (30X,    32HRA W 10'ICM T   ■UM?.l<   DID   NOT   INVERT    t 
0»i»8<» ENO 

SO   ERRORS   FOR   GTMA 
LENGTH   OF   SUDOROGRAI 01557 
LESGTH   OF   COM.-ION!   N1J2 2<»203 
LENGTH   OF   COMMON   Nil? J7')20 
LENGTH   OF   COM'ION   N120 JO'.'.O 
LENGTH   OF  COmON   N101 2<i>200 
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1«-<»a7 MN=JJJ 
0»'««S 5   NN = NN/2 
0*'.i9 IFlNN.LEoOI^ETURN 
a*'*'*'} KK = JJJ-NN 
Oin.qi JJ = l 
o»<«q2 10  II=JJ 
!)»<.<?3 15   LL = II»NN 
Oo'.q'* IFIIN.NE.OtGO   TO   20 
at'.'JS IF(A1(II,IIS>.GT.A1(LL.TISI)G0   TO   30 
O^HJ^S GO   TO   25 
0K«97 20   CONTINUE 
O*'*'?? IF(A1UI.IIS>.LT.A1(U.«IIS)>   GO   TO   30 
0*i«91 25   JJ = JJ*1 
^♦yOO IF(JJ-KKJ13»10e5 
a*-501 30   CONTINUE 
0*502 00   J5   160=1, III 
0*5J3 TE^P = A1( 11,16!)) 
0*50', Al(II,I60J='»l(LLi1I60J 
0+505 Al (LL.IbOt sTFflP 
0+506 35   COSTINUt" 
0+507 II = I-I-NM 
0 + 50S IF(II + l,LFol>    GO   TO   25 
0+509 IF(II+l.uE.2l   GO   TO   15 
0+510 RETURN 
J+511 ENO 

NO  ERRORS  FOR   SORTV 
LENGTH   OF   SUBPROGRAM OOZJS 
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atsts miMmmmmi10* •**'*"" 
3»51i» Cn^0N/lin5/YY(l) 
0*515 DIietlSION   ^IdJ 
0*51<> M=IZ*2 
0*517 SHl) = IOi3 
I^SIB DO   20   1=2,H 
0*519 PM{I) = 0.I) 
0*533 IFd.ET.ZtGO   TO   5 
0*521 GO   TO   15 
0*5?2 5   DO   10   J=t, 100 
0*5.?J 10   RM(I) = «!M(I)*rY(J» 
0*52<. GO   TO   20 
0*525 15   UO   19   J=1,I0H 
0+526 RK(I) = RM(I)«'ZZ(J,I-2I 
0*027 19   CONTINUE 
0+5'1* 20   CONTINUE 
J*521 KK = IZ*2 
0*5 30 M = IZU 
0*531 oo 70 r=i,-i 
0*512 IFJI.Fa.llGO   TO   25 
0*53? GO   TO   55 
0*53<. 25   00   5C   J = i,M 
0*535 KK = KK*1 
0*536 IFU.E1. DGO   TO   30 
0+53? GO   TO   <»0 
0*53S 30   R-KKKIsO.O 
0*53) DO   35   K=l,ni3 
iJ*5'«') 35   RMIKK) =?HK:<I*YY(K)»YY<K) 
0*51.1 GO   TO   50 
0*51.? 'fO   SM(I<K(=0.0 
0*51.3 00   <.5   K=l, 113 
3*5i«'. 1.5   RM<K) sP.IIXO^YYCKI'ZZCK.J-U 
3*5!.5 50   CONTINUE 
0*5'.6 GO   TO   70 
5*51,7 55   00   ^5   J=I,N 
0*5V< KK = KK*1 
0*5;.^ R-1I<K»=0.0 
3*55J DO   6;   K-1,103 
0*551 60   R^KKI =?1( XK) ♦ZZ (K , J-l» »ZZ «<, I-ll 
0*5>? 65   COMTTNUF 
3*553 70   CONTINUE 
0*55!. RKTURN 
0*555 cm 

NO   E^ITS   F0»   «aWM0M 
LFNGTM   I*   CUe«ROr,RAi O'J'iflt 
LENGTH   OF   COMMON   N105 00002 
LENGTH   -JF   COMMON   N133 J7320 
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8:!S* 8¥^!!^5!lcA<^er'M'E'0'N2) 

0»5S^ D=1.0. 
<l*'i<i<i 00   5 0   L=l»« 
3*5^0 KP = 0 
a»56t Z=Q.O 
■J»5i? DO   10   K=L,N 
i)»5^3 IF«Z-A3S(A(<,L»H5,10«10 
0*5'i<» 5   Z = AOSIA<K,Ln 
0*565 KP=K 
0+556 10   CONTINUE 
0+5!>'' IF(L-KP1 15,25,25 
0»5<>'» 15   DO   20   J=UN 
0*58) Z = A(L,J» 
0*570 AIL, J)=A<KP,JJ 
0>571 20   a(KP,JJ=Z 
0*572 0=-0 
0*573 25   IF<L-N>3fl,55t55 
0*571, 30   LP1-L*1 
0*575 IFtADSCAa.Ln-ElbS.eS.SS 
0*575 35   00   50   K = LPl,N 
0*577 IF(A(K,LM<i4tSI).<iO 
0*579 <,0   RAriO=A(K,L)/»(L,LJ 
0*579 DO   1.5   J=LPt,M 
0*5R0 (.5   A(<, JI=A<K,J>-RATIO*A<U,J) 
0*5iJl 50   CONT.INUE 
0*5'»2 55   DO   60   K=1.N 
0*583 60   D = ':>»A(K.K> 
]*5«^ RFTURN 
U*5'»5 65   0 = 0.0 
0*516 RETURN 
J*5'»7 END 

•in   EPRTS   FO*!   SOTERH 
LENaTH   Qc   5'JOPROGRAH 00370 
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Ot'ilO CO^MOII/N109/   T£»1P1(72,2) 
0*r>1l OMCNSION   USTUJj   REnCSTJl),    IU<1),    ITU» 
0»5,32 I0=f.l 
0*593 00   10   1=1, M 
3t59'» TErtPl(I,lls<(El)CST(II 
3*595 TElPKI.ZIsUSrCIt 
•I* 5 IS IU(II = I 
0»5'??' 10   IT(I) = t 
3*598 CALL   SOR T« JTE.SPl ,50 , 2, 1, 0 , NJ 
0*599 09   11   1=1,N 
0*600 TtllPKI.lt =reMPl(Io2) 
0*601 11   TFIPHI, 21=111(11 
0*63? CALL   jORTtf(rE>1Pl,50,2,l,01N» 
0*603 DO   12   1 = 1, N 
0*60'» TEHPKI, 1) =TEMPl(t,2l 
0+60'; 12   TEMP1(I,,?»=IT(U 
0*606 CALL   SORTtf (TEMPI,50,2,1,0,:<» 
3*63? 00   13   t=loM 
0*50'» 13   rT(I)=rEMPl(I,2S 
0»b39 SU1=0.0 
0*610 00   20   1 = 1,M 
o»6ii s=(iT(n-n»»2 
3*612 20   SUH=SU!1*S 
0*613 ■ S = N« ('4»02-l} 
.1*61', RS = l.']-(6.0,,SUMt/S 
3*615 mUE   (10,251    RSjSU^ 
0*616 P=M-2 
0*61? RS = RS,',>2 
0*61l» ST = P',RS/(l<.i)-9St 
0*619 ST = SQRT(Sn 
0*620 M=P 
3*621 W=>ITE    (IO,30J    ST,S 
J*622 RLTURN 
0*623      C 
0*62', 25   FO".MAT    ( 101, <i0HV ALUii   OF   SP? ARIVIS   RANK   OORREL.   COEF.    ISoF&o 31>32HaN 
3*625 10   COPB.ESPON)tNG   VALUE   OF   SI   IS.FS.Zl 
0*626 30   FO^AT    ( /10X, 2i»HCOR ^U'SPON JtNG   T   VALUE    IS.^IZ.^SH   MITH,I3,20H   OECR 
3*627 IffcS   OF   FUE-IOM.I 
0*628 ENO. 

10   SRRO-JS   FOR   RMKTST 
LENGTH   OF   SUOPROGRAS OO'i)",! 
LENGTH   OF   C0.1MON   M139 OO'J'JO 
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8 tfi3 mwytintf* ̂ R^UoOt ,W5(50>,M10<50) 
0 ► 631 COMMfl'-l/nUfj/   r)R)(72,2) 
0 ► 6J? CO-IMOM/'llTi/   usrti) 
0< ► 6 33 DATA ( (A'^SYI t .r=1.110) = .70 71..7 071..0 0 00..68 72..1677„.66'.6„„2i,13. 
0 K63<. l.UU0O,.6'.(l,.?>))6,.QS7 5,.6233,.3031,.li.01,.O0Q0,.6 05 2,.316i...l7i.3, 
0 ► 635 2. 0561, .518.1,. 21,1., . 1 97 6, . 0 Ii, 7, . 0003, .5 7 39,. 3291, .211.1.. 1221,, .0399, 
u ► 6 56 3. 66C1..JU 5,. 2 260,.! '.29,. 0695,. 0 00 0,. 51, 75,. 3 3 25.. 2 Sk ?,. 15 16,. 0922, 
0 ► 637 ■♦.O 50 3, .5 (5 9,. 3 325, .21.12. . 170 7,. 1099, . 0539 , . 0 0 JO , . 525 1, . 33 11, .21.60 , 
G ► 636 5. 11C?,. 12'. 0,. 0 72 7,. 0 21.0, .5150,. 5306, .21.95,. 13 78,. 1353,. 08fl0,. 01.3 3, 
0 ► 639 6.0030..5 J56,. 29 0,. 2 521,. 1939,. 11.1.7,. 10 05.. 0 593,. 0196,. 1.963,..32 73, 
3 >6<.1 7.251.0,.1911,, 1521.,.1109,.0725,.1359,.0000,.1.886,.3253,.2063,.2027, 
a ► 6<.l 8.158 7,. 1197,. J8 37,. 0'.96,. 0163,.!. 801,. 3 2 32,. 2561,. 2059,. 161.1 ,.1271, 
0 ► 61.2 9. 0932,. 061 2,. 030 3,. 0aj0,.i.73(,,. 3 211,. 2565,. 2035,. 1686,. 1331.,. 1013, 
a ► 61.3 {.0711,. 01.22.. OIUU..1,66 3) 
0 ► 6'.'. DATA ((AP-!Ar( I ,1 = 111,220(=.3185,.2578,.2119,.1736,.1399,.1092,.080 
0 ► 6<.5 11.,.0530, .r.26 3 .0 00 0, .1,510,. 3156,. 2571,. 21 31,. 1761.,. 11.1.3,. 1150,. 037 
j ► 6<.6 2 8, .0 611, .11 «!'>.1 . 1122,.1.5'.2,.3126,. 25 63,.2139,.1787,.11.80,.1201,.09<. 
0 ► 61.7 31,.0696,.01.59 .0 22 8,.0300,.1.1.9 3,. 3 09 8,.2551.,.211.5,.1807,.1512,.121, 
0 ► 61.1 1.5,.0997, .0761. .0 539, .11321,. 0 10 7, .1.1.6 0,. 3069,. 251.3,. 21<.«,. 13 2 2,. 15 3 
a ► 6<.1 59,. 128!, .1 Jittj . J82 3,.0610,.3i.3 3,.J20 0,.0 0 00,.i.i,17,.30i,3,.2533,.215 
0 ► 6r.3 61,.1836, .156! .1316, .103 9,. 08 76,. 0672,. 0<. 76,. 0281.,, 0 091., o i» 366,. 301 
0 ► 6'J1 78,.2522,.2152 .181,8, .151'.,.13 61,,. 1121, .0923,. 0 72 8,. 051.0,. 0.35 3,o 017 
3 ► 65? 88, .0000. .1.328, .2912,.2510..2151,.1857,.1601..1372,.1162,.0965,.077 
0 ► 6,;3 93, .0598, .Ji«2'. .0 25 3, .0 031.,. 1.291, .2968,. 21.99,. 215 0,. 18 61.,. 1616,. 139 
0 ► 60'. 55,. 119 2, .1102 

DATA m="-!Ar( t 
.0 822,.0 6501 

0 ► 655 , 1 = 221, 3111=. O't 33, .0320, .0159,. 0013, .(,??<>,. 291. i»,.»*8 
0 ► 656 17, .211.1, .117 0 .163 0. .11.15,. 1219,. 10 36,. 0 8 62,. 069 7,. 05 37,. 0 381,. 022 
u ► 657 27,.0076, .'.2? 1 .2921,. 2'.75,.2H.5,.1371.,.161.1,. H.33,.121. 3,.1166,.0 99 
0 ► 653 30,.0739, .0515 .01.36,.J219,.0 1i.i.,.0000,.<,! 11,.?a9»,.21.63,.211.1,.187 
g ► 65T ".I, . 16.3 1, . IV.9 .1235,.lOiJ,.09 31,.0777,.J62J,.01.85,.031.1.,.0206,.006 a ► 660 58,.1.156. .2176 .?'.5 1, .2 13 7, .1880,. 1660,. 1'.5!,. 12 31.,. Ill 8,. 0961, .031 
a ►661 62,.0669..0530 .0 39 5,.0 26 2,.0131,.1000,.1.127,.2851.,.21.39,.2132,.188 
a ► 66» 72,.1667,.1',75, . 1.(0 1, .11'. 1,. 1918, .08'.!., .0705,. 0572,. 0'i'.l,.0( l<», . Oil 
.i ► 66 { 37, .OC i?. .1.006 ,.2 831., .21.2 7,. 2 12 7,. 18.33,. 1673,. n, 117,. 131 7,. 1161,, 101 
a ► 661. 93, .0873, .073 i . 0610,. OMi,,. 03 61,. 0239,. 0110,. 0000, .".0 68,. 2113,. 21.1 
a ► 665 S5,.21?l, .1113 .1670, .11.96) 
ii ► 666 DATA (( W.-IHYt I ,1 = 3-31,1.1.O) = .13 31,. 1179,. 10 36,. 09 01,. 0 770,. 0 61.6,. 0 52 
0 ► 667 13, .01. 01., .1217 .1172,.0057,.1.31.3,.279',,.21.0),.2116,.1883,.16 3 3,.150 n ► 6oi» 25,.13i.'», .1196 .105 6, .092i.,.,J 791,. 0677,. 3551,. Oi. 1.1,,. 0 3.31,. 0221,. Oil 
0 ► 661 30,. 0 00 0, .'4 15 1 . 1771,, . 2 !9 1,. 2110,. 1881, .1686, .1513, .13 05, .1211, .107 
0 ► 670 1.5, .0 9'. 7, .,182'. .) 70 6, .0 59 2,. 01.11, .0 372,. 0 261.,. 0151,. 0 3 53,. 3989,. 2 75 
0 ► 671 05, .23.10, .210'., .188 0, .1639,. 152 0,. 1366,. 1225,. 1092,. 0967,. 381.8,. 073 
0 ► 67? ■  63, .0622, .0515 .11.09,.U 3 05,.120.(,.0101,. 00 0 0,. 3961.,.2737,.2368,.219 
a ► 6 73 7 8.. 1871,. 1691 .1526,. 1 (7 5,. 1237,. 1108,. 0986,. 087 3,. 0 759,. 0661,. 051. 
0 ► 6 7'. 86,.01.'.'.,.0 !'..3 .0 21.1., .0 11.6,. 0 01,1, . mo,. 27 19,. 235 7,. 2 091,. 13 76,. 169 
0 ► 6 75 93, .1531, .1 !1'. .12^°,.1123,.1001,,.0 391,.0782,.0677,.05 75,. 31, 76,.037 
0 ► 6 76 J9,.:23 i,.nii .0091., .00001 
0 ► 677 DATA ((AR-iATC t , 1 =<.<. l,5v 1 )=. !9 17,. 2701,. 231.5,. 20 85,. 1871.,. 1691.,. 15 3 
0 ► 671 15,. 139 2, .125 h .11(6,.1020,.090),.03 O't,.0701,.0602,.0506,.OMl,. 0 31 
3 ► 6 79 28, .0227, .iiHo, .3ui.5,. 3 891.,. 2 68'.,.23 31,,. 20 73,. 137 1,. 1695,. 15 31,. 139 
a ► 630 3 8,. 1261, .lldl .1030, .092 7,. 0821., .072'.,. 0628, .05 31.,. 3',i.2,. 0152,. 026 
0 ► 6S1 '.3, .0175, .1017, .UU00,.3 17 2,. 2 6 67, . 2323,. 20 72, .1868,. 1695,. 151,2, .11,0 
0 ► 6<»? 55,.1273,.1160 .101.9, .09'. 3,. 081.2. . 071.5,. 06 51,. 056 0,. 0'. 71,. 038 3,. 029 
3 ► 613 66,. 0 21 1, .0 126 . 0 0'. 2,. 3 85,),. 2 651,. 23 13,. 20 fc5.. 1.166,. 1695,. 151.5,. I'.t 
a ► 61'. 7 0, .1236, .117.) .106 2,.0 95 9,.0160,.0765,.0673,.05.11.,.01.97,.01.21,.0 12 
0 ► 695 ,18, .021.5, .0 t'i3 .108 1,.0000,.3 8 30,.263 0,.2302,.2053,.1362,.1651,.151, 
0 ► 616 98, .11.15, .12 ) 5 .11(0, .107 3,. 0972, .0.376,. 0783, .0691.,. 0607,. 0522, ,01,3 
0 ►617 it,.0307, .1277, .0197, .0118) 
a ► 6ai» DATA ((A'-iAYd ,I = 55l,6i,9)=.0019,.38 08,.26 20,.229l,.2i;52,.l8 59,.l69 
0 ► 6H9 15, .1550, .11.21 .1300,.Ill 9,.1085.. 0916,.08 92,. 0801,.0713,.0623,.051, 
a ► 690 26, .01.65, .0 i«5 .03 07,. 0 22 9,.015 5,.0076,.0000,.3789,.2601.,.2281,.211. 
D ► 611 35,.1855,.169!. .1561, .11.2 3,. 1306, .1197,. 10 95,. 099 3,. 0 9C 6,. 08 17,. 0 73 
0 ► 697 "tl, .0 6'.1, .1 >6'l . 01.39,. Oi. 11,. 03 35,. 0259,. 01 35,. 0111,. 0 0 37,. 37 70,. 268 
a ► 693 59, .2271, .2 0(1 .1851, .169 2, .1553, .11.2 7,. 1312, .120 5,. 1106,. 10 10,. 091 
0 ► 6*1. 69, . 08.(2, .■,l7i»fl .166 7,.0683,. 0 511,. 01.36,.0361,.0288,.0215,.Oil,.!,. 0 07 
0 ► 6 95 71, .0 00 0,. 3 75 I .2571., .2 26 0,. 20 32,. 181. 7,. 1691,. 1551.,. 11.3 0,. HI 7,. 1 21 
0 ► 696 8?, .111 !, .1020 .0932, .0 81.6,. 1761.,. 063 5,. 0 6 08,. 003 2,. 01,59, .0 186,. Oil 
0 ► 697 91., .021.1., .0171, .1101., .0035) 
J ► 691 DATA ((HI (It, 1 = 3, 60) = .767, .7<.8,.762, .788, .833, .818, .829, .81.2, .850,. 
a ► 699 1859, .166,. 17',, .1(11,. 88 7, .392,. 317,. 90 1,. 9 05. . 90 3 ,. 9 11, .911., .916, .9 
i) ► 700 2 18,. 92 0,. 923, 921.,.9 26,.92 7,.929,.933,.9 31,.933,.93'. ,.935,.936,."3 
a ► 701 3 3, .9 39,. )u0,.- )•.!,. 91.2, .9!»J,.9'«i.,.9'i5, . 91,5, .91,6, . 91, 7 , .9'i 7, . 91, 7) 
0 ►702 UATA ((Ul:l( 1) , = 1,5 0) =.719,. 792,. 806,. 326,. 3.18,. 851,. 859,. 869,. 876, 
0 ►703 1.113,. 189, .•I9r ,.901. . 9 iK. ,. 110,. 111.,. 91 7,. 920,. .923, .926,. 9 28,. 9 30,. 
a ► 7 0'. 2931,.9 (3, .115 . 936,. 9 (7,. 9 19,. 91.0,. 9'. 1,.91.2,. 9'.3,. 9'.'.,.1<.5,.91.6,.9 
0 ► 705 3'.7,.9't1,. )'♦ ), 95 0,. 151,. 95 I, .952,. 95 3,. 95 3,. 951.,. 951.,. 955,. 955) 
a ► 7 06 rn = bi 
a ► 707 PO   6   I=1,N 
0 ► 708 5 os;o(i,ii=:j;r(ii 
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OSJ   FORTRAN     VERSION   3oia  WTEST 0'»/12/75     16?g 

UJOJ gAL^   SORTtf   <CmO,S0,2tl«0,N» 

O+^ll S=K 
n*7l2 RK=S*0.Ol 
0*7U S = N 
0*71'. ETST=S/2.0 
0»715 KODO = 0 
0*716 IF   (PK.LT.ETSTI   KOOD = 1 
3*717 KST = K«<K»KOOD» 
i)»719 0 = 0.0 
0*719 DO   10   1=1,K 
0*720 KK = KSTH-1 
0*721 COKF = ARRAy<KK>- 
3*722 II=N-I*1 
0*723 B = .l*COEF»(ORO<II,n-OROtI«im 
3*721, 10   CONTINUE 
0*725 SJS=0.0 
0*726 SUMSQ=0.0 
3*727 DO   15   1=1,H 
0*72» SUM=SU*l*nR1(I,lI 
0*729 SUMSQ = SUMSa*IORJ!I,ll,,OROtI,lM 
J*733 15   CONTINUE 
0*711 S=N 
0*712 SSq=SUSSQ-(SUM«l»2t/S 
3*7.1T H=(n*»2(/SSa 
0*71!, H-JITF   (10,351    M,N 
0*755 IF    (H.LT.H5(N))   GO   TO   20 
3*736 WRITE   (10,'.31 
3*717 IF   <H.LT.W1](N>I   CO   TO   25 
0*7H HRITE   (IOD^S) 
J*7T9 GO   TO   30 
0*7<40 20   WRITE   {IO.50J 
i)*7t,l 25   W-^ITF    (I0.S5J 
3*7<.2 30.CONTINUE 
3*71,3 RFTURN 
3*7i,(,      C 
J*7i,5 35   FORMAT   {       1H   ,9X,   31HTHF   W   STATISTIC   HAJ   A   VALUE   OF   ,F10»5,      5H   MI 
0*71.6       ITH.I',. 21H  OFG-!EES OF F^KC'IOS.) 
3*71.7 1.0 FORMAT (  143,9X, 56HTH? NULL HVPOTHESIS HAS ACCEPTED AT THE 5 PER 
0*71.1 1CENT   LEVEL.) 
0*71.9 1.5   FORMAT   (      lH0t9X,   57HTMG   NULL   HYPOTHESIS   WAS   ACCEPTED   AT   THE   10   PE 
3*750 1RCENT   LEVEL. I 
3*751 50   FORMAT   (      1H0,9X,   56HTHE   NULL   H/POTriCSIS   HAS   REJECTED   AT   THE   5   PER 
3*752 ICENT   LEVEL.t 
3*753 55   FORMAT   (       1H0,9X,   57HTHE   !JULL   HroOTHESIS   HAS   REJECTED   AT   THE   10   PE 
3*75', IRCENT   LEVEL. 1 
3*755 END 

NT   ERRORS   FOR   HTEST 
LEli'TH    IF   SunaoOGRAH 00502 
LVr,TH   OF   COMM1N   N105 03002 
LENGTH   TF   C0.1 •(ON   N106 0 0%* 3 
LENGTH   OF   COIHON   FOOL 02731. 

O 
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OSJ FORTRAN  VERSION J.12 Ok/lZ/TS      1629 

r>w immr-umn '^T.M.OHT.IOF, 
J*?1;* io=6i 
o+rs? su-i3=o.o 
a + ?f>l SlH2 = SUHJ 
<)¥tbl SU-11=:SU.12 
3+ro2 SUILOGsO.O 
0+7b1 Ul-M/S 
0*7t>t* N2 = 2»N1 
0*7;>5 NN1 = N1*1 
J*76?i NN2 = H2»1 
3*767 Rl = f4l 
0*-7b* i»2 = N-N2 
0+7f.l R3=M 
3*771 00   5   1=1,N 
0«-771 5   S'J110G = SUNLOG*UST<I» 
0*77? 5UML0G==J»»LDG(SUML0G/R3) 
0*77? 00   10    1=1,Ml 
3*77!» 10 .S'JMlsS'JMltUSTII) 
0*775 SJ11 = ''a»AL03«SU11/RH 
0*776 00   15   I = mUHZ 
0*777 15   SIJM2=,iUM2*J*T(I) 
0*77H SU12=.:?1»AL'5-»(3U12/Rll 
3*77'> OP   2 0    r=NN2,'< 
o*7so 20 simssuMSMmm 
a*7St SU>13 = :?2»ALOG{SUMJ/R2» 
3*73? SU1=SIJMl*3U12*SUt13 
0*713 UMrsSUMLOG-SUI 
1*7 S". R'i = ?.'J»(l.3/«l)*«1.3/R2)-l3.0/R3J 
3*7<»j CnNST=l.Q*{( 1.0/6.0»»RN> 
3*716 fl^T^n^T/COIST 
3*717 IijF = 2 
3*711 W^tTE    «IO,25)   BMT.IOF 
0*711 RCTUPM 
3*7'n  C 
3*741 25 FORMAT ( 13 K , 25H<?A'».Tl.F:T TS MTEST COCFF. IS, F10. <•, <.MW[TM, If. .eOHOf C^EE 
0*7 1? IS   JF   F:<Et[)OM.    ) 
3*7)5 EMO 

m   E^I'.S   FO^J   f(TE3T 
LENGTH   IF   SUHPROGRA^ 03367 
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3! m c n ► 7)^ 
Oi 7-17 
n 7'33      C 
0 ► 7q-> 
0 ► 300 
01 ► 301 
0 ► 302 
0 ► 803 
0 ► rt3<. 
0 ► 8J5 
0 ► 336 
•}< 337 
0 ► 333 
J ► 309 a< ► 313 
3< ►311 
3< ► 312 
3< 813 
3 ► 81<. 
11 ► 315 n 316 
)4 ► 317 
0< ► 313 
J ► 819 n ► 8.'0 
3 ► 321 
J ► 8 22 
3< 3M 
0< ► 32<« 
0 ► 8 25 
H ► 326 
0 ► 327 
J ► 323 
n ► 32? 
3 ► 8 53 
3 ► rt U 
0< 8*2 
0( ► 333 
3< ► 3 fit 
1 3 55 
3 ► 3 56 
J< ► 357 
3< ► 8 53 
3* ► 359 
0 «'*0 
3< 8<.l 
3i ► 3'»2 
0< Hi»3 
3< H<t<t 
0< 3'.5 
0< ►3'♦6 
J< S<t7 
3< ► 8<.3 
0< ►3'.9 
31 353 
0< 351 
0< ► 352      C 
0 ► 853      C 
0< ► 85U 
01 ► 455 
J< ► 855 
0< ► 857 
0 ► 853 
0< ►359 
0( 861 
01 ► 361 
0 ► 862 
3< ► 863 
3< ► 86't 
0< 365 
0< 866 
3< 867 
0< 86 8 
3< 869 
3< 870 
0< 9 71 
34 872 
31 875 

0S3 FORTRAN  VERSION 3.12 0^/12/75  1629 

immm m&r^MtH. ^r.iMOD.r.. 
OIH-NSIO'I   'JSr(l),    y(72,2),    SN<72I,   F0(72),   nLOW(72l,   BUPJ72I 
OUtNSION   35(25),   010(251 
ExrEPitAL   FNULL 
DATA (( 05 (t), 1 = 1, 25 1=0. 975, 0.31,2,0. 708, 0.62<t, 0.565,0.521, 0.<t86, 0.^5 

17, -J.lt 5 2,0. 'tl 0,0. 391, 3. 575,0.361, 0.3<. 9, 0.333, J. 32 3, 0.318, 0.3 0 i, 0.3-3 
21,3.29U,J.233,0.233,0.277,0.273,0.266) 
DArA((O10(I),I = l,25)=0.95 3,0.7 76,0.6<t2,0.56't,0.510,0.<i70t0.(t38,i).^ 

111, 0.3 88, U. 363, 0. 352, 0.3 3 3, 0.325. 0.3 l<ti J.30't, 0.295, 0.236, 0.278, 0.2 
2 72,0.26't,0.258,3.2 5'.,Q.2 50,0.2<t5,0.2i,0) 

10 = 61 
KT = 0 
LL=N/2 
P = LL 
D=)S(LL) 
K=0 
KK=0 
LM = LLH 
KL=LL 
00   5   t=LM,55 
X(I,1>=0.0 
SN(I) = 3.d 
F0(I)=0.0 
8L9H(I) = a.O 
8UI>(t)=0.0 

5   CWIUUE 
00   35   1=1,KL 
IF    rUST(2«t).LE.0.00000031)    GO   TO   ".0 
S=I 
Sr!<r) = 3/f> 
X(I, l)=U5t (?*I-1)/UST(2»I) 
OLOX (I) = SH([)-0 
I'.U'M 1) =S'Mr) »0 
IF   (PLOW(I).Le. 0.000001)    GO   TO   20 
GO   TO   25 

20   l)LOM(I) = 0.0 
25   IF    (PUiM It .5E. 0.949)99)   GO   TO   33 

GO   TO   35 
30   IIU?(II=1.0 
35 CO'ITINUE 

OUPI^O 
IF   (K.EO.l)   GO   TO   <t3 
GO   TO   <t5 

1.0   KT = 1 
WITF    (IO,210) 
C-O   TO   23 i 

(.5   CONTI'IUF 
C8LL   SORTV    (KtSOtZtltO.LLI 
SU1=0.0 
DC   65   1=1,Lt 
IF   (I.EO.ll   GO   TO   50 
GO   TO   55 

5 0X1=0.0     ■ 
XZ=X (1,1) 
GO   TO   60 

55   X1=X(I-1,1) 
X2 = X (1,11 
13   CALL   CU13F (FNULL, XI,Xa.COF) 
SIM   =SUM   ♦OIF 

60   CO-ITTNUF 
SUM=f;UM»COF(Xl,X2) 
F0(I1=501 

65   CONTINUE 
0^=0.0 
DO   75   1=1,LL 
TrHP = A8SF(S-J(T)-F3 (I)) 
IF   (ON.LT.TEMP)   GO   TO   70 
GO   TO   75 

70   OHsTEHP 
75   CONTINUE 

H^ITE    (IO,2(t5)    DNtLL 
H=!ITE    (10,235) 
00   110   1=1,KL 
IF   (I.EO.ll    GO   TO   80 
GO   TO   85 

80   IF   (mjPl-O.lOOl-FOd))    95,35,110 
85   IF   (ULOW(I)*0.i)001-F )(II I    9),1113.100 
93   IF    (hllP(I-l)-1.0031-F0(I))    100,103,110 
95   M'<tTF    (10,215)    I f 1L')W( I) , lUPl ,F'} < II 
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0S3   FORTRAM     VERSION   1.12   KOMTST 0'./12/75      162H 

5ts^ no sm-r 
0»a7o GO   TO   108 
OUT? 100   H^-ITE    (10,215)    I ,OLOW( I) ,1UP (1-1) ,F0 (I) 
2**7* 105   KL = I 
0H71 KK = 1 
Omi KT = 1 
3*S81 106   CONTTIUE 
CMd2 IF    (KK.Cl.ll   GO   TO   120 
O^IJ GO   TO   Hi 
0»»S'» 115   HKITF    (13,220) 
0*tS5 120   WRITE    (10,255) 
0*a*o L=LL 
0H87 00   130    I<=1,LL 
O^HBI IF    (X( IK).LE.12. Jl)   GO   TO   130 
OtSig GO   TO   125 
0+am 130   CO'UIMUE 
0+891 125   LL=IK-1 
0*89? IF    (XT)    195,135,115 
0+893 135   KT=1 
0+89I, D = O10(LL) 
0+395 KL=N/2 
3+8')o DO   155   1 = 1, <L 
0+897 BLOWd l = 3M(I)-0 
0**1* B'J»( I) =SN( I) +0 
0+»9') IF    (»LOW(I).LE. 0.000001)    GO   TO   l<t0 
0+900 GO   TO   ll»5 
o+93i uo nLov;(n = o.o 
0+902 IkS   IF   (0!JP(I) .5E.0.999999)   GO   TO   150 
0+9J3 GO   TO   155 
0+90', 150   nii°(I) =1.0 
0+905 155.CONTINUE 
0+9.IS 0IJP1=?) 
3+907 KT=0 
•)+908 00   JOQ   1 = 1,KL 
0+909 IF    (I.ea.l)    GO   TO   140 
0+910 GO   TO   165 
o+9ii 160 i^  (oij>n-o.oooi-Foii))  175.175,190 
0 + 91? Mb   IF    (P.LO^(I) + 0.0001-F0(I) )    170,180,180 
0+91? 170   IF    (flUP(I-l)-0.30U-F0(I))    180,180,190 
0 + 311. 175   WITT    (n,2'+0)    I.CILO W( I) , BUPl ,F0 (I) 
0+915 Or,   TC   1*5 
3+91b 193   CONTINUE 
0 + 917 GO   T(l   19<» 
3 + U8 180   H».ITF   (IO^I+O)    I.OLOWd) ,'1UP (I), F0 < I) 
1+919 KT=1 
0+920 185   KL=I 
3+921 19(.   CONTINUE 
J+92? IF   '(KT.EQ.O)    WRITE   (10,250) 
0 + 92 5 195   CG'ITINUE 
0+92<. W'TTE    (10,235) 
J+92J WITE    (10,255) 
3+925 WPITE    (10,225)   L 
3+927 00   ?00   1=1,L 
3+928 200   W^ITE    (10,250)    X (I , 1 > , BLOW (I) , FO (I) , BUPd ) 
0+929 WRITF    (10,235) 
0+930 205 CONTINUE 
3+931        RETURN 
3+93?  C 
0+933 210 FORMAT (20X,51HK0M0LG0R0V STATISTIC IS ILLOEFINEO FOR THIS PROBLEM 
••)+9V. 1) 
3+9 n 215   FORMAT    (13 X, 5'.HNULL   HYPOTHESIS   REJECTED   AT   THE   5   PERCENT   LEVEL   ON 
0+9^ 1TH.:,I.1,21HTH   ITERATION   WITH   LOWER   BO   OF, Ff..«,/ 30X, 11HUPPEP   3D   0F,F6 
3+9 57 2'. i», I, 7H AM 3   TJN   OlbT   VAL'JF   UN.)ER   THE   NULL   HYPOTHESIS   0F,F6.<t) 
0 + 9 58 223   FO^IAT    I 50 X, (.9H JULL   HYPOTHESIS   ACCEPTED   AT   THE   5   PERCENT   LEVEL.    ) 
0+931 225   FOMAT    (20 X, 5<*HL 1ST ING   OF   X(I),   LOWER   BOUND,   FO,   ANO   UPPER   00UN3   F 
0 + 3!.3 10^   .H.l'.H   OTSEi'VATIONS. ) 
)+9',l 230   FORMAT    C-JX.i.Fia.i,) 
0 + 9i4? 275   F0 = "1AT   (1H3) 
0 + 9U5 2<»0   FORMAT    (13X,   56HHULL   HYPOTHESIS   REJECTEJ   AT   THE   10   PERCENT   LEVEL   0 
3+9i.'. IN   THE    ,13,    29HTH   ITERATION   WITH   LOWER   Bi3   OF, F6.1.,/30X,    11HUPPER   GO 
3 + 91,5 2   OF,F<j.<i,    l»i»H   ANO   CUN   0T3T   VALUE   UNOER   NULL   HYPOTHESIS  0F,F6.i.> 
3+91.6 2i«5   FORMAT   (10X,    37HVAL')E   0^   KOLMOGOROV   STATISTIC (ON)    IS   ,F10.7,   11H 
O+^i,? IBAS-fD   ON   ,13,    15H   03SERV 4TIONS.    ) 
3+91.8 250   FORNAT    (      1H   ,29X,   i,3HNULL   HYPOTHESIS   ACCEPTED   AT   THE   10   PERCENT   L 
3+9i»9 1EVEL) 
J+953 END 

NO  ERRO?S   FO'?   KOMTST 
LENGTH   OF   SUilPROGRA.^I 0 2565 
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o:;.i FnarsAN    VERISIO^  J.tz 0l»/lZ/75 

V.8\ xl1"iJ[^'.§')F<,<l°,(2, 

i* jr.i XJ.?=X2»#!5 
on •>', C0F=„636b2<'(ATAM(XZJI i-AT»NtXllM 
J»-q55 RETURN 
]f<15«i ENH 

«   tR'iJ'.S   FOR  COF 
LE'l^TH   OF   SJBPRO- iRAM                03055 
LOGlrF 

".I^T   S3. 32 
C=>'l   TIMr   3EC. J8.2 
^F?L<5 8) 
SF'ILKS 30 
to   ^i'C0=03 1787 
-A'.DS   ^£A3 1.5 
HT   U-JITS 5l»„U 

IftZ'l 


